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Abstract
Title: Near Surface Tilt and Pore Pressure Changes Induced by Pumping in Multi-Layered Poroelastic HalfSpaces.
Keywords: Tilt Measurements, Surface Deformation Fields, Pump Tests, Tilt Reversals, Noordbergum Effect,
Poroelastic Modelling.

At three sites in Germany, called OE, BV and V/D, pump test experiments were conducted. The aim was the
observation and ensuing modelling of near surface tilt and pore pressure changes induced by pumping in nearby
wells. The observations were carried out with 'bubble tiltmeters' as borehole and platform instruments. The
nominal resolution of the instruments was 0.1 J-lrad. Pore pressure changes in the subsoil were recorded through
water level fluctuations in weHs by means of pressure transducers with a resolution bettel' than 1 mm H 2 0. The
model calculations were carried out with the program POEL. vVith an assumption of a subsoil model, the program
allows an accurate and rapid signal simulation. The models are time resolved and account for multi-layered fully
satm'ated poroelastic half-spaces.
At site OE, 12 tiltmeters were used for measurements. They were installed at 16 shallow observation positions.
A waterworks was operated at the site and caused pump induced effects. The tilt data was used for imaging the
surface deformation fields. This new method of deformation imaging turned out to be promising for furt her
investigations. Heterogeneities in the subsoil might cause disturbances in the symmetry of a surface deformation
image. Subsoil consolidation could be monitored and an exhaustion of the lower-lying reservoir might become
predictable.
The most striking discoveries are transient pump induced reversals of the tilt signal, which were observed
at the locations OE and BV. At BV, the 'Noordbergum effect' was recorded in well level data parallel to the
tilt reversals. At this site, two tiltmeters were used. The tilt reversals document in the matrix strahl the strong
coupling between the soil matrix and the pore fluid. This type of signals could be reproduced by poroelastic
modelling.
The modelling reveals that the transient signals are sensitive to parameter adjustments in deeper layers of the
model. Accordingly, the transient signal part seems generally well suited for a fast experimental determination of
effective poroelastic subsoil parameters. Additionally, modelling showed a direct connection between the type of
tilt reversal and the arrangement of the layers in the subsoil.
Further aspects of the investigations were: At the site WD tilt observations were conducted with two tiltmeters above aburied quaternary channel from which the groundwater was extracted. Steady state models were
calculated for predicting the position and strength of the pmup induced tilt maximum at the surface. Refinements
of experiments are discussed.

Kurzfassung
Deutscher Titel: Oberflächennahe Neigungssignale und Porendruckvariationen induziert durch Pumpen in mehrfach geschichteten poroelastischen Halbräumen.
Schlüsselwörter: Neigungsmessungen, Oberflächendeformationsfelder, Pumptests , Neigungsumkehrungen, Noordbergum Effekt, Poroelastische Modellierung.
An drei Lokationen in Deutschland, bezeichnet mit OE, BV und vVD, wurden Pumptestexperimente durchgeführt. Ziel war die Erfassung und die anschließende Modellierung von pumpinduzierten oberfächennahen Neigungssignalen und Porendruckvariationen. Die Neigungsmessungen erfolgten mit" Bubble-Tiltmetern" , und zwar
sowohl mit Bolrrloch- als auch Plattforminstrumenten. Die nominelle Auflösung der Geräte betrug 0,1 j.Lrad. Die
Porendruckschwankungen im Untergrund wurden anhand von Pegelveränderungen in Brunnen erfasst. Hierzu
wurden Drucksensoren mit Auflösungen besser als 1 mm HzO in die Brunnen eingebracht. Die l'vIodellrechnungen
wurden mit dem Programm POEL ausgefülrrt. Für ein angenommenes Untergrundmodell erlaubt das Programm
eine genaue und schnelle Signalberechnung. Die Modelle sind zeitaufgelöst und berücksichtigen geschichtete
vollständig gesättigte poroelastische Halbräume.
An der Lokation OE wurde mit 12 Tiltmetern gemessen. Diese ww'den an 16 verschiedenen Positionen
oberflächennah installiert. Ein an der Lolmtion gelegenes Wasserwerk verursachte pumpbedingte Effekte. Die
Neigungsdaten wurden zur Darstellung von Oberflächendeformationsfeldern genutzt. Es zeigte sich, daß diese
neue Methode für weitere Untersuchungen vielversprechend ist. Heterogenitäten im Untergrund können sich als
Abweichungen von der Symmetrie im Oberflächendeformationsfeld abzeichnen. Die Konsolidierung des Untergrundes könnte fortlaufend kontrolliert und eine Erschöpfung des tieferliegenden Reservoirs frühzeitig erkannt
werden.
Die herausragendsten Entdeckungen sind transiente pumpinduzierte Umkehrungen des Neigungssignals, die
an den Lokationen OE und BV beobachtet wurden. An BV wurde der" Noordbergum Effekt" parallel zu diesen
Neigungsumkelu'wlgen im Brunnenpegelsignal nachgewiesen. Hier wurde mit zwei Tiltmetern gemessen. Die NeigWlgsumkehrungen dokumentieren in der Bewegung des Korngerüstes die starke Kopplung zwischen Untergrundformation und Porenflüssigkeit. Diese Art von Signalen konnte in den poroelastischen Modellen nachvollzogen
werden.
Die Modelh'echungen zeigen, dass die transienten Signalanteile sensitiv auf Parametervariationen in tieferen
Schichten des Modells reagieren. Danach scheint für eine schnelle experimentelle Bestimmung von effektiven
poroelastischen Untergrundparametern der transiente Signalanteil gut geeignet. Die Rechnungen zeigen zudem
einen direkten Zusammenhang zwischen der Art der Neigungssignalumkehr und der konkreten Schichtenfolge im
Untergrund.
vVeitere Aspekte der Untersuchungen waren: An der Lolmtion WD fanden Neigungsmessungen mit zwei
Tiltmetern oberhalb einer quartären Rinne statt, aus der gepumpt wurde. Stationäre Modelle zw' Bestimmung von
Lage und Stärke des pumpinduzierten Neigungsmaximums an der Oberfläche wurden gerechnet. Verbesserungen
der Experimente werden diskutiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Tiltmeters instailed at shailow depth are apt to record signals which are related to subsidence. The
subsidence can be caused for instance by pump activities in nearby weils. Tilt measurements are a
high resolution method for the detection of subsoil motions, i. e. ailow recordings of motions related to
soil displacements in the range of sub-micrometers. The measmements have the capability to record
quasi continuol1'3 data over a broad range of signal pm'iods, from seconds to years (Kümpel et al. , 2001).
Observations of induced soil motions in the vicinity of pumped weils can be a new method for monitoring
of subsoil dynanlics and reservoir consolidation. These observations can be combined with weil level
recordings to gain additional information about the related pump induced pore pressure changes. The
observations of tilt and pore pressme changes could be described by poroelastic models, i. e. on the
basis of the rheology of poroelasticity, wllich is also cailed the theory of consolidation (Terzagili, 1925,
1943, Biot, 1941). The poroelastic parameters and geological structure used in these models might be
applicable for a characterization of the subsoil (Kümpel, 1996, Kümpel et al. , 1999, Vasco et al. , 1998,
2001).
The concept of tllis combined experimental and modelling approach is that tilt and pore pressure signals
are generated by fluid withdrawal in the close surrounding of the produetion weil's screen. The signals
spread throughout the subsoil and were 'seen' by the tiltmeters instalied near the smface, and recorded as
wellievel changes in observation wells. These signals carry information about the response behaviom and
the structme of that part of the subsurface where the signals passed through. The pump induced tilt field
spreading out near the smface can be depieted as a contour diagram drawn from the tilt data that were
obtained at different observation points. This contour diagram provides an image corresponding to the
pump induced sm'face defonnations. This experimental method is cailed 'smface deformation imaging'.
Inhomogeneities in the subsoil can distmb the signal dispersion wllich is expected from a regular subsoil
structm'e like a homogeneous 01' a horizontaily layered half-space. The inhomogeneities can be recogllized
as a deviation from the expected, regular signal course at individual observation points and thus as a
perturbation in the tilt field near smface, i. e. in the contom diagrams. Poroelasticity appears to be a
suitable theory for a comprehensive description of pmnp induced tilt and pore pressme changes (Kümpel,
1989, 1991, 1997, Lehmann, 2001, Wang & Kümpel, 2003). Construction of a poroelastic subsoil model
is possible on the basis of the geological interpretation of the drilling log of the used weils, 01' by means of
geophysical smveying. The poroelastic parameters and the structure of the model can be adjusted using
an iterative approach. The model, which fits the observations best, can be used to describe the recorded
response of tilt and pore pressme to the water withdrawal from the weil.
An application of the method is the reduction of the ambiguity of classical hydrological methods in
wllich wellievel fluctuations were analysed (Krauss, 1974, Krauss-Kalweit & Kalweit, 1984, KrusemalUl
& de Ridder, 1994, Hölting, 1996). Since a single weil, especially if it is deep, is costly, the number
of observation points is limited. lVloreover, measm'ement of weil heads mostly accomlts for the related
pore pressme dynamics in the tapped aquifer. Therefore, determination of subsoil parameters in classical
methods is focused to this aquifer, but not to the complete subsmface (Hölting, 1996, KrusemalUl &
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de Ridder, 1994). vVith the new method, the number of observation points can be increased. Tiltmeters
can be installed in shallow boreholes, in depths of a few meters at positions between observation wells.
These tilt recordings acc01111t for the pump induced response of the whole subsoil between the depth
of the well screen and the smface, and they accowlt for the dynamics of soil-matrix and fluids. In a
fmther state of development, near sw'face tilt measurements could be lL'3ed as an additional method for
geophysical smveying, too (Karasaki et al. , 2000). Smface displacements and consolidation processes
caused by water, gas 01' oil production (Lewis et al. , 2003) and also related to flooding of old twmels
from coal mining could be assessed. The optimal injection rate for e. g. geothermal exploitation (vValters
et al. , 2002) could be controlled and estimated. Tilt monitoring in growld water extraction areas close
to cities can be used to indicate serious subsidence of special pmpose buildings, 01' to monitor induced
geodynamie processes. However, this method using tilt observations dming pwnp tests is still in its
development. This study will add a fmther step.
The study bases on investigations whieh apply the theory of poroelasticity for the interpretation of tilt
and pore pressme data from pwnp test experiments: The works of Kümpel (1989) and LehmaIlll (2001)
mostly deal with the time dependency of pwnp induced tilt and pore pressure changes in the homogeneous
full-space and the steady state situation in the homogeneous half-space, respectively. 'Hang & Kümpel
(2003) presented the program POEL to model the time dependent tilt and pore pressme response to
pwnping from a homogeneous and a layered poroelastie half-space. They used POEL to compute the tilt
data from a test site in Hungary (Kümpel et al., 1996). Fabian & Kümpel (2003) showed a new type of
transient pwnp induced tilt signals, jwnps and reversals, which were observed contemporaneously with
the hydrological phenomenon of the 'Noordbergwn effect'.
The aim of this study is to clarify some questions arising from these previous \vorks. The questions are:
(1) \Vhich capabilities has the method of smface deformation imaging by means of tiltmeter clusters and
which improvements can be recommended? (2) vVhieh types of transient pwnp induced tilt signals and
pore pressme changes can be observed here? (3) How do pwnp induced tilt and pore pressme distributions
look in layered half-spaces - in the steady state and dming the transient phase of withdrawal and how
do the field distributions in subsoil depend on poroelastic parameters and arrangement of layers? (4) Is
it possible to model the transient jumps and reversals observed in tiltmeter data, and are these signals
useful for the derivation of subsoil parameters?
To provide an answer to question (1), at the site called OE, two experimental case studies were conducted.
A first experiment with two borehole tiltmeters and a second one with a cluster of tiltmeters and different
types of instruments (borehole and platform tiltmeters) and installations was carried out. The experiment
with two tiltmeters served as a preliminary test for the second experiment. In the second experiment the
method of smface deformation imaging was applied and tested in detail. Question (2) was assessed by the
experiments at site OE too, as weIl as by two fmther experiments at the sites called BV and vVD with two
borehole tiltmeters each. The transient part of selected pwnp induced signals was inspected. Question
(3) was answered by the computation of several models for multi-Iayered poroelastie half-spaces by means
of the program POEL. The models are generalized. They were constructed to aCcowlt for different kinds
of layering in subsoil, for the steady state and the transient phase. An answer to question (4) was given
by adjusting a multi-Iayer model with respect to the gross geological settings at the experimental sites
OE and BV.
In the following chapter 2, the most important aspects of the experimental techniques used in the study
and the necessary terms for poroelastic modelling are stated. In chapter 3, the experiments to provide an
answer to questions (1) and (2) will be explained and the data presented and discussed. Chapter4 shows
and explains the model ca1culations. Questions (3) and (4) will be answered. In chapter 5 is a discussion
of some important aspects of the investigations. The appendix provides additional data and information
about the set-up of tiltmeter experiments, transformations of tilt data, the experimental sites and the
corrections of data.

2

Chapter 2

Theoretical Sketch
This chapter briefiy states the most important aspects of the applied experimental methods and of the
theory of poroelasticity used for interpretations and modelling. Many other researchers deal with a
consequent methodical and theoretical treatment of the use of tiltmeters and of poroelasticity, e. g. Biot
(1941, 1973), Rice & Cleary (1976), Wyatt & Berger (1980), Kümpel (1982, 1989, 1991), Agnew (1986),
vVyatt et al. (1988), Vlang (1993, 2000), Lel1l11aIll1 (2001), Wang & Kümpel (2003), Neuzil (2003).
The experimental concept, tilt mea.surements, tiltmeters, a formal definition of tilt, pore pressure measurements by means of pressure transducers, the poroelastic equations, the parameters used for modelling aIld
the analytical steady state solutions in the homogeneous full-space and the half-space as weH as methods
for solving more complex situations will be itemized in tImt sequence in the foHowing.

2.1

Experimental Concept

Experiments as sketched in
~y
Fig.2.1 show that pmnping
thTOUgh a production weH
leads to deformations of the
subsoil, related tilt signals
nearby the weH and weH
tilt angle
head changes in observao
9,"';1Y
;... t
tion weHs (Kümpel et al. ,
-q .------...
1996, Fabian et al. , 2000,
constant pump rate
o
subsidence I
Lelunann, 2001, Fabian &
. ................... .. ....... :'"
;
.
.
Kümpel, 2003).
The ob:
surface
I
servables, which have to be
I
weil head change
I
measlll'ed and modeHed, are
I
~h-~p
I
pump induced tilt, 6')' with
tiltmeter
[6')']
1f-trad, and pore
weil head
preSSlU'e changes, 6p with
I
I
I
I
[6p] = Pa.
The latter
are assmned to be related
to weH head changes. Measmements of the weH head
fluid f10w ---.
can be obtained thTOUgh
preSSlU'e transducers in the
observation weil
production weil
production and observation
weHs.
(Sub-) surface tilt- Figure 2.1: Experiment with observables /:"., (tilt) and /:"p (pore pressure change). q
ing can be monitored by tilt- denotes the pump rate, t is time and to time of onset of the pump, /:"h is the weil head
change to which pore pressure change is related. Pumping leads to weil head changes,
meters.

ßyobt :Llt:=
9

,

,

."'

,

•

•

__ J

induced subsidence of the surface and tilt. The figure is not true to scale.
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Only pump induced tilt and pore pressure changes were investigated, namely the relative signals with
respect to the equilibrium levels before the p1ll11p test has been started. In the experimental situation,
there are additional signal parts of tilt and pore pressme changes. They can be e. g. a long term drift
and fluctuating signals like noise. These additional signal parts are not respected by the theory used
for interpretations. The theory only aCC01ll1ts for the relative, plll11p induced signals. The relationship
between soil deformation (including tilt) and pore pressme change, their coupling and their time dependency can be described by the theory of linear poroelasticity (Biot, 1941, Rudnicki, 1986, Kümpel,
1989, Wang, 2000). The subsoil is seen as a so called poroelastic medilll11. The medilll11 consists of two
components. First, a poroelastic matrix - herein called grain matrix 01' matrix. Second, a pore fluid in
the pores of the matrix. Since pore fluid and matrix are coupled, a change in pore pressme, i. e. a pore
pressme gradient established for instance by p1ll11ping water from a weIl, leads to deformations, and vice
versa deformations can generally cause pore presslll'e changes.

2.2

Tiltmeters and Tilt Measurements

A tiltmeter detects the angle between the tiltmeter itself and the local
gravity vector, Fig.2.2. COlmected to a data logger, tilt measmements
are time resolved and therefore also report angular motions. The
measmed angle can be divided in two perpendicular angles. The values
of these perpendicular angles can be plotted in a horizontal plane
against each other. The resulting trace, called hodograph, shows the
comse of the tiltmeters top with respect to its bottom, Figs.2.1, 2.2 .
Tilt measurements can not distinguish between angular motions of the
instr1ll11ent body and changes in the direction of the plumb line (i. e.
the gravity vector). It is asslll11ed that only angular motions of the
tiltmeter with respect to gravity occm and that the local plumb line is
stable. Moreover, a tiltmeter is not able to detect any translations, i. e.
parallel displacements of the instrlll11ent. Tilt itself is associated with a
rotation and/or a shearing in subsoil (Kümpel, 1989, Lehmann, 2001).
Due to cohesion, as it is assumed, any linear motion of apart of the
subsoil will be accompanied by an angular motion nearby this linear
displacement. A movement of apart of the subsoil with respect to
another not moving one ends up in a local shearing between the moving
and the resting part, 01' a rotation of the moving one aro1ll1d the fixed.
The range of the spatial signal wave length tImt can be accessed in
the measmements depends on the tiltmeter body's extension, i. e. the
(effective) base length (Kümpel, 2003a).

hodograph

.....
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Figure 2.2: Tiltmeter, tilt angle t:::.,
with respect to gravity g, perpendicular tilt components X and Y and hodograph.

In this study two types of tiltmeters were used, first borehole tiltmeters (AGI, 1991, 1999a), second
platfonll tiltmeters (AGI, 1997). The borehole tiltmeters were the main instrlll11ents, since there is some
experience with their application (Fabian et al. , 2000, Kümpel et al. , 2001, Mentes & Fabian, 2001a,b,
Campbell et al., 2002, Fabian & Kümpel, 2003, Kümpel & Fabian, 2003). The platform tiltmeters were
used to test their applicability.
Borehole tiltmeters can only detect angles in horizontal direction, called vertical tilt (as in Fig.2.2).
Platform tiltmeters measme tilt angles in vertical direction, called horizontal tilt (Agnew, 1986). The
strike direction of pWllp induced near smface tilt is obtained from measmements of the tilt angle in two
perpendicular horizontal directions, X and Y in Fig.2.2. Hence, all instr1ll11ents used utilize two build-in
(electrolytical bubble tilt) sensors. The sensors have a nominal angular resolution of 0.1 f.-irad. This
almost equals a sidewards deflection of 0.1 . 10- 6 m of alm long line. Connected to a high resolution
data logger at least a two to five times bettel' resolution could be achieved in all, i. e. 0.05 f.-irad to
0.02 f.-irad. Fig.2.3 shows a sketch of a bubble tilt sellSOr. The gas bubble's position in the quartz
tube depends on the orientation of the sensor with respect to the pllll11b line. If an alternating-cmrent
is applied to the outer electrodes, a varying electrical potential field is established in the electrolyte.
4
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That potential fielel, i. e. the complex resistivity between the electroeles, elepenels on the position of the
bubble. A movement of the bubble will change the electrical potential between the upper anel lower
electroele. This allows a calibration of the output voltage between these two elecelectrodes troeles in elepenelency of the tilting of the sensor (Agnew, 1986, IvIentes et al. ,
1996). Both sensors of a tiltmeter are operateel inelepenelent of each other. An
integrateellow-pass Butterworth filter with 40dB/ dec roll-off in the range below
the cut-off perioel of 7.5 s can be applieel simultaneously to both. The instruments have an aelelitional thermistor element that enables temperature control
electrolyt
gas bubble (AGI, 1997, Holzhausen, 1997, AGI, 1999a,b, 2000). Other types of tiltmeters
utilize vertical 01' horizontal peneluhuns as sensors (Goulty, 1976, Peters & BeauFigure 2.3: Bubble tilt sen- mont, 1985, Rogers et al., 1986, Valliant & Burris, 1987, Bilham, 1993, Bonatz,
sor.
2000).
In the experiments borehole tiltmeters were installeel in quartz-sanel beels in shallow boreholes at elepths
between 1.5 m anel 4 m. The tiltmeters were aeljusteel with respect to the plumb line by tampering
the sanely fill in the ring space between the tiltmeter boely anel the casing of the borehole, Fig.2.4.
Boely length, i. e.
base
length of a tiltmeter is
1....- - - - - - - - tamper, In action
0.85 m; its eliameter mea- platform tiltmeter
sures 0.065 m (AGI, 1991, concrete
protective cap, open
1999a). Some of the bore- plate
hole tiltmeters useel were
self maele. Their boely is
17;;3~~:;:bv":i electronlcs
of somewhat larger eliInensions, i. e. has a eliameter
of 0.080 m anel a length of
0.90 m, but hosts the same
6~""-;;-""-;;-""-;;-~"-;;-'+ borehole
type of sensors anel electronics like the other instru;I~t:211ttt concrete
PVC caslng
ments (AGI, 1999b, 2000,
~~;"""';---'"c-"-r---Ttampered sand
Grüneberg, 2002).
Platform tiltmeters were placeel
~'-:::<-''-7-::-''-+;+ borehole tlltmeter
on concrete plates lying in
~~~~~-+-- PVC seal
a sanel beel in 0.4 m eleep
hollows (Tofani & Horath,
1990, AGI, 1997). A shelter
box placeel besiele the tiltlneters 01' in the borehole Figure 2.4: Installation of platform and borehole tiltmeters. For short-term installations
above the borehole tiltmeter with borehole tiltmeters PVC casing and concrete were not used.
helel rechargeable batteries
anel a elata logger. A continuous recorel of the voltage output of the tiltmeter sensors was obtaineel. The
tiltmeters come with a calibration sheet to convert voltages in tilt values. The appeneli.x, sectionA.1.1,
has an aelditional elescription of the necessary fielel work for the installation of tiltmeters. A well suiteel
explanation of the borehole tiltmeter installation is also in AGI (1999a) anel for platform tiltmeters in
AGI (1997) anel el'Orey ele Lantremange (1998).
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2.3

Formal Definition of Tilt

Vertical tilt in raelial elirection towarels a well, Li,/'" is elefineel as the change Liu" in position along the
horizontal axis per change in elepth Liz, Fig.2.5. Infinitesimally the elefinition is:
e.g.

5

1f.1mhorizontal
1mvertical

(2.1)

2 Theoretical Sketch

where the sign 1 accomlts for negative tilt, if the tiltmeter, i. e. its
body's top, strikes towards a pmnped weHlike outlined in Figs.2.1
and 2.5. Horizontal tilt can be defined similarly as Ll'z := -ouz/or.
Later, for modelling and interpretations, only vertical tilt (in the
radial direction towards a weH) is used, if nothing else is explicitly
mentioned.

...,....,----+-'-+-------~

~z

This definition of tilt is in a plane containing the weH, i. e. for a 2-D
case. In the tlu'ee dimensional case, additional tilt in a perpendicular
direction to the plane in Fig.2.5 can appear. This additional tilt can
be defined separately as:
OUt

uZ

~'tiltmeter

r-z plane
Figure 2.5: Definition of vertical tilt in a
r-z plane: the change in position at the
horizontal axis LU r per drop in depth
Lz, Eq.2.1.

(2.2)

L"Yt := ! : l ,

~u r

weil

where t denotes a third axis. Fig.2.6 shows the two tilt angles, LI',· for the tilt component in radial
direction with negative sign towards a weH, and LI't, which strikes tangentiaHy, 01' more exactly, in a
perpendicular direction to L I1' .
The total tilt angle, i. e. the smll of LI'1' and Ll't can be obtained
by vector addition:

t-r plane

...L r-z plane

(2.3)

.6. / '1' and LI't

any dependent linear combination of these two tilt
angles are the values measm'ed by the two perpendicular sensors
of the tiltmeters used. Für practical pmposes it is sometimes useful to transform tilt angles measmed with respect to an arbitrary
orientation of the tilt sensors to tilt angles with a special orientation, e. g. towards a weH. Section A.2 in the appendix outlines
such transformations.

2.4

01'

Z

=O

A.

!ly - LlU
~r,,-!ly
t
t-, "-

weil

/

tiltmeter position

\

!ly -!lu
r

r

Figure 2.6: Tilt in a horizontal t-r plane
in three dimensions: Besides the radial tilt
L,1' tangential tilt L,t can occur as an
additional tilt component.

Pore Pressure Measurement and WeIl Head Changes

In a weH connected to a fluid reservoir the fluid will rise up mltil the weight of the fluid balances the pore
pressm'e in the reservoir, i. e. the pore pressme at the open section of the weIl. A change in reservoir
pore pressme will lead to a fluctuation of the weH level. Consequently, a pressme transducer instaHed
below the weH level can record the weH level fluctuation as a pressm'e change at its sensor element, and
this pressme change is taken as the measm'e for the pore pressme change in the reservoir. For the data
analysis it is assumed that the fluids in the weH and the pore fluids in subsoil consist of clean water with
atemperatme of Tjho = 11 oe and a constant density of PH2 0 = 999.6 kg/m s (Kuchling, 1988). The

g

value of gravity, I I, is assmned to be 9.81m/s 2 . The water colmml above the pressm'e transducer is
related to the recorded pressme value by:
_

n~

1m

~
wa.te7~

colu71'1n

·9.81 2" = 9806.13 Pa
s

~

'-.--'
9

f:; 10 kPa

(2.4)

= 0.1 bar.

A description of the pressme transducers (with build-in air pressme compensation) used in this study is
in the appendix, in seetionA.1.2.
lThe sign convention is as in Wang & Kümpel (2003) and opposite to Lehmann (2001)!
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2.5

Poroelastic Equations

The poroelastic equations are the equations of motion for the soil matrix and the pore pressure of the
pore fluid in a poroelastic medium that shows intrinsic fluid-matrix coupling. The medium is assumed to
be isotropie, homogeneaus and fluid saturated. The poroelastic equations are (Biat, 1941, vVang, 2000):
G -8
Gv 2Ui + --1 - 2v 8x'"

(L:
j

8Uj) -8x .
J

08p
'-

8x'2

= fi

(2.5)

8 (""
Q_18p
-+0'~ 8Uj)
-xV 2p=q.
8t
8t
. 8Xj
J

Ui for i E {I, 2, 3} are the components of the displacement vector with [Ui] = m, p = P(X1, X2, X3, t) is
(excess) pore pressw'e, here pore pressure induced by pWllping, with [P] = Pa, fi = fi (Xl, X2, X3, t) for i E
{I, 2, 3} are the three components of a body force per wut volwlle acting on the matrix with [Ji] = N 1m3 ,
and q = q(X1, X2, X3, t) is a fluid volwlle extraction rate with [q] = m 3 I S. Xi for i E {I, 2, 3} are the space
coordinates with [Xi] = m and t is time with [tl = s. Five independent parameters, G, v, Q-1, 0', x which
characterize the poroelastic medium enter in the equations. These parameters will be discussed in the next
section2.6. The term 2:: j 8ujl8xj describes the change in medium volunle. The term 8pl8xi = (V P)i is
the i-th component of the pore pressure gradient. As these terms enter in both equations, v 2 p = V(V p),
coupling between matrix and fluid is taken into account.
Gravity is not explicitly respected in the equations and the solutions. Chemical reactions, temperature influence as well as inertial fOl'ces are neglected, tao. All motions are assumed to be quasi static.
A1usotropy, nonlinearity and semi-linear cases were discussed by e. g. Biot (1955, 1973) whereas fast, not
quasi static motions, i. e. wave propagation in paraus media, is treated by e. g. Biot (1956b,c), Jianfeng (1999) and Diallo & Appel (2000). Dynamic patterns in poroelasticity are, for instance, treated by
Dvorkin & Nur (1993) and Sahay (2001). A study investigating ofthe similarity between thermoelasticity
and poroelasticity is outlined by e. g. Zimmerman (2000). Neuzil (2003) discussed thermo--poroelasticity
where coupling between matrix, fluid and temperature is considered.
Eqs.2.5 are coupled linear partial differential equations. Solutions of two 01' more vector fields U1,
~2' ... and two 01' more scalar fields P1, P2,'" superimpose independently. The solution fields are
symmetrically with respect to the symmetry of acting stresses and pressures and with respect to the
symmetries of the poroelastic medium and the bowldary conditions. The parameters are constants.
For a description of an inhomogeneaus, but not a time dependent mediunl, i. e. spatially dependent
parameters, the mediwll can possibly be divided into homogeneaus parts, where parameters da not
change. In tlus case, Eqs.2.5 can be used in each homogeneaus part of the mediwll. Solutions can be
found separately and connected to each other by linking the boundary conditions between the different
parts of the medium (Sommerfeld, 1978).
For the experimental purposes 8ud8x3 ,where i E {1,2} account for the horizontal directions, can be
measured by (borehole) tiltmeters and P is detectable with pressure transducers recording well head
fluctuations. q can be obtained from a flow meter attached to the outlet tube of a pump. Vi, fi are
asswlled to be zero.

2.6

Poroelastic Parameters

Poroelastic parameters characterize the behaviour of a poroelastic mediunl. The parameters themselves
are defined by means of selected physical processes wlder special conditions. An example is a compression of a mediWll wlder 'drained' conditions. Drained means that the pressure of the pore fluid remains
constant. This equals the case, where the fluid daes not interact with the matrix 01' is simply absent.
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Undrained conditions can also be applied during the determination process of poroelastic material parameters. The parameter which is determined in a special process is then called the drained 01' the
lUldrained parameter. Undrained conditions mean that the fluid interacts with the matrix and remains
in the pores in spite of any matrix movement. The fluid can move in the pores, but is lUlable to escape
from the volUllle taken into consideration. The matrix vollUlle is 'jacketed' as Biot & \Villis (1957) stated.
The Ulldrained case can be marked with the condition !vI = const in contrast to p = const for drained
conditions. This should indicate that the fluid mass 1\1 is preserved due to inhibited fluid escape. A
constant vollUlle 01' a fixed volUllle strahl, i. e. 2:: i Eii = const and Eij := (1/2) (Chij /aXi + auiJaXj) is
the strain tensor, are other possible conditions Ullder which a poroelastic parameter can be detennined.
Generally, for a description of a poroelastic mediUlll both, drained and Ulldrained parameters, as weH as
a mixtUl'e of them, 01' even parameters determined Ullder fUl'ther different conditions can be used. It is
only important that, however, the parameters form a complete and independent set (vVang, 2000).
Parameters C, lJ, Q-l, 0:, U from Eqs.2.5 form a complete and independent set (vVang, 2000). Other
parameters can be deduced from these five ones to obtain a different parameter set (Kümpel, 1991,
2003b). The set ofparameters that will be used here is C,lJ,lJu,B,D. Cis the shear modulus, lJu is
the Ulldrained Poisson ratio, B Skempton's coefficient and D the hydraulic diffusivity, all described here
below.
The shear modulus C accoUllts for the matrix reaction especially to shear stresses, i. e. fOl'Ces acting
tangentially on a surface of the medilUll. This is weIl known from elasticity (Sommerfeld, 1979, Feynman
et al. , 1991). Since fluids (in a poroelastic mediUlll) are Ullable to hold these stresses, Biot (1941) stated
that

C = Cu,

[C] = [Cu] = Pa

(2.6)

where Cu is the Ulldrained shear modulus.
The Poisson ratios lJ and lJu accoUllt for the drained and Ulldrained case, respectively. The definition of
both is the same, but for lJu in a saturated Ulldrained porous mediUlll, i. e. with intrinsic fluid-matrix
interaction. Using the strain tensor Eij the Poisson ratios can be written after Kümpel (1991) and Wang
(2000) as

lJ = - Eii
-

I

Ekk p=const

,

lJu = -Eii
-I

,

=I- k,

i

[lJ] = [lJu] = 1.

(2.7)

Ekk IvI=const

A compressed jacketed (Ulldrained) mediUlll will stronger extend sideways while stress acts in a particular
direction than if the mediUlll is drained. Therefore, in a poroelastic mediUlll lJ :::; lJu . The reason is,
because pores are saturated and will be less compressible than drained (UllSaturated) pores. Tab.2.1
lists some bibliographical values for C and lJ. For lJu values for sedimentary subsoil taken from Grecksch
(1999) and Lehmann (2001) range between 0.40 and 0.49.
material
ice*** (-4°C)
basalt***
Rulrr sandstone*
sand/gravel****
small-grained sand**
sandy clay****
clay****
l_w_a_te_r_**_*

C/[CPa]
9.6
27
12 ... 13
1 ... 5
0.1 ... 0.3
0.1 ... 1
0.1 ... 5
1

E = 2 CPa

lJ/[1]
0.33
0.3
0.12 ... 0.15
0.2 ... 0.4
0.1. .. 0.15
0.4 ... 0.48
0.4 ... 0.48
I

0.5 I

Table 2.1: Bibliographical values of parameters, shear modulus, G and Poisson ratio, v after *Rice & Cleary (1976),
**Domenico (1977) (for Ottawa sand with gas fill), "**Kuchling (1988), ****Maruyama (1994). The modulus of elasticity,
E depends on G and v by E = 2G(1 + v) (Sommerfeld, 1979, Feynman et al., 1991). The values for water are deduced from
the compressibility (Kuchling, 1988).
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The parameter Q-l is called Biot compressibility. It expresses 'the amount of water which can be forced
into the soil under pressure while the volume of the soil is kept constant' (Biot, 1941). If 8 describes the
increment of fluid content in soil (Biot, 1941) the Biot compressibility can be defined after vVang (2000)
as
08

Q-l._

.- op

(2.8)

1

617=0 '

where p is the pore pressure and .6 v is the change in medium volume. The shape of the volUllle can
change. Even if the definition of Q-l in Eq.2.8 is more 01' less easy to imagine, it is neither Ullder drained
nor Ullder undrained conditions. It is difficult to keep the volUllle constant in experimental set-ups and
Q-l can hardly be measured. This is the reason why Q-l is often expressed by other parameters for
experimental purposes. After Rice & Cleary (1976) the Biot compressibility can be expressed as
(2.9)
vvhere B is Skempton's coefficient as outlined below.
The next parameter to be named is 0:, the coefficient 01 effective stress (Biot & vVillis, 1957). It is the
change of the pore volUllle in a poroelastie mediUlll, ifthe gross vohulle of the mediUlll (matrix and pores)
is changed Ullder drained conditions. After Kümpel (1991) this can be expressed as

OV,'1
[0:]
o:=V
o p=const '

= 1,

(2.10)

where Vn is the volUllle of the pores and V is the gross volUllle. \iVith the porasity n .- Vn/V of a
poroelastie medium Schiffmann (1970) showed that
0:::;

n:::;o: < 1.

(2.11)

Because of the necessity to distinguish between the pore volUllle and the gross volUllle, 0: is difficult to
determine in simple experiments, too. Hence, it was not used for calculations adapting experimental
data and was expressed by other parameters. On the other hand, 0: is an important control value for the
choiee of poroelastic parameters related to 0:. Riee & Cleary (1976) showed that after Biot (1941)
0:

u - v)
= - - -3(v
' -__----'---__-

(1 - 2v) (1

+ vu)B

(2.12)

vVith Eq.2.12 and Eq.2.11 the range of values for the set of the parameters v, V u and B is restrieted.
The concept of effective stress is discussed in comprehension e. g. in Skempton (1960a,b), Nur & Byerlee
(1971) and Zimmerman et al. (1986).
The parameter x is the Darcy conductivity known fr'om Darcy's law (Hölting, 1996). x can be related
after Kümpel (1991) and Hölting (1996) to the so called Krvalue, which is used in hydrology, by

Kj =

Pjluid

'-.,-'

9

'-..r-'

(2.13)

x,

density g1'avity

The K j value can be measured in laboratory tests. For laboratory measurements Hölting (1996) mentions
a range of Kj-values typically for sediments. He characterized the ranges of the Kj-values by the
perviousness of the material. Tab.2.2 summarizes these ranges for the most important sediments occUlTing
here. The K rvalue can also be determined in field experiments. For instance, slug and bail tests, foreed
weIl head oseillations and quasi statie step-rate pump tests (Krauss, 1974, Krauss-Kalweit & Kalweit,
1984, Hölting, 1996).

Skempton's coefficient B can be defined under Ulldrained conditions as

B.-. -op
-I

,

oPc IvJ=const

9

[B] = 1

(2.14)

2 Theoretical Sketch

material

Yi r vaue
1 Im
"7

perviousness

gravel
coarse-grained sand
mid-grained sand
small-grained sand
silty sand
siltl (day)
day

10- 1 ... 10- 2
~ 10- 3
10- 3 ... 10- 4
10- 4 ... 10- 5
10- 5 ... 10- 7
10- 6 ... 10- 9
< 10- 9

very high
high ... very high
high
normal
normal ... low
low ... very low
very low

signature
p

:0

;1

"

"

~-:-,:,,-7.:!
:-_- __ -...J
,------~

~~

Table 2.2: Kf-values after Hölting (1996) for the most important sediments in this study, printed together with a characterization by the perviousness and their signature hereafter. Mixtures of sediments will be denoted by a mixed signature.

where Pe is a confining pressure acting equally on all sides of a saturated and jacketed medium volume
(Skempton, 1954). For instance, imagine a rubber bag filled with water saturated sand and placed in
apressure chamber. If the pressure (confining pressure) in the chamber is increased, the rubber bag is
compressed, but the water in the sand in it can not escape. One part of the chamber's preSSlU'e acting
on the bag is hold by the sand, the other part is hold by the fluid satmating the sand. In Eq.2.14 P
denotes the pore pressme, i. e. the pressure of the water in the sand. Hence, in the example, B accounts
for the part of the chamber pressure acting on the fluid in the bag, and 1 - B accolUlts for the part
acting on the sand grains (the matrix) in the bag. The coefficient B was introduced by Skempton (1954).
An experimental determination of B for Berea sandstone was done by Green & \iVang (1986) and yields
values dose to lUlity. Assuming a homogeneous half-space of water satmated sediments, Fabian (1998)
calculated after Rojstaczer & Agnew (1989) values for B from fluid level variations in a 100m deep well
located in the Lower Rlline Embayment. The level variations were caused by statical loading effects
of precipitation. From tllis calculation values of B with respect to equal horizontal and vertical elastic
properties of the subsoil, as Rojstaczer & Agnew (1989) stated with their parameter H = 1, are in the
range 0.7 ::; B ::; 0.8 asslUning V u = 0.4. If only the elastic properties of the subsoil in vertical direction
were taken into accolUlt, i. e. H = 0, 0.9 ::; B ::; 1.0 with V u = 0.4. Bis physically restricted to 0 ::; B ::; 1.
B = 0 would account for a (solid) medium without fluids (op = 0) and B = 1 for a pure fluid (op = oPe)'
The hydraulic diffusivity D can be defined through a diffusion equation for Po := (pi B - Pe) (Rice &
Cleary, 1976). Po is the pressure difference between an increment in the confuling pressure Pe and the
resulting change in pore pressure. A diffusivity law for Po can be written formally as
2

[D]=~.
s

(2.15)

Rice & Cleary (1976) derived Eq.2.15 from the poroelastic equations. They showed that
(2.16)
Eq.2.16 shows the complex dependency of D from other parameters described before. Through B, in
the formula for Po fluid and matrix are respected. D dlaracterizes diffusion with fluid-matrix coupling
in a poroelastic medium. With Eq.2.13 D can be related to the possibly more fanliliar Krvalue from
hydrology than to x. In principle, C can vary over some and K f over many orders of mag1litude and the
difference between v and V u can become small. Thus, the variation of D can be quite large. Bibliograpmcal
values of D vary between 10- 5 and 103 m 2 I s (Maruyama, 1994, Grecksch, 1999, Lehma1lli, 2001, Wang
& Kümpel, 2003).
Tab.2.3 shows some examples of sets of poroelastic parameter values used for lUlconsolidated sediments
during the modelling in chapter 4. The values of C, v, vu , Band K f (not D) are guesses for a general
poroelastic start model not accolUlting for a certain subsoil situation. D and Cl; in Tab.2.3 were always
calculated from the other parameters through Eqs.2.16, 2.13 and Eq.2.12, respectively. Like stated
above, K f is used to derive D, since the Krvalue may be more familiar. The growing values of Cl;
from top to bottom in Tab.2.3 are caused by a constant, averaged vu , Eq.2.12, 2.11. Dming model
10
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material
coarsegrained sand
midgrained sand
smallgrained sand
silty sand
silt
mix of
loam, silt
loam
clay

G[GPa]

B

D[m-/s]

Kj[m/sJ

lJ

lJu

0.30

0.20

0.40 0.85 64

0.84 1. 10- 3

0.20

0.15

0.40 0.85 18

0.90 5. 10- 4

0.20

0.15

0.40 0.85 3.6

0.90 1. 10- 4

0.25
0.35

0.20
0.20

0.40 0.75 0.42
0.40 0.75 0.29

0.95 1. 10- 5
0.95 5· 10- 6

0.50

0.20

0.40 0.75 0.042

0.95 5· 10- 7

0.50
0.50

0.20
0.20

0.40 0.75 0.0083
0.40 0.75 0.00042

0.95 1· 10- 7
0.95 5· 10- 9

0:

I Ruhr sandstone 1_13_._0_ _0_.1_2__0_.3_1_0_.8_8_0_._00_5_3_-!-1_0_.6_5_2_._10__1
9

Table 2.3: Example of poroelastic (start model) parameters for unconsolidated sediments. The values for (consolidated)
Ruhr sandstone, which are from Rice & Cleary (1976), excepted. The Kf-value of the Ruhr sandstone seems somewhat
low. However, since this material serves only for a comparison with a consolidated formation, the distinctive assignment
between the parameter values and the material is minor important here. Values with two significant digits.

refinements, this behaviour usually changes. The values should become, in their general trend, smaller
for less porous material like loam and bigger for a sandy formations (Schiffmann, 1970). The values in
Tab.2.3 were chosen with respect to bibliographical values (Domenico, 1977, Maruyama, 1994, Grecksch,
1999, Lelmlallll, 2001, vVang & I<:i.impel, 2003) and to the results of some test modelling using the models
of chapter 4. In these tests the synthetic signals were fit ted grossly to the overall range of the signal rise
times and amplitudes of observed tilt and pore pressure changes.

2.7

Solutions of Poroelastic Equations

Solutions of the poroelastic equations, especially obtained from adapting a model to field data, provide
a description of the deformations of the medilUll and of pore preSSlU'e changes - here in response to
pumping. The solutions depend on the choice of the parameters and the model geometry, i. e. on
a description (interpretation) of the soil composition. Thus, in principle, the modelling of tilt and
pore preSSlU'e measlU'ements in a subsoil that can be described by poroelasticity allows a comprehensive
lUlderstanding of subsoil properties and dynamics.
Analytical solutions of poroelastic equations in media with simple geometry were developed early by e. g.
Biot (1941, 1956a), Rice & Cleary (1976) and otllers. Cleary (1977) and Rudnicki (1986) fOlUld analytical
solutions for the stress and pore preSSlU'e field in a satmated homogeneous infinitely extended poroelastic
medium (homogeneous full-space) with a single point sink for fluid withdrawa1. Analytical solutions in a
homogeneous half-space were found by Rajapakse & SenjlUltichai (1993), but neglecting the second term
of the second equation in Eqs.2.5, i. e. neglecting one part of coupling between fluid and matrix. An
investigation of the influence of that second term on the nlUllerical solutions obtained with finite element
calculations was done by Lewis (1991) and Gambolati et a1. (2000).
Kümpel (1989) adopted the solutions of Rudnicki (1986) to describe tilt and pore pressme in a homogeneous full-space. He also proofed the theory with data obtained in pump tests at larger depths beside
deep production wells, first. The poroelastic parameters were used as integral values for the full-space.
Kümpel (1989) has given solutions where the center of the well screen was taken as a point sink at a
JR3 with an extraction rate of
position

:toE

q(:l, t) = qo o(:l -

:to) H(t -

to)

(2.17)

where qo is a constant rate, o(:l - xo) is Dirac's flUlction and H(t - to) is the Heaviside TIlllction to
express the onset of the plUllp at time t = to. The cessation of plUllping at a time t = t 1 , tl > to can be
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simulated by adding a second Heaviside fWlction (-1) . H (t - t 1 ). The steady state solutions of I{ümpel
(1989) for PWllP induced vertical radial tilt and pore pressure in a full-space are
ß

1T

=

qo(1 + vu)B
241T(1 - vu)D
qo

p=-

r(z - d)
(2.18)

1

41TX J(z - d)2

+ 1'2

.

The full-space solutions for tilt and pore pressme are plotted in Fig.2.7. d is the depth of the weil
screen's center. z is the depth below a fixed horizontal plane (with respect to gravity acting in vertical
direction) in full-space. l' is the radial distance from the weH's (vertical) axis. qo is in m 3 /h, and the
other expressions are as used before.
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Figure 2.7: Example for an analytical poroelastic steady state solution, Eqs.2.18, for pumping in a full-space after Kümpel
(1989), for a sedimentary subsoil of small-grained sand, Tab.2.3. Geometry in m. Depth Z of the well screen's center is 100 m,
extraction rate is 100m3 1h. Parameters are G = 0.2 GPa, v = 0.15, v u = 0.4, B = 0.85, D = 3.6m 2 1s (Kf = 10- 4 mls).
Numerical values are chosen to match the absolute range of data of this study. The vertical deflection of the zero-line of
tilt is an artifact of the plotting program.

In the fuH-space the tilt field has a rotatiOllal symmetry with respect to the vertical axis of the weH and
inverse mirror sYlmnetry with respect to the horizontal plane running through the weH screen's center.
The pore pressme field is sphericaHy symmetric around the weH screen center and amplitudes depend
reciprocaily from the radial distance. These symmetries are valid for aH tÜlles t with to :::; t :::; co after
OllSet of pumping (Rudnicki, 1986, Kümpel, 1989). The tilt and pore pressme fields hold their shape as
in Fig.2.7 for ail tünes. Only the amplitudes will change monotonously until the steady state is reached.
Moreover, the shape of the isolines does not depend on any of the poroelastic parameters.
The interpretation of experiments using tiltmeters at shaHow depth (near a free smface), requires at
least solutions of Eqs.2.5 in the homogeneous half-space. The influence of the free smface must be taken
into account. Tilt values near the surface will be different to the situation in the full-space. This is
schematicaHy illustrated for the steady state situation in an experiment of thoughts as sketched not true
to scale in Fig.2.8. As the smface can move free, it will be the subject of a subsidence right above the weH.
The subsidence is caused by a decrease in pore pressme due to withdrawal of water. The subsidence leads
- in a homogeneous half-space - to a funnel with its center at the weH axis. Tiltmeters instailed exactly
at zero 01' at very shallow depth move like the smface. The tilt values will be negative, see Eq.2.1. After
Lehmann (2001) and Wang & Kümpel (2003), the reason for this movement is dominance of rotatiOllal
over shear motiOllS dose to the smface. Only at larger depths and in the dose surrounding of the weil
screen, tiltmeters react to pWllping like in the full-space situation. The change of the sign of the tilt
values between a position at the surface and a position dose to the weH screen, at deptllS more shallow
than the weH screen center, indicates that a zero-line for tilt values must be rumung along a certain path
from the weH screens center through the half-space to the smface. Tllis is a cOllSequence of steadiness
of the solution fW1Ctions. Thus, in a half-space, the shape of the tilt field's pattern differs substantiaily
12
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from the full-space situation. At the sm'face, the pore pressm'e has to be zero since immediately above
the smface fluids are absent. In a real situation the fluid level is usually somewhat below the half-space's
sm'face.
For the homogeneous half-space, i. e. aspace with one bomldary where pore pressm'e and stresses vanish,
Lehmarll1 (2001) and Wang & Kümpel (2003) found the analytical steady state solutions for a single
weIl (point sink). To take the free smface into accomlt, Lehmann (2001) and Wang & KÜ111pel (2003)
first applied (for the point sink) the method of mirror loading from electrostatics (Greiner, 1991) to the
solution fields for tilt and pore pressme in the full-space. Second, they applied a correction term to the
mirror loading solution to take care for movements of the free sm'face. The steady state solutions of the
poroelastic equations in a homogeneous half-space after vVang & Kümpel (2003) are

.6.'/1'= qo(l+vv.)B
24n(1 - Vv.)D

'7'.(

z-d
3 - z+(4V-5)d
3
v(z - d)2 + 7'2
v(z + d)2 + 7'2

_

6dz(z+d)
v(z + d)2 + 7'2

5)'
(2.19)

where z 2: 0 points downwards and the other symbols are as before.
Important properties of Eqs.2.19 after Lehmann (2001) are:
(a) the possibility to calculate tilt and pore pressure values
at 01' very elose to a free smface, (b) the special com'se of the
zero-line of tilt and its dependency on the parameter v (Poisson ratio), and (c) the position of maximmll tilt excmsion,
which is at the smface in a radial distance from the weIl at
1/V2 times the depth of the weIl screen's center and is independently from the poroelastic parameters. The main aspect
for practical pmposes is that interpretations of measmements
at shallow depth become possible. Lehmanll (2001) developed a method for the determination of integral poroelastic
parameters from pmllp induced tilt data recorded near the
smface. For instance, Fig.2.9 shows plots of Eqs.2.19 for a
half-space with the same poroelastic parameters like previously used for the full-space solutions in Fig.2.7.
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data. The poroelastic equations are linear partial differential
equations and superposition principle is valid. In a situation
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.
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where withdrawal of water is done from two 01' more weIls,
01' the welFs screen can not be simplified by a point sink, the
solution can be fomld by a superposition of solutions from
single point sinks. Generally, areal subsoil will be more 01'
less heterogeneous. A heterogeneous situation might be seen Figure 2.8: Pump induced tilt in a homogeneous
as a superposition of a homogeneous 'backgromld' half-space half-space. +, - denote the sign of tilt, opposite
and embedded structmes. The tilt and pore pressme fields to the convention of Lehmann (2001). Possible
that laterally extend at 01' near the sm'face can be seen to course of the zero-line (0, -00-), where no tilt occurs is drawn.
contain an axially symmetric part (with respect to the weIl)
after Eqs.2.19 superimposed by an additional tilt and pore pressme field caused by the inhomogeneities.
A recognition of heterogeneities in subsoil and their modelling is desirable not only for identifying, but
also for a time resolved description of their infiuence on the soil and reservoir properties. Therefore,
solutions of poroelastic equations in more complex half-spaces and with time resolution are necessary.
Kümpel (1989) used the early pmllp induced signal part for adetermination of poroelastic properties in
full-space. Fabian & Kümpel (2003) observed (transient) anomalous signals with respect to the above out1"
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lined solutions in the homogeneous full and half-space. These anomalous signals seem to bear additional
information about the subsoil composition.
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Figure 2.9: Example of pump induced analytical poroelastic steady state solutions, Eqs.2.19, in a half-space after Wang
& Kümpel (2003), for a sedimentary subsoil of small-grained sand after Tab.2.3. Geometry scaling in rn. Set-up and
parameters are the same like in Fig.2.7, but now the solutions grossly match range and sign of the observed data.

The analytical solutions for more complex situations than the homogeneous half-space are hard to obtain. Generally, these solutions have to be found with the aid of semi-analytical 01' nWllerical methods.
Different methods are available. One possibility is the usage of finite element 01' finite difference methods, often implemented in software packages. \Vhen a high time resolution of the solution is required
01' sharp material bowldaries with high contrasts in parameter values, like between a layer of sand and
clay, are present, this pmely nWllerical approach may need large computational power even for simple
poroelastic models. Grecksch (1999) used finite elements to solve poroelastic problems for pore pressme
distmbances in homogeneous half-spaces with simple block structmes included. LehmaI1l1 (2001) used the
same algorithms to solve for PWllP induced pore pressure changes and tilt in the homogeneous half-space.
Bmbey & Helm (1999) used finite elements to calculate simple three-dimensional consolidation problems,
whereas Kim & Parizek (1999) compared the method of finite elements with analytical approaches to
find solutions in an-isotropically distmbed poroelastic half-spaces. Gambolati et al. (1999) showed finite
element calculations of the poroelastic behaviom of a finite embedded fluid reservoir in a homogeneous
half-space for straül and pore pressme. Gambolati et al. (2000) calculated 2-D and 3-D strain - pore
pressme models with the aid of finite elements. In more heterogeneous situations with lenses, slopes,
wedges and faults bmied in subsoil, this will possibly be the only way to a solution. A study using finite
elements and accowlting for single pores, i. e. a microscopic approach, is that of Zeng et al. (1999).
A semi-analytical method to solve the poroelastic problem can be the field inversion of measmed data.
The solution is (partly) known from measmements and can be inverted with special restrictions to accowlt
for the geological composition of subsmface. Vasco et al. (2000) showed such calculations for tilt and
Vasco et al. (2001) for tilt and pore pressme. However, comprehensive investigations, especially of the
time dependency of the solutions, are still raI'e. Just for interpretations of data from new experimental
techniques there is the need for fast and accmate solution methods.
Another method is propagating the solution, initially only known at the place of the weH screen and
at the bowldaries of the model, with the aid of nWllerical transformations tlrrough a poroelastic model
of the subsoil. Parameters and geometry in the model are adjusted in an iterative approach wltil the
propagated solution at a certain position and time fits the observation. This method is applied here with
use of the program POEL developed by R. Wang. A short description of POEL is in section A.6 in the
appendix. A similaI' approach, solving for the Green's function in a layered poroelastic half-space was
done by Pan (1999), but accounts not for tilt and is not applied to an experiment. Another presentation
of solutions, also not for tilt and in a full-space using semi-analytic propagator methods is the one of
Taguchi & K mashige (2002).
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A eommon disadvantage of all solving methods (and experiments) is the large number of unknown parameters. In eontrast to laboratory experiments a strongly underestimated and open system has to be
deseribed. The strueture of the subsoil must be simulated by highly abstraeted models. For easier interpretations, experimental set-ups for tilt and pore pressure observations should be made as eontrollable
as possible. Sensors eould be arranged in symmetrical patterns with respeet to eaeh other and to known
geologieal struetures in the surrounding. vVell defined foreing fWlctions eould be applied to the fluid and
to the matrix.
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Chapter 3

Experiments
Experiments were conducted at three different test sites. The sites were near the cities of Cologne and
Bonn in western Germany and near the city of Bremen in northern Germany. The selected locations were
elose to villages caHed Oberelvenich (OE), Bürvenich (BV) and Wulsdorf (WD), Fig.3.1.
The test sites were aH situated in sedimental'y areas with large
gromld water deposits and aquifers at shallow depth. The subsoil
conditions were suited for pmnp tests. Experimental set-up at
all sites was very similar, as outlined in sections 2.1, 2.2. Dming
the pmnp test experiments, induced near sm-face tilt and pore
pressm'e changes in nearby observation weHs were recorded.
Local geology was different from site to site: At OE the subsoil
could be described by a mostly horizontal stack of sedimentary
strata. The stack ,vas interrupted at some distance from the
central part of the location by a distinct fault passing the test
site. BV was characterized by a similar horizontallayer structme
like at OE, but with a different geometrical scaling. At both sites
the uppermost part of the subsoil was distmbed and compacted,
stronger at BV. Site WD was in an area with bmied quaternary
channels. One channel crossed the test site and held the main
aquifer used for the pump test.

"L"

n

WD

.....

Bremen

~

B

Number and density of observation points, area covered by the Figure 3.1: Location of the three test sites
BV (dose to ColognejBonn) and WD
experiments and ground water extraction rate was different be- OE,
(dose to Bremen).
tween the sites, too: OE was equipped with 16 borehole tiltmeter
and tlu'ee platform tiltmeter positions, tlu'ee production weHs with extraction rates of several hundred
cubic meters per hom and two observation weHs with different casings that tapped the upper aquifers. At
site OE an al'ea of approximately 500 x 600 m 2 was covered by observation points. At BV two borehole
tiltmeters and two weHs for observation and production, rate 2.5 m 3 / h, were used. The area here was
very local, with a spatial extension of nearly 10 x 20 m 2 • At VvD the covered area was about 300 x 450 m 2 .
Besides of two tiltmeters and two production weHs operated with rates of some hundred cubic meters per
hom, tlu'ee observation weHs in contact with the two upper aquifers were available.
At OE two experiments were conducted: First, the response of the weH heads from the fom upper
aquifers as weH as induced tilt at two positions, one elose to the weHs and one somewhat apart, were
assessed. Second, tilt measm'ements were used to image surface deformations caused by withdrawal of
growld water. The second experiment was a pilot study to show the potential and the limitations of the
method of smface deformation imaging. In this experiment several transient tilt signals were recorded and
investigated. The experiment at BV was aseparate investigation of transient reversals of tilt, ellipticaHy
shaped hodographs and the 'Noordbergum effect'. Measmements at WD were a case study under highly
heterogeneous geological conditions.
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Together with the presentation of the experiments first proposals and discussions about possible interpretations will be provided. Poroelastic multi-layered half-space models ,vill be used later in chapter 4 to
qualitatively, and in their range quantitatively describe some of the observations.

3.1

Oberelvenich, OE

Site OE was situated in the south western part of the Lower Rhine Embayment, Fig.3.2. The embayment
is a tectonically active tertiary basin with overlying quaternary sediments. It is sUlTounded by pre-tertiary
rock formations. In the subsoil mostly horizontal strata of sand and gravel are hydraulically insulated
by layers of silt, day 01' lignite beds. At faults crossing the Lower Rhine Embayment, the whole stack of
layers is often nearly vertically displaced and slightly indined. Here, tectonic processes can establish a
bowldary at which aquifers face impermeable strata. Hence, the horizontal extension of layers conducting
growld water can be strongly limited. Thiclmess of the whole sedimentary stack above the tertiary ranges
in the Lower Rhine Embayment between some 10m and more than 1000m (GLA-N\V, 1988, Erftverband,
1996, Hennigsen & Katzwlg, 1998, Klostermann et al., 1998).
The tertiary sediments at
site
OE have an over~ 0 km
all thickness of more
~
than 200 m and include
fom aquifers, GW1 OE to
GW4 OE. Tlu'ee production wells, BI OE, B2 OE,
B3 OE, were regularly
operated by a waterworks company, Fig.3.3.
Nearly 700 m north east
of the site, the sub horizontal layering is intersected by the extensional
Rövenich fault. There is
a smooth ramp of about
4.5 m descent over a distance of 100 m to the op6.0'E
posite site of the fault
in
south west direction,
Figure 3.2: Locations of test sites OE, BV in the Lower Rhine Embayment.
from 158.2 m above sea
level at position T4 OE to 153.7 m. The remaining area is flat at a mean height at position of BI OE of
155.5 m above sea level. Height variation across the whole site is not larger than ±3 m with respect to
the sites' boundaries. In Fig.3.4 is a photo from site OE.
The geological cross section in Fig.3.5 shows the simplified subsoil structme in north west to south east
direction below the central part ofthe test site, compare the dotted line A-B in Fig.3.3. The fom aquifers
can easily be identified. The upper aquifer, GW10E consists of a layer of gravel and coarse-grained sand
and has a very high perviousness. At the piece of land between B10E and B2 OE it is overlaid by a
layer of topsoil. However, due to construction of the waterworks, and possibly agricultmal field work, the
uppermost part of the subsoil is assumed to be compacted (Kau, 2000). The main production aquifer,
G\V2 OE, consists of mid-grained sand and is bowlded at its top and its bottom by a 10 m to 20 m thick
layer of day and silt, respectively. B10E and B20E are in contact to GW20E. Aquifer G\V3 that is
composed of a mixtme of sand and silt, is less pervious than GvV1 OE and GW2 OE and was therefore not
used for growld water production (Hoffmalll1, 2002). The deepest aquifer, GW40E, lies below a bed of
lignite, is highly pervious and was used for production through B30E. The hydrological Krvalues are,
inm/s, 1. .. 3.10- 3 (GW1oE), 10- 4 ... 10- 3 (GW2oE), ~ 1O-5(GW30E), 10- 4 ... 10- 3 (GW40E),
(Rheinbraun, 1997, Hoffmalll1, 2002).
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A regional geologieal cross section along the line C~D in the inset of Fig.3.3 is given in Fig.3.6. The cross
section extends over the bOlll1daries of the site and shows the active fault and two additional wells. These
wells were not used for measurements, but for the geological interpretation. The appendix, section A.3.2,
Fig.A.13, shows another regional geologieal cross section with the subsoil interpretation below the line
E-F in the inset of Fig.3.3. These regional cross sections support the asswllption of a mostly horizontally
layered subsoil at site OE.
Vlells BloE and B2 OE have
a 60 m deep casing, are of
similaI' construction and extracted growld water through
well screens extending from
30 m to 55 m depth; B3 OE is
170 m deep and has open sections from 149 m to 159 m and
from 162 m to 165 m. Depending on the demand for watel', an automatie control of
the waterworks operated the
pumps in the three \vells in different combinations, namely
(1) B3 OE and either BI OE 01'
B2 OE; (2) Bl oE and B2 OE;
(3) either BloE 01' B2 OE;
01' (4) all wells off.
Production rates were 250m 3 /h for
each of BI OE and B2 OE, and
85m 3 /h for B30E.
When
wells BloE and B2 OE were
operated simultaneously, the
rates were trifling lower caused
by backwater in the outlet
tubes. Extracted water was
guided through pipelines to
consumers in the surrounding cities (Verbandswasserwerk, 1998).
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Hydraulic heads in the produc- Figure 3.3: Map of site OE with locations of borehole tiltll1eters Tl OE to T16 OE,
tion wells were continuously platforll1 tiltll1eters PLTI OE, PLT8 OE, PLT9 OE, production weHs BI OE, B2 OE,
B30E, observation weHs PIOE and P20E and a ll1eteorological station for 1l10nimonitored by pressw'e trans- toring rain fall and air pressure. The inset shows the whole location. At the bottoll1
ducers.
The heights of the of the ll1ap is a basin for surplus water and a house accomll1odating the waterworks
heads varied by about 3 m due control and a fresh water reservoir with a tank volull1e of 1000 m 3 • All sensors of
to the pumping. Mean hy- the tiltll1eters are oriented equally as ll1arked at the top of the ll1ap. A local geological cross section, A-B, is given in Fig.3.5 and a first regional cross section along
draulie heads were 17 m below C-D (inset) in Fig.3.6. A second regional cross section, E--F (inset) is presented in
surface for Bl oE and B2 OE, Fig.A.13 in the appendix.
and 21 m below surface for
B3 OE. The two observation wells, PIOE and P2 OE, allowed a monitoring of hydraulic heads in individual aquifers tlll'ough separate casings. In the first pump test experiment, foul' level recorders were
used to monitor the heads ofthe confined aquifers GW2 OE, GW3 OE, GW4 OE through PI OE (open sections are from 33 m to 35 m and from 38 m to 40 m for GW2 OE, from 92 m to 95 m for GW3 OE, and fr'Olll
155m to 158m for GW40E), and the head of aquifer GW20E through P20E (open section from 30m
to 31.5m and fr'Olll 37m to 38.5m). Mean hydraulic heads were 7.5m (GWI OE), 13m (GW2oE), 15m
(GW30E), and 19m (GW4oE) below surface at location PloE; 6.5m (GWIOE) and 15m (GW2 0E )
at location P2 OE. The water table of the unconfined aquifer GWIOE was observed manually at the
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beginning and at the end ofthe experiments. Differenees in weH heads between Gvn OE and G'liT2 OE, and
GW2 OE and GvV4 OE indieate a hydrologieal separation of these pairs of aquifers, whereas aseparation
between GvV2 OE and GvV3 OE is less obvious. Tab.A.1 in the appendix summarizes the weH data. The
mean weH heads of GW2 OE showed a differenee of nearly 3 m between production weHs BI OE and B2 OE
on the one and observation weH PI OE on the other hand. This indicates a mean pump funnel that did
not vanish in between two pump-eycles of both the produetion weHs. Subsoil was not fully saturated
sinee the head of GvV1 OE was not at surfaee.

Figure 3.4: Photo from site OE taken during experiments in lvIarch 2002 in south east direction
parallel to the field track at the right side which passes the waterworks. At the left side in foreground
is position T5 OE, see inset in Fig.3.3. The control building is in the background in the upper right
part.

At site OE, the first
pwnp test experiment
was eondueted in November 2001, the seeond
in lvIareh 2002.
The
tiltmeters Tl OE, T2 OE
and T4 OE, see Fig.3.3,
have previously been instaHed at the site, sinee
the end of 1999 for
other experimental pw'poses like deseribed by
KÜlnpel et al. (2001).
T1oE, T2 OE eould be
used for both the tests
here.
The measw'ements at T4 OE were
eompleted earlier. This
older data was used
vvith the seeond experiment. The other tiltmeters, whieh positions
are shown in Fig.3.3,
were instaHed für the
seeond experiment onIy.
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Figure 3.5: Local simplified geological cross section along the line A-B in Fig.3.3. Deep
boreholes at site OE are sketched with numbers indicating the depth of the layer boundaries
in m. PO OE is not accessible for measurements and left out in Fig.3.3. Aquifers GW1 OE to
GW40E are marked. The geological interpretation was mostly done by Martau (2001) on
the basis of GLA-NW (1988), Wallbraun (1992), Erftverband (1999), Verbandswasserwerk
(1999), Rheinbraun (2000), Hoffmann (2002).
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Figure 3.6: One of two regional simplified geological cross sections, OE, C-D in Fig.3.3. 4 times vertically exaggerated.
The cross section extends over the borders of Fig.3.3. Additional wells, 390083, 841524 are sketched. Numbers at the wells
indicate depth in rn of the boundaries between adjacent layers. Aquifers GW10E to G\'V40E are marked. Geological
interpretation was mostly done by I'vlartau (2001) on the basis of GLA-NV\T (1988), Wallbraun (1992), Erftverband (1999),
Verbandswasserwerk (1999), Rheinbraun (2000), Hoffmann (2002).

3.1.1

Tilt and WeIl Level Response, November 2001

Purpose of the first pwnp test experiment in November 2001 at OE was getting insights into pWllp
induced tilt and weH level fluctuations caused by the PWllP activity of the waterworks.
Observation was done with pressure transducers in both observation wells, P10E and P2 OE, and in
the production wells B1oE, B2 OE, B3 OE. The casings of well P10E, which are in contact to the
aquifers G\iV2 OE to GvV4 OE, and the casing of well P2 OE with contact to GvV2 OE were equipped
with instrwllents. Near surface tilt was recorded with the borehole tiltmeters Tl OE, T2 OE. Due to the
long time span since installation (since 1999), these tiltmeters were asswlled to be completely settled.
T10E was aSYlllilletrically placed between the production wells BI OE and B2 OE. The bottom end of
the instrument was at 3.7 m depth. The position of this tiltmeter was chosen to obtain maximWll pwnp
induced tilt signals in response to pWllping in wells B2 OE and B3 OE, asswning growld water is produced
from a homogeneous half-space tlu'ough the wells' open sectiOl1S (open section are asswned to be point
sinks) , and using the formulas of Lehmann (2001). Tiltmeter T2 OE rested at 3.95 m depth (bottom
end), approximately 300m north east of Tl OE, see Fig.3.3. Both tiltmeters were iI1Stalled within the
unsatw'ated zone above the water table. Their boreholes had a cemented and sealed casing, see Fig.2.4 .
Data presented here is from two observation days, November 6th and 7th, 2001. At the 6th of November
between 6:00 and 16:00 the automatie pump control was switched off. The pwnps were controlled
manually with pump cycles lasting from about 30 min to 4.5 h. Before and after that time the waterworks
was in regular operation. Sampling of tilt data and of pressme transducers was 1 min, and of the other
observables, air pressure and precipitation, 5 min. As the waterworks operated the pWllpS in quasi
continuous mode since several years, see Tab.A.1, a steady state situation of cOl1Solidation might have
been achieved for the productive aquifers.
Fig.3.7 presents the tilt and well level data. PWllP activities in wells BI OE, B2 OE, and B3 OE are
highlighted. The pWllping is reflected in the hydraulie heads of aquifers GW2 OE, GW3 OE and G\iV4 OE
in wells PI OE and P2 OE and in the not active production wells. Fluctuatiol1S in the heads of G\iV2 OE
and GW3 OE correlate best with pumping in the weHs BI OE and B2 OE. The respOl1Se in P2 OE, which
is roughly 700m away from BI OE, was delayed by about 25min. The head of GW40E responds best to
pumping in B3 OE (see the cycle where only B3 OE was active, lasting from approximately 12:00 to 13:00
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at November 6th). This confirms the effective hydrological separation between GvV2 OE, GW3 OE on one
hand, and GW4 OE on the other, as already conduded from the difference in mean static weH head. A
comparison of data from G\V2-B2 OE with GvV2-P1 OE on the one and GvV3-P1 OE on the other hand
shows a decrease in amplitude and a slight signal delay of about 5 rnin, respectively. The latter fact also
indicates aseparation between GvV2 OE and GvV3 OE. Thus, the dynamic weH level data is in agreement
with the gross geological interpretation of Fig.3.5 showing a good separation of the aquifers.
There was no precipitation dming
this pump test and on1y negligible changes in atmospheric pressme. A trend that seems to be
in the tilt signals was not removed and was most likely caused
by seasonal effects, i. e.
cooling and moistening of subsoil
(Berger, 1975, Bonaccorso et a1. ,
1999, Braitenberg, 1999, Kümpel
et al., 2001). The comb-like spikes
that are sporadically visible in
tilt T211T1T OE and T211T1ROE
were caused by loading from a
farmer's harvest machine. The
machine was regularly passing the
tiltmeter position (at November
6th from around 10:30 till 11:45
and from 15:00 till 19:00 and
at November 7th from 10:15 till
17:15). The lack of data in tilt at
position T10E at 10:15, November 7th, and the faint spike in the
signal from GvV2-P2 OE is an artifact caused by data retrieval from
the data logger.
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Pumping in B3 OE seems to have
N
no influence, nor on T2 OE, nei3
ther on T1oE.
There was
no response in T211T1T OE and
T21IT1ROE, see 12:00 to 13:00 at
November 6th. Also, no deal' tilt
7November 2001
6November 2001
signals of Tl OE were in response
to plUllping in B3 OE. For instance, see the signal of Tl OE be- Figure 3.7: Data from the first pump test, November 2001, OE, over aperiod of
42 h. Upper four curves display tilt data T211T1T OE and T2I1T1ROE, T1T OE,
tween 8:00 to 10:00 at November T1ROE from positions T20E and T1oE. The first component of T20E is
6th. This might be explained, be- parallel to T1T OE and the second to T1RoE. Due to the orientation of tilt
cause the screen of B3 OE is at a sensors, see Fig.3.3, the latter both components show the tilt values in tangential
depth of about three times larger and radial directions to B2 OE, respectively (defined in Eqs.2.1, 2.2). The lower
part of the figure depicts signals from welllevel observations (GWn-M OE denotes
than the depth of the screens of the hydraulic head in the n-th aquifer in the well at position M). Times of pump
B10E and B2 OE, and the yield activity in the three production wells B1oE, B2oE, B30E are marked by filled
in B3 OE was less than half of that black parts; e. g. at the times indicated by the asterisks, pumps in B2 OE and
B3 OE started simultaneously.
in BI OE, B2 OE.

Strike direction of T2 OE caused by plU1lping was in direction towards the waterworks (when in Fig.3.7
the tilt signal amplitudes get smaHer). Due to the orientation of the tilt sensors, response in T211T1 T OE
was five times larger than the amplitude of T21IT1RoE. Both tilt signals from the components of T2 OE
do not report any activity of the individual weHs BI OE, B2 OE.
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If B2 OE (and B3 OE) was active, striking of the tilt response of Tl OE was oriented in direction to B2 OE.
The radial component TIR OE with respect to B2 OE showed an amplitude of -1 j.1rad (tilt in radial
direction is taken negative if the top of the tiltmeter body strikes with respect to its bottom in direction
towards the weH, see Eq.2.l), whereas TIT OE had a signal slightly fluctuating below an amplitude of
O.lj.1rad (e.g. at November 6th around 6:00 and 19:00 in Fig.3.7). In contrast to this behavior, both
components TIR OE and Tl T OE responded with amplitudes of -2j.1rad and lj.1rad, respectively, when
water was extracted from BI OE (and B3 OE)' At position Tl OE influence of pumping from weHs BI OE
and B2 OE was individually resolved.

The field of plUllp induced smface deformations at site OE might be divided in a 'far field' and a 'near
field'. A tiltmeter is in the far field when the activity of individual wells can not be separated by the
corresponding tilt response. Thus, T2 OE was in the far field. On the other hand, a tiltmeter is in the
near field, when the activity of individual weHs can be distinguished by the corresponding pump induced
tilt signals. Hence, Tl OE was in the near field.
A c10ser look to TIR OE shows small reversals of the tilt amplitude after simultaneous onset of pumping
in B2 OE and B3 OE (e.g. arolU1d 6:00 at November 6th and marked by the asterisks in Fig.3.7). The
comse of the tilt signal TIR OE induced dming these plU11p cyc1es shows a sharp response followed by
a small transient reversal and ends up in a plateau. This behavior is well reproduced in the data from
position Tl OE. It appeared with opposite strike direction \vhen plUllping in B2 OE and B3 OE stopped.
Such a signal type was first observed at the site BV (discussed later). Areversal of tilt is also in Fig.3.7
in TIT OE at November 6th, 10:30, November 7th, 7:00. However, these latter signals are nothing special
since these reversals resulted from switching the pump activity between the roughly opposite located
weHs BI OE and B2 OE with respect to Tl OE. In contrast to this configmation of BI OE and B2 OE,
B20E and B3 0E are located in nearly the same direction with respect to TlR oE .
If behavior ofthe subsoil is described by poroelasticity, due to fluid-matrix coupling, a transient interaction
process between fluid and matrix might appeal' and explain the observed reversals. This process should
be called a balancing process. However, a pme diffusion without fluid-matrix coupling, as used for
process description in c1assical hydrology (i. e. Darcy's law) , can not result in any signal reversal if the
pore pressme distmbance caused by plUllping is applied monotonously as here. Also, a pme quasi static
elastic response of the subsoil does not revert, if the applied forces act monotonously.

SlU11l1larizing the first experiment, highly significant plUllp induced tilt signals and pore pressme changes,
also at distances of several hlU1dred meters from the production weHs, could be observed. The observations
from the two tiltmeter positions Tl OE and T2 OE reflect the build-up of a rather widespread smface
deformation field. This situation is favorable for a more thorough and systematical investigation of the
near surface deformation signal, which was done in a second experiment.

3.1.2

Surface Deformation Imaging, March 2002

Like mentioned before, the aim of the second experiment was applying a new method, i. e. some special
field and analysis techniques, for imaging the smface deformation field in the surrounding area of active
wells. There was no special intention to observe the influence of bmied local structmes onto the shape
of the deformation field, nor to derive any fmther conc1usions about the subsoil, even if these aspects
were not explicitly exc1uded. Instead, practical suitability of this method of slU'face deformation imaging
was tested by carrying out the hereafter presented tasks. The experiment was conducted between the
11th and 23rd l\1arch 2002. In the foHowing subsections the type of tiltmeter installation, progression
of borehole drilling and set-up, as weH as data correction, data presentation (plotting), interpretations
and data processing, and a comparison between platform and borehole tiltmeters will be taken into
consideration. In the last subsection transient signals observed at individual positions will be discussed.
a. Experimental Set-up
Ten borehole tiltmeters were used to measme plUllp induced near smface tilt at 16 different positions,
marked in Fig.3.3 (T4 OE inc1uded). Two platform tiltmeters were mutually installed c10se to Tl OE,
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T8 0 E and T9 0 E. Their data will be discussed separately. During the experiment the waterworks were
in continuous automatie operation and generated ongoing pump cydes, see section 3.1.
Except at positions T1oE, T2 OE and T4 OE the borehole tiltmeters were installed at different depths
between 1.5 m and 2.8 m bottom end of the instrwllent below surface in freshly drilled boreholes without
a casing. Drilling of the boreholes had to be stopped when subsoil gets to tough, i. e. the drilling tool was
blocked. As a consequence the depth of the various boreholes was not equal. The platform tiltmeters were
installed in hollows of 0.4 m depth. Fig.3.8 shows the installation depths of the various tiltmeters. The
topsoillayer above the wlderlying layer of gravel and coarse-grained sand is depieted, too. Additionally,
the days of ]'vlarch 2002 (dates between 11th and 23rd) during which the tiltmeters were operated at
the positions are listed in Fig.3.8. The instrwllents were operated only for some days at one place
and then moved to a new position. The instruments at T10E and T2 OE were operated continuously
during the experiment. They
f
f
f
f
tiltmeter position
f
f
f
Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 TB T9 Tl0 Tll T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 PLTl PLTBPLT9
were useful as reference sta0.0
tions for tilt signals in the
near- and the rar field of sur0.5
face deformations. The signal
1.0
character at these positions is
already known from the first
1.5
experiment, section 3.1.1. PoE
:;; 2.0
sitions of boreholes were cho..,'l>
sen so that at least two tilt2.5
meters "lvere operated at about
the same radial distance to a
3.0
production weIl, and at two
oN ....
,
3.5
-~ d:> ~. ~ - ~ - ~. ~
~ ----------------------~ N
different horizontal azimuths
...,
c
preferably in opposite direc~
4.0
8 i
i
tions of each of the wells. The
topsoll layer above
radial distances between diftiltmeter
8 bore!le with casing
borehole without casing
gravellcoarse-grained sand
ferent tiltmeter positions and
wells grow nearly logarithmically to provide a bettel' spa- Figure 3.8: Depths of tiltmeters, thickness of topsoil layer and installation date at
tial resolution of shorter de- site OE. The three positions for Tl OE, T2 OE and T4 OE were erected for long term
monitoring. The corresponding boreholes are therefore deeper and with a cemented
formation wavelengths in the casing.
These tiltmeters were operated continuously. T4 OE was removed earlier in
near field and also be able 2001. The other boreholes are without a casing, more shallow and of various depths.
to detect widespread signals At these positions, the tiltmeters were installed only for a short duration. Numbers
of the deformational far field. below the columns indicate the dates of the days in March 2002 of installation and
removal. 'f' marks positions in the far field of induced sm'face deformations, compare
This selection is very similar to section 3.1.1.
the geometrical set-up of observation wells for dassieal hydrologieal investigations (McCarthy & Yeh, 1990, Hölting, 1996). The
appendix lists the configuration data far site OE, sectionA.3.1. Pressure transducers were installed in
the three production wells only. Heads of observation wells were not recorded. Besides tilt and weIl level
observations, air pressure and precipitation were logged at a position dose to T1oE, see Fig.3.3. At
T10E and T2 OE the subsoil temperature was recorded in 0.5 m and 1 m depth, respectively. Sampling
of tilt data was between 10 sand 1 min depending on the type of the used data logger, 2 min of pressure
transducers and 5 min of the other observables.
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b. Data Basis from Borehole Tiltmeters
Fig.3.9 shows the data from borehole tiltmeter positions in the near field, obtained during three days from
14th to the end of 16th March 2002. The data fram tiltmeters that were installed without a casing are
corrected with respect to in:fiuences from settling after installation and from precipitation. The correction
is outlined in detail in the appendix· in section A.3.3. Data of the tiltmeters at T10E and T2 OE was
not corrected for any in:fiuences, except artificial disturbances that occured dW'ing maintenance and
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data retrieval. From top to bottom, the single time series in Fig.3.9 are: ST05 OE, soil temperature
measured in 0.5 m depth (dose to T1oE) and ST10E, soil temperature in 1 m depth belmv surface
(dose to T2oE) and RFoE, rain fall. The next part of the figure shows the tilt data, from T130E
with components T13N OE, T13E OE, and with decreasing position numbers down to location T6 OE, i. e.
T6N OE, T6E OE as well as tilt from the two reference positions, T2 OE in the far field and Tl OE in the
near field. Tilt was
transformed and oriented into a positive north east (NE) system.
Tilt
has a positive sign if
the top end of the
"0
w
tiltmeter strikes to
ca
0
L..N
northern (01' east::i. .....
\ LOIern) direction with
respect to the bottom end.
The
transformation is a
left handed rotation of the original data, similaI' to
Eq.A.4 in the appendix, of the tilt
components X and
Y, see Fig.3.3. The
lower part of the figure shows vVTF OE,
the water tank fill
of the fresh waw"O
tel' reservoir, and
r-..oca
L..
I-~
the well heads of
_"""__- -,.......---~v--~F ~ co~
the three produc~Ition wells. Amplitude scaling of tilt
"0
W
data is equal for all
l:? N 0
::i.
\ LOItime series, as it is
for the well heads.
Some of the time seOca
W"O
ries did not cover
~ LO
3the full time span.
This was caused by
moving the individual instrwnents between the different
positions.
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I
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All tilt records in
Fig.3.9 show signifFigure 3.9: Data from near field of near surface tilt, i. e. at positions in the map of Fig.3.3 except icant pwnp induced
positions only included in the inset there. From top to bottom: soi! temperatures STnOE, rain
signals that are easy
fall, RF OE, tilt, TnOE, the water tank fill, WTF OE and weil heads GWn-Bm OE. Original data
to correlate with the
of tilt components X, Y was transformed into a north east (N-E) reference system.
activity of individual wells B10E and B2 OE. The different patterns of the course of the well heads, their variations
in the amplitudes and the duratiOllS of pump cydes, e. g. around 21:00 at 14/03 till 4:00 at 15/03 01'
between 18:00 at 15/03 and 9:00 at 16/03/2002, can be identified in the corresponding time series of
Sat
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tilt. Pumping from B3 OE again does not seem to have significant influence. A significant influence of
soil temperature variations on the tilt measurements, and of variations of the air pressure (not drawn)
on the weIl head observations is not obvious. The three rain fall events around 0:00 at 14/03, 17:00 at
14/03 and 4:30 at 15/03/2002 caused a disturbance in some of the tilt signals. The data was already
corrected for influences from precipitation and settling, see sectionA.3.3. Still, correction is not complete
and some irregularities remain. The largest residuals from those distm'bances are in T9 OE, T7 OE and
T6 0 E· T9 0 E was installed at 11th March in 1.5 m depth (bottom end), whereas T7 OE and T6 0 E were
deeper, but freshly installed at 13th and 14th March. It may be possible that influence of precipitation to
T9 OE was strongest due to the shallow installation depth, and settling of T7 OE and T6 OE is still the
dominant effect in the corresponding data sets. However, in the depth range between :::::0 1 m and :::::0 3 m,
for installations without a casing, there seems to be no exact correlation between distlll'bances of tilt
meaSlll'ements and near surface influences. The very local geological settings and distlll'bances of subsoil,
for installCe from drilling, seem to have been biased the effects more by chance. Therefore, correction of
data was focused on the removal of disturbances without any consideration of the precise physical causes
of the influences.
,Vith the correction applied, all tiltmeters yielded signal parts of plllnp induced response useful for trying
a quantitative analysis. Except T13E, T12N and T12E look somewhat strange. These three records show
some triangularly shaped signal excursions. These signals suggest a linear tilting progress in contradiction
to the exponentially-shaped curved signals from most of the other positions. The reason is most probably
the loading effect of the nearby fresh water reservoir in the cellar of the waterworks control building, see
Fig.3.3. This fresh water reservoir is a heterogeneity in subsoil that may distlu'b spreading of the plllllp
induced signals. The record of the reservoirs fill, vVTF OE, is well correlated to these tilt signals. This
water tank is used as a buffer for the waterworks. If there is a demand on fresh water, first the water
from that reservoir is pumped into the pipes to the conSlllners. vVhen the level of the tank drops below
a certain value, the automatie control switches the production wells on to refill the reservoir. This can
be seen between 21:00 at 15/03 and 7:30 at 16/03. In that time the water tank was refilled five times
in succession by plllllping from BI OE and B3 OE 01' B2 OE and B3 OE. After 7:30 at 16/03 there was a
longer lasting peak demand on fresh water. Both wells, BI OE and B3 OE had to rml without interruption
till 19:00 in the evening of 16/03, but the water tank's fill continuously dropped. At 19:00 the automatie
control stopped the plllllp in B3 OE and started B2 OE to achieve the maximlllll production rate of nearly
500 m 3 / h. In the following one and a half hours the reservoirs fill was recovered. The water level in the
basin beside the waterworks control building, see Fig.3.3, did not change worth mentioning during the
experiments.
Data from the tilt measurements in the far field of surface deformations are shown in Fig.3.10 together
with meteorological data, soil temperatures and the welllevel data, similaI' to Fig.3.9. The data is from
noon 18th till noon 21st Ivlarch 2002 and has been oriented in a positive north east system. A data
correction was applied like in the previous case. Besides the data from Tl OE, T2 OE and T13 OE, tilt
data from the more distant positions T16 OE, T15 OE, T14 OE and T5 OE, see the inset in Fig.3.3, is
included. The scaling of the tilt amplitudes is enhanced in comparison with Fig.3.9. :Measurements
at positions T14 OE, T13 OE, T5 OE, T3 OE, T2 OE, and T10E yielded useful data. Somewhat larger
disturbances are in the records from T5 OE due to settling and moistening effects, from the beginning
of the data till 6:00 at 19/03/2002. Unfortmlately, two longer lasting rain fall events from midnight at
20/03 and 19:00 at 21/03 have disturbed the measurements at positions T16 OE and T15 OE. Since the
time for the experiment was limited, it was not possible to get longer data sets from these two positions.
Nevertheless, the data from T15E shows pmnp induced tilt response, as the excmsions of that signal are
correlated with pump activity. At T16 OE tilt response to the pump activity is not significant, .i. e. it has
an error equal to the strength of the response amplitude. In that case, tilt response can be estimated, if
the data is rotated, compare section A.2, lllltil one of the tilt components matches the strike orientation of
pump induced total tilt. Then, the largest signals are only in one of both components and some guesses
about the induced tilt become possible. After this was made, strongest tilt response of about 0.1 f.lrad
± 0.05 f.lrad results, but is at the tiltmeters' nominal resolution.
For a comparison, at position T4 OE that was at a silnilar radial distance to the waterworks like T16 OE,
long termmeaSlll'ements were made over more than a year. From an inspection of all data of these mea25
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smements total tilt response was obtained to be about 0.15 fJrad ± 0.03 fJrad to pumping from BI OE and
B3 OE 01' B2 OE and B3 OE and arowld 0.25 fJrad ± 0.03 fJrad to pWllping from BI OE and B2 OE. Fig.3.1l
shows example data from T4 OE for three days in July 2000. The instrwllental set-up at T4 OE was different to T16oE. T40E
had a 4 m deep casing
that was build into
concrete.
However,
the data from T4 OE
was also distmbed.
Therefore, nWllber of
significant PWllP cydes is small, compared with the observation time. Hence,
the determination of
~
the pump induced tUt
response signals at
T4 OE was only possible, because the best
signals could be selected from a large
data basis.
The
sensitivity of T4 OE
to rain fall events
turned out to be much
smalleI' than that of
T16 OE. This is most
likely a consequence
"Cl
W
of the more tough
ctl N °
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construction at posiT2 NOE
&1- tion
T4 OE, and also
T2E OE
at Tl OE and T2oE,
whkh had all a cased
borehole.
However,
with a longer observation time, i. e. with
W"Cl
°ctl
........
data not distmbed by
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N
precipitation, a more
significant PWllP inw
o
duced tilt response
might also be recogc: C'?
nized at T16oE.
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The steps in the soil
telllperatw'e records,
Figure 3.10: Data from far field of near surface tilt, i. e. at positions in the outer area in the ST05 OE, STloE in
inset ofFig.3.3. Fram top to bottom: soil temperature STOE, rain fall, RFoE, tilt, TnOE, Fig.3.l0, were caused
weil heads GWn-Bm OE. Original data of tilt components X, Y was transformed into a north by maintenance work
east (N-E) reference system. Some of the instances where significant signals were induced are
at the registration elecindicated by the dashed vertical !ines.
tronks (e. g. stop of
the data logger and data retrieval) and by temperatme distmbances in the internal sensor/electronics
system caused by an interruption of the power supply (e. g. if batteries were changed). In general, such
artificially evoked signals (e. g. harsh spikes) in any of the data sets were removed, but some annoying
parts, especially long lasting offsets in temperatme logs remained.
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c. Surface Deformation Images from Borehole Tilt

Both the data, from the borehole tiltmeters in the near- and in the far field, were used to image the
pump induced surface deformation fields. The images were drawn from derived values of induced total
tilt amplitudes, .6..'/ and strike directions, r at the individual tiltmeter positions. The values of the
total tilt amplitudes and of the strike directions were derived from the amplitude differences in each of
the two single tilt components, i. e. between tilt values at the start and immediately before the end of
pumping. Total tilt .6..,' can be ca1culated from the data with Eq.2.3 01' Eq.A.1. The strike orientation
r, see Eq.A.6 in the appendix, can be derived with respect to e. g. a north east reference system like
used in Figs.3.9, 3.10. In detail, three steps to produce a surface deformation image were carried out:
0:0019.07.2000 0:0020.07.2000 0:0021.07.2000

First, the responses .6..'Yx and .6.."y of the tilt
sensors/components of each tiltmeter at every
position, together with the corresponding errars, had to be determined for all pump cycles
of the wells. As three combinations of well activity had to be taken into account, activity of
BI OE andB3 OE, B20E and B3 OE, and BI OE
and B2 OE, three deformation images were finally obtained. The excursion values in both
components of tilt were taken only from that
corrected data in which distm'bances from settling and rain fall were significantly reduced.
For positions T15 OE and T16 OE all available
data was used, for T4 OE selected data. The
obtained tilt response of e. g. .6..'Yx, Fig.3.12, is
the difference between the tilt value in the Xcomponent taken at the time tl, exactly when
the pmnp starts, and the value of the same tilt
component, taken immediately before cessation
of the pmnp, at time t 2. Derived difference values varied among the single pmnp cyc1es that
were produced by activity of a certain well conFigure 3.11: Example snap-shot of tilt data fram position T4oE, figuration. This variation was caused by residcompare Fig.3.3. From top to bottom: rain fall, RF OE, tilt, ual disturbances in the tilt signals and different
T4N OE, T4EoE and well heads GvVn-BmoE' Original data of durations of pmnping. A signal delay between
tilt components X, Y was transformed into a north east (N-E)
reference system. Some pump cycles are indicated by the dotted the production wells' level change and induced
lines. However, the data from times where all three wells were op- tilt can infiuence this determination of induced
erated simultaneously, were not used. A lot of small disturbances tilt response, too. However, the observed dewith strengths in the range of the pump induced signals can be lays led only to a negligible error, much smalleI'
seen. The rain fall event caused only a faint tilt signal, denoted
than the errors caused by disturbances and difby the dashed arrows.
ferent durations of pmnping. It was not possible to use only data from pmnp cyc1es that were of equallength in time. The data basis would have been
too small. In fact, data corresponding to times of pmnping far less than one hour and longer than six
hours was left out. Due to these conditions, the derived tilt responses .6..'Yx and .6..'Yy are not necessarily
the steady state values, nor valid for a certain time after OllSet of pmnping.
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Second, for every tilt component at any of the positions, the aritlunetic mean and its standard deviation
were ca1culated from the previously determined values of tilt respOllSe for all tlu'ee well combinatiOllS.
After that, these averaged values of the tilt components and their standard deviations were transformed
to the north east reference system. Then, the required value of mean total tilt amplitude .6..1' at every
tiltmeter position and its mean strike r were ca1culated. At some tiltmeter positions only a small
nmnber of induced pmnp cyc1es was recorded. Thus, the errors of the values for these positions became
considerably high. The only way to reduce these errors is improving the statistics thraugh longer data
sets. The error plots for the mean tilt values at the 16 positiOllS of borehole tiltmeters are in the appendix,
section A.3.4 .
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Third, the surface deformation images were plotted in the map of site OE. The images
contain two parts: (1) Arrows of a length proportional to the mean total tilt amplitude
and pointing in the mean strike direction. The arrows are attached at the installation -k".. ... ,.._.. _+...._....
points ofthe instrwllents. (2) A contour plot. A correlation gridding process (IVIicrocal
i
i
t
Software, Inc., 1999) "vas applied to the mean total tilt amplitudes for the spatially
irregular distributed 16 tiltmeter positions. Initially, the corresponding tilt values on
a synthetical regular lOOxlOO grid offictitious positions at the experimental site were
calculated. Then, a contow' image from the gridded values was drawn in the site map.
The isoline values in the contour plot were depicted with a negative sign to indicate
t
subsidence. Due to the heterogeneous and still sparse nWllber of tiltmeter positions,
t
t
1
2
the shape ofthe isoline pattern should not necessarily refiect the real situation. Rather,
Figure 3.12: Deterthese contour diagrams are very suggestive.
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Figs.3.l3(a), (b) show the images for pWllping from weHs Bl oE , B3 0E and B2oE,
B3 OE, for the near field, and for the rar field in the inset, compare also Fig.3.3. Despite
the sparse number of tiltmeter positions and the various data sets with larger statistical
errors, the surface deformation images of Fig.3.l3 (and hereafter the foHowing images)
show four noticeable aspects:

~

mination of tilt response, ß,x (t2 tl), to a pump
cycle recorded by
apressure transducer, ßp(t).

(1) The tiltmeters responded to pumping in a grossly coherent maHner and seem to refiect tilting of the
shaHow subsoil nearby the production wells. Differences between the pWllping effects of different weHs
are best seen in the near field. In the rar field, tilt signals seem more coherent, even when they are
associated with larger statistical errors. The observed surface deformation field is quite extended like
already deduced from the first pWllp test.
(2) Pumping from BI OE, B3 OE seems to cause larger overaH mean tilt than pumping from B2 OE, B3 OE
although the weHs BI OE and B2 OE were built in a very similar way. The tiltmeters at positions Tl OE,
T8 OE and T9 OE responded with larger amplitudes to pWllping in BI OE than to pumping in B2 oE I .
EspeciaHy TIO OE, Tll OE, T9 OE, Tl OE and T7 OE were at about the same radial distance to BI OE,
see Fig.3.l3(a), like T8 OE, T7 OE, Tl OE, T9 OE and TIO OE to B2 OE, respectively, in that order. The
responses of these tiltmeters can be compared one by one:
Response signal of TIO OE to pWllping in BI OE is larger than the signal of T8 OE to pumping from
B2 OE. Contradictory to the asswllption of a bigger effect of pwnping from BI OE than from B2 OE
is the difference between response of TIO OE and Tll OE to BI OE and T7 OE to B2 OE. Here, T7 OE
shows a larger amplitude than Tll OE. The amplitude of TIO OE seems to be the same for BI OE 01'
B2 OE. Strike directions of the tilt responses at both the positions, T7 OE (in response to B2 OE) and
Tll OE (in response to BI OE) are very similar, if the symmetrical configuration of these weHs and these
tiltmeters are considered. Response at T9 OE to activity in BI OE can be compared with that at Tl OE
to pumping in B2 OE and vice versa. The induced tilt amplitudes at the prevailing doser positions to the
active weHs, i. e. response at T9 OE to BI OE and at Tl OE to B2 OE, turn out to be different. However,
tilt amplitudes at the prevailing farther position are very similar, if the prevailing other weH is active,
i. e. response at T9 OE to B2 OE and at Tl OE to BI OE. Hence, strike direction with respect to the
weHs is different, and not radial, for the prevailing farther positions, i. e. response at Tl OE to BI OE
and at T9 OE to B2 OE. For the prevailing doser positions, i. e. response at T9 OE to BI OE and at
Tl OE to B2 OE, strike is very weH oriented towards the active weH. However, with the asswllption of
a homogeneous half-space, the lal'gest amplitudes, with strike direction towards the active weH, should
be at position Tl OE for pumping from B2 OE and at T9 OE and TII OE for activity in BI OE. This is
confirmed for T9 OE, but not for Tl OE alld Tll OE.
vVith respect to the weHlocations of BI OE and B2 OE, Tl OE and T9 OE as weH as T8 OE and TIO OE
were at nearly the same radial distances (but at different azimutllS towards the line cOlmecting both weHs),
respectively. Three possible explanatiOllS for the difference in the tilt response at mostly symmetricaHy
placed positiOllS can be hypothesized.
1 If obvious from the context, hereafter, pump activity of BI OE, B3 OE 01' B2 OE, B3 OE is simply denoted by BI OE
B2 OE, respectively. In this experiment BIoE 01' B2 OE were always operated in parallel to B3 OE, 01' together and
without B30E'

01'
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Figure 3.13: Surface deformation fields from tilt data caused by pumping from B1oE, B30E (a) and B2oE, B30E (b).
Arrows show mean strike directions and their length mean total tilt amplitudes. The contour refiects a correlation gridding
process from the mean total tilt values at the 16 tiltmeter positions (regular 100x 100 grid). Negative contour values indicate
subsidence in prad. Pumping in BI OE seems to cause overalllarger signals than pumping in B2 OE.

In a first explanation, subsoil in the depth range of the second aquifer can be assumed to be heterageneously. Close to BI OE subsoil is not strictly horizontally layered. Aquifer G\V2 OE may become
somewhat thinner, see Fig.3.5. The aquifer here can also have a lower hydraulic diffusivity than nearby
B2 OE. This might have been caused an overall larger induced tilt, if BI OE was active. However, it
contradicts the observations of similar tilt amplitudes at positions T7 OE and TIO OE.
Second, the more shallow installation of T9 OE, especially with respect to the depth of Tl OE, can possibly
explain the larger tilt amplitudes at T9 OE. Both tiltmeters, Tl OE and T9 OE, were installed at a radial
distance to the respective well, where the maximum tilt amplitude should occur in a homogeneous halfspace in steady state. Around this radial distance, near surface tilt strongly decreases with depth in a
homogeneous half-space, see Fig.2.9.
A third explanation refers to the topsoillayer, see Fig.3.5. That layer laterally dies out into the underlying
gravel layer south south east of BI OE. Indeed, drilling of the boreholes at the positions TIO OE to
Tl4 OE confirmed the topsoillayer to become slimmer with growing position number, compare Fig.3.8.
Thus, a thicker layer of topsoil, which is possibly somewhat compacted from agricultural traffic and
the construction of the waterworks, may prevent tiltmeters to respond with larger amplitudes, if the
installation depth is more shallow than the layer thiclmess. On the other hand, tiltmeters installed
at positions, where the topsoil is thin, may respond stranger to pumping. This would explain the tilt
amplitude observed at T7 OE and at TIO OE to punlping from B2 OE. However, amplitudes of Tll OE,
Tl2 OE and Tl3 OE can not be explained by that aspect. A geophysical campaign with seismical and
electrical sOilllding and radar measurements in the most shallow subsoil would be useful to verify these
speculations.
(3) Loading and subsoil disturbance, both caused by the waterworks control building and its fresh water
reservoir, are a further aspect for interpretations of some of the tilt signals shown in Fig.3.13. The large
tilt signals and their strike directions at positions Tl2 OE and Tl3 OE confirm the infiuence of the control
building and the tank fill as already seen in the corresponding time series in Fig.3.9. Tl2 OE was dose
to the building, compare Fig.3.3, that clearly disturbed the surface deformation field. Loading of the
reservoirs fill infiuenced the tiltmeters by adding a tilt component directed towards the building. Since the
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well pairs BI OE, B3 OE and B2 OE, B3 OE were operated with the same extraction rate, the corresponding
loading effeet of the fresh water reservoir must have been the same. However, BI OE is doser to the
building. Therefore, the direct effect from pumping in BI OE was more strongly superimposed by the
effect of the reservoir. Thus, depending on the geometrical configuration, tilt amplitudes at positions
doser to BI OE and the building could become stronger, especially in response to pumping from BI OE.
On the other hand, for positions dose to the building, the direct effect of B2 OE did not superimpose
to the effect of the building with the same strength as the direct effect of BI OE did. B2 OE is at a
larger distance from the building than BI OE. This will explain the amplitude of Tl2 OE in Fig.3.13(b) in
response to pumping from B2 OE. The data of Tl2 OE seems to be influenced stronger by the buildings
loading than by the well's pumping effect.
(4) The principle of superposition is valid for linear poroelasticity. This should also be refleeted in the tilt
data. To show some possible tasks which seem to be useful for data analysis, exemplary calculations with
the complete deformation field data were done. Fig.3.14(a) shows the observed surface deformation field
that was caused by simultaneous pumping from the wells BI OE, B2 OE. For a comparison, Fig.3.14(b)
shows (as arrows) the surface deformation field calculated as the vector SWll of both the vector fields of
Fig.3.13(a) and Fig.3.13(b), and (as contour plot) the scalar sum of the total tilt response. Hereafter,
the type of field in Fig.3.14(b) is called 'swn field'.
Some of the differences between Figs.3.14(a) and (b) should result from measurement and calculation
errors. Possible influences of twice the pwnp induced sw'face deformation effect of B3 OE may cause
differences, too. The strongest difference may be the result of a (non linear) loading effect from the
fresh water reservoir. The loading effect depends on the va:rying actual fill of the tank during each pwnp
cyde and the current demand for fresh water. In the worst case, the difference caused by loading of the
reservoir will be a factor two. Namely if the tank is completely filled up at the end of the pwnp cydes used
for the calculation of the averaged data shown in Figs.3.13(a), (b). If both the fields of Figs.3.13(a), (b)
are added, the result, drawn in Fig.3.14(b), will show two times the loading effect of the reservoir. In
contrast to this, in Fig.3.14(a), the loading of the completely filled tank after a pmnp cyde of BI OE and
B2 OE can enter only once. Unfortwlately, a fuH record of the water tank fill could not be obtained.
In Fig.3.14 overall amplitudes of induced tilt are larger in the swn field (b) than in (a), indicated by the
contour. This is also valid for the far field. Despite artificial effects of contour plotting, that difference
was most possibly caused by the different loading effect of the fresh water reservoir, as in Fig.3.14(b) the
total tilt responses at positions Tl20E and Tl30E are significantly larger than in (a). The loading and
disturbance by the waterworks control building and its tank is indicated by larger values in the contour
plot in Fig.3.14(b), in particular dose to Tl2 OE and Tl3 OE. Nevertheless, the surface deformation fields
of Fig.3.14(a),(b), especially the vector fields, look similaI'.
In the far field, strike directions of T2 OE, T3 OE, T4 OE, T5 OE and Tl4 OE are similaI' between
Figs.3.14(a) and (b). Those of Tl5 OE and Tl6 OE are not significant due to the statistical errors.
Moreover, strike orientations in the near field were nearly equal for positions T6 OE, T7 OE, T8 OE,
TlloE and Tl20E and T130E. At position T60E the amplitudes in Figs.3.14(a) and (b) are different. A reason could have been influence of withdrawal from B3 OE. 01' it might have been due to error
propagation during the calculation of the sum field. The amplitude difference is within the error ranges.
TIO OE showed a resemblance to T6 OE, but possibly an additional influence of the statistical errors on
the strike direction. The larger amplitude at T6 OE causes the contour plot, to show overalllarger values
in north west direction. The similarity in both figures (a) and (b) may actually reflect a resemblance
between the real pmnp induced field patterns. It could also be an artifact of the gridding process as the
real tiltmeter positions were the same for both diagrams. However, a gridding with an other density of
artificial positions, 50x50 and 200x200, results in nearly the same contour plots.
At positions Tl OE and T9 OE strike and amplitude values showed larger differences between Figs.3.14(a)
and (b). At position Tl OE the veetor swn in Fig.3.14(b) mostly cancels out. From the geometrical
configmation of Tl OE with respect to BI OE, B2 OE and error propagation follows that the tilt value
at Tl OE is very sensitive to the swnmation of error-prone values. Signal parts of nearly opposite strike
orientation (due to pumping in the different wells), but similaI' in amplitude range, were added. Hence,
the reason for the difference in tilt response can be statistical errors. Alternatively, the difference could be
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Figure 3.14: Surface deformation fields from tilt data caused by (a) pumping from BI OE, B2 OE, and (b) the sum of the
fields from Fig.3.13. Scaling and symbols are like in Fig.3.13. Both the figures, (a) and (b) depict a somewhat similar
image, despite the influence of twice the loading of the fresh water tank and possibly the pumping from B30E in (b).
Significant is a larger subsidence south west of T12 OE, T13 OE where the control building of the waterworks is, and larger
amplitudes at TloE in (a) and at T60E in (b).

caused by withdrawal from B3 OE, but in that case, the signals at T7 OE and T8 OE should be influenced,
too. A likewise sensitivity to summation of error-prone values can be assumed for positions T8 OE and
T90E·
After a calculation of difference fields, a somewhat doser inspection of the superposition of pump induced
smface deformations is allowed. However, this calculation may lead to larger distmbances by error
propagation, but possibly uncovers some useful signal parts. Fig.3.15(a) shows the difference (vector
and total tilt response) of the deformation field caused by BI OE, B3 OE and B2 OE, B3 OE, i. e. of
the fields in Figs.3.13(a), (b). Fig.3.15(b) depicts the difference of the fields in Fig.3.14(a) and (b), i. e.
the difference of the measmed field caused by pmnping from BI OE, B2 OE and the smn field that was
calculated through addition of the fields corresponding to activity of BI OE, B3 OE and B2 OE, B3 OE·
Accordingly, Fig.3.15(a) should show the difference between the induced effects ofwells BI OE and B2 OE·
Influence of loading of the fresh water reservoir and of B3 OE should mostly be removed. SÜlCe the fill
rate of the water tank was fairly equal for pmnping from BI OE, B3 OE and B2 OE, B3 OE loading should
have been vanished completely in the error bomldaries. Indeed, this seems to be the case as tilt response
in Fig.3.15(a) at the positions from TIOOE to TI30E is very small. Moreover, in the smromlding of
B3 OE tilt amplitudes were minor and negligibly in the far field - see the zero line that wonns through
the site map (inset) from south to north. Only at the positions of T8 OE, T9 OE and Tl OE occured a
significant residual tilt response. It might have been an artificial effect of the calculation, too. However,
the sign of total tilt at these positions was negative. The field caused by pmnping from B2 OE, B3 OE
was subtracted from that by BI OE, B3 OE. Due to the sign convention here, a negative sign indicates
the residual subsidence effect of BI OE, and a positive sign the subsidence caused by B2 OE. Thus, it
seems that pumping from BI OE caused a larger effect on the tiltmeters instalIed at T8 OE, T9 OE and
Tl OE than pmnping from B2 OE. This may point to an inhomogeneity in the subsoil between the two
wells as already argued above. The two candidates for the inhomogeneity can be first the topsoil layer
that dies out in south south east direction TI'Oln BI OE. Second, the aquifer Gy\!2 OE which might become
thinner 01' has a lower hydraulic diffusivity dose to BI OE. Though, the heterogeneous distribution ofthe
tiltmeter positions can lead to an additional artifact in the data. Spatial resolution of tilt measmements
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(due to the distribution of observation points) was generally lligher in the direction of extension of the
piece of land of the waterworks, i. e. from south east to north west. Therefore, a residual effect of pumping
from BI OE must not have been localized to the sma11 area of positions of T8 OE, T9 OE and Tl OE, but
might have been somewhat more extended in south west to north east direction.
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Figure 3.15: Surface deformation fields from tilt data calculated from (a) the difference between the fields in Fig.3.13, and
(b) from the difference between the observed field caused by pumping from E1oE, E20E in Fig.3.14(a) and the sum field
of Fig.3.14(b). Scaling and symbols are as in the foregoing cases, but the range for amplitudes of the contour plots were
lowered to include both signs (and no longer indicate only subsidence). The total range in the contour is kept unchanged.
rvIissing arrows indicate values to small to show up.

Still, the difference field in Fig.3.15(b) should show at first, twice the surface deformations caused by
pumping from B3 OE. At second, it should indicate the discrepancy between the loading of the reservoir,
if it was filled during activity of BI OE and B2 OE on one hand, and if the mathematical sum of the load
through filling by BI OE, B3 OE plus B2 OE, B3 OE was calculated on the other hand. Both the effects,
from pumping through B3 OE and the discrepancy in the reservoir load, should be indicated by a positive
sign in the total tilt response. For an induced effect of the B3 oE-activity, above a11, a positive sign in the
contour plots should appeal' at distances to B3 OE where the tilt maximum for a homogeneous half-space
is expected, e. g. dose to Tl OE. For an artificia11y calculated excess loading by the reservoir a positive
total tilt value should appeal' dose to the location of the reservoir. The corresponding strike orientation
of tilt should be away from B3 OE and away from the location of the reservoir, respectively.
In the surrounding of B3 OE, i. e. at positions T5 OE, T6 OE and also at T8 OE, tilt amplitude was rea11y
positive, but not strong enough to be actua11y sigllificant. Strike of tilt at T6 OE, T7 OE and T8 OE was,
at best, only very grossly away from B3 OE. Arowld Tl OE amplitudes were somewhat stronger, i. e.
about 1.3 j.Lrad. Strike at Tl OE was away from B3 OE. However, it is hard to decide, if an infiuence of
pwnping fi'mn B3 OE on the tilt field exists.
In the contour plot of Fig.3.15(b) a disturbance of the deformation field caused by the discrepancy in
the reservoir load can be seen. The absolute total tilt response shows sigllificant positive values nearby
the water tank. Moreover, strike directions of tilt at positions Tl2 OE and Tl3 OE are away from the
reservoir. Tllis reflects an artificia11y calculated excess loading with respect to the loading effect that
occurs during withdrawal through BI OE, B2 OE only. The excess loading effect is a result of adding the
fields from BI OE, B3 OE and B2 OE, B3 OE. In mean, the fi11 of the water reservoir caused by pumping
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from BI OE, B3 OE 01' B2 OE, B3 OE was larger than half the fill that ,vas reached on average by pwnping
through B1oE, B2 OE. Finally, excess loading might be a consequence of the water amount pwnped
from B3 OE, and possibly from a slightly reduced extraction rate in BI OE and B2 OE due to backwater
in the outlet tubes, if both the latter wells are contemporaneously active.
In conclusion, the smface deformation images of Figs.3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 together with the outlined
analyses showed that in principle, smface deformation imaging with the aid of tilt measmements at
shallow depths looks to be a promising new technique for subsoil exploration and monitoring in growld
water extraction areas. At site OE, the observations in the far field confirmed the foregoing asswnption
from measw'ements in the first pwnp test, section 3.1.1, of a rather widespread catchment area of the
waterworks' wells. Influence of the waterworks' control building with the fresh water reservoir was
identified by the type of tilt response at T13 OE and the strong discrepancy of strike in T12 OE with respect
to the coherent pattern of the overall smface tilt field. Tilt signals from positions T12 OE and T13 OE
correlated best with the water tanks fill record, Fig.3.9. A comparison of the smface deformation image
with the map of site OE, Fig.3.3, showed that the strikes of T12 OE and T13 OE were in direction towards
the control building. Calculations with the averaged tilt vector fields on the basis of the superposition
principle seem to be applicable for data inspection. Some less prominent and more speculative aspects
are the possible influence of pwnping from B3 OE, of a topsoillayer, and the second aquifer, GW2 OE
which might become thinner 01' gets a lower hydraulic diffusivity in its section nearby BI OE.
In fmther investigations, the technique should be improved. It may be expanded to areas used for oil
and gas production 01' for injecting fluids like at geothermal works. This is also suppOl'ted by other
investigations (Vasco et al. , 1998, 2000, 2002a). For a more precise interpretation, additional tiltmeter
observations are necessary. At site OE preferably in south west to north east direction close to the
wells, and at outer positions in perpendicular direction, from south east to north west. At the opposite
site of the Rövenich fault, at least one additional tiltmeter position seems to be useful. Hence, grossly
estimating the number of additional fictitious positions, together with the used places, a feasible nwnber
of observation points at OE might be at least 25. Due to the distmbances from precipitation a longer
observation interval at each position, where tiltmeters are installed without a casing, is desirable. Data
should be taken from response signals caused by single pump cycles of nearly equal dmation. The dmation
of measmement at each position should be, with respect to the observation here, at least 10 days, but
strongly depends on the actual signal to noise ratio. To be efficient, outer positions at a site should be
installed first, to get longer data sets where generally signal to noise ratio is less favorable. (Here, the
inner positions in the near field of surface defonnations were installed first, to be sme to get useful data.
Moreover, instruments had to be moved between most of the positions since the number of instrwnents
was limited.)

d. Platform Tiltmeters
Platform tiltmeters have, compared with borehole instrwnents, several advantages. First, platform instrwnents are cheaper. A larger number can be pw'chased to densely cover an area arowld a weIl. Second,
the installation can be done by one person without use of any drilling tool in 30 min to 60 min. Third,
removal of a platform instrwnent is simple. The instrwnent can easily be replaced to a different position. The positions could be already prepared some time before the pump test to minimize settling
effects. Hence, applicability of platform tiltmeters for the pmpose of the observation of pwnp induced
near smface tilt was tested with two instrwnents.
Fig.3.16 shows the complete corrected data sets (drawn with grey background) from the three platform
tiltmeter positions, PLT1 OE, PLT8 OE, and PLT9 OE. The corresponding borehole tiltmeter data from
positions, T1 oE , T8 OE and T9 OE, compare Fig.3.3, are depicted, too. Measmements at position
PLT9 OE were carried out dming the whole experiment. The other platform instrwnent was moved at
March 15th from position PLT1 OE to PLT8 OE. Also included in the figme is soil temperatme data from
smface, STO OE, measmed directly wlder the cap of the field box accommodating the electronics, and
from 0.5 m depth, ST05 OE, measmed in subsoil next to position T1oE. RF OE denotes precipitation
data. The well level records from BI OE and B2 OE are shown at the bottom of the figme. Scaling for
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all tilt data is equal. Due to the very strong excursions of platforln tilt signals during the rain fall events
at the 14/3, 18/3, 20/3 and 21/3/2002, the time series are cut if they leave the grey background area.
At a first view, the distw'bances caused by the rain fall events are obvious, even if the data was already corrected for these influences. Compare also the data correction that is outlined for the platform
tiltmeter at position
PLT8 OE in the appendix, section A.3.3 .
Pump signals can also
be identified, especially if pIatform tilt
data is compared with
the weIl level records
and the borehole tilt
data. In Fig.3.16 two
pump cycles in BI OE
and B2 OE are marked
"0
w
eil
0
....CSl
by dashed verticallines.
:ifo-J
All platform tiltmeters
...-CL
responded to the pWllping. Compared with
the borehole data the
signal curves are significantly disturbed.
For instance, there is
"0
w
a sharp spike in the
eil
.... co0
records of PLTloE
:if0.....1
...-CL
before the first two
vertical lines. At the
fourth vertical line
the end of the pump
cycle is not clear in
the records ofPLT8 OE,
Due to the shallow installation in hollows
W-o
of about 0.4 m depth,
,""0 ~
f:i
influences of precip-Jo
CL...itation were strong.
Generally, that type
of installation is sensitive to other, not
clearly identified disturbances, like nearby
trafik 01' wind. Influence of temperature
variations in the platTue Wed Thu Fri
Mon Tue Wed
Sat
form tiltmeters surroundings is not obvious from Fig.3.16. Figure 3.16: Platform tiltmeter data. Records from positions PLTI OE, PLT8 OE, PLT9 OE
(highlighted) together with the borehole data from positions Tl OE, T8 OE and T9 OE and weil
Possibly, temperature levels from Bl oE and B2 oE . Data ofsoil temperature at surface, STOOE, at O.5m depth,
decrease from 14/3 to ST05 OE, and precipitation, RF OE is at top.
15/3 in ST05 OE is reflected in the tilt data, but was also overlaid by the influences from precipitation. The diurnal cycles in
the temperature can not be identified in the tilt data.
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The platform tiltmeters were installed at positions where nearly the Im'gest pWllp induced tilt signals
occw'ed. It is questionable, whether the instrwnents will record significant data, even for a longer dw'ation
of the measw'ements, when installed at a larger distance to the wells, e. g. besides of T4 OE. A problem
with longer observation intervals is also the fact that the platform tiltmeters were not well protected
against vandalism.
Platform tiltmeter observations tmned out to be less suited for a detailed quantitative investigation like
borehole data. However, the piatform tiltmeters recorded data that is in principle well correlated with
the pwnp activity and with the data of the borehole instruments, even if strongly distmbed. Generally
the data seems useful, particularly after a data correction. Hence, the use of platform tiltmeters can
be an alternative to borehole instrwnents if: (1) pWllp induced tilt is stronger, i. e. generally of larger
amplitude than at site OE, and faint signals should not be resolved, (2) measmements last over a time
span with a lot of pwnp cycles for bettel' statistics, (3) the area arowld a well should be densely covered
by tiltmeter positions, e. g. in between borehole tiltmeter locations, (4) to get a rapid estimation if pwnp
induced tilt to a certain threshold occms 01' not.

e. Transient Borehole Tiltmeter Signals - Positive Tilt Reversals
To asses the transient signal part, selected pWllp cycles from the borehole tiltmeter data were inspected.
The radially symmetrie and the tangential parts of tilt signals, see section 2.3, allow a closer view to
the tilt responses caused by single pwnp cycles in the wells BloE 01' B2 OE. Therefore, the data was
transformed into a system (t-r system), where one axis points to the well, the radial component TnR OE,
and the other one points in perpendicular direction right hand side, the tangential component TnT OE.
The 'n' holds for the tiltmeter position number. See Eq.A.5 in the appendix for the transformation of
tilt data. A negative amplitude in the TnR OE components indicates strike towards the well, compare
also Figs.2.8, 2.9. In this coordinate system, the radial signal part can be inspected independently.
This data presentation allows a direct comparison of the measmed radial component with the radial
tilt response calculated ±i'mn the analytical solution in a homogeneous half-space. Radial tilt response
becomes comparable with model generated solutions computed in a horizontally layered half-space. All
measmed signal parts in the tangential components of tilt, TnT OE, were attributed to distmbances of
the subsoilmodel's radial symmetry with respect to the well's vertical axis.
Fom selected pWllp cycles with corresponding tilt responses to pWllp activity in BI OE are drawn in
Fig.3.17. The dmation ofpumping was about 50min in (a) and 90min in (b),(c),(d). The examples are
from different day times. From top to bottom the fom figmes show tilt response in both components
of T7 OE (not in (a)), T8 OE, T1oE, T9 OE, Tll OE and T10 OE. The radial distances between the
tiltmeter positions and BI OE decrease in that sequence, as indicated at the right site in the plots. At
the bottom of the diagrams are the wellievel records of BI OE and B2 OE. \iVith the assumption tImt the
influence of pumping from B3 OE was negligible the fluid level record of this well is not shown. The radial
components of tilt and the fluid level record of the active well are highlighted by a somewhat thicker line
graph. Vertical axis scaling is the same for the tilt signals as well as for the well heads. The graphs show
fow' main aspects:
(1) Tilt response to pwnping appears in all tilt records and in the head of B2 OE (that serves as observation
well). A drift in some of the signals of T7 OE, T9 OE, Tll OE and T10 OE was most likely caused by
influences from settling and precipitation. The somewhat fluctuating signal parts in T7 OE, Tll OE and
T10 OE are m'tifacts from the data loggers that were installed at these positions.
(2) The Im'gest total tilt response, among the depicted observations, was at a distance not smaller than
28.8 m (distance between BI OE and T9 OE)' Due to the shallow installation depth of T9 OE with respect
to the other tiltmeters, enhanced tilt mnplitudes at this position can be asswned. If this aspect is taken
into accowlt, the strongest tilt response could be asswned to occm at a larger distance thml 28.8 m.
Responses at the farther positions Tl oE and T8 OE are significantly larger than at the more closer
position T10 OE. At Tll OE, at 27.8 m distance, response is significantly smaller in the radial component
than in T9 OE. Here, a slight influence of the loading of the fresh water reservoir and of the topsoillayer
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Figure 3.17: Tilt response during four pump cycles of B10E (and B30E)' The data is rotated into a t-r system, where
is oriented towards the weil and TnT OE perpendicular to TnROE (right hand side). At the right side of the plots
the radial distances to BI OE are printed. Arrows mark the so called 'positive' tilt reversals.

TnROE

must be respected, too. In a homogeneous half-space with the same geometrical arrangement of weHs and
tiltmeters like here, the maximwll of radial tilt response in steady state should occm elose to the subsoil's
smface at 30.1 m radial distance to the weHs B10E 01' B2 OE. However, it is hard to decide from the
data, where the maximum exactly would be. Moreover, the calculation of its position in a homogeneous
half-space assumes steady state in tilt response. Here, most of the tilt signals look like steady state was
not achieved. The slope of most of the signal curves is not nearly zero when pumps/weHs were switched.
Fmthermore, subsoil at OE can most likely not be described by a homogeneous half-space.
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(3) The tangential eomponents of tilt at the selected positions had different strengths in relation to
the radial eomponents. At position T7 OE, T8 OE, Tl OE and T9 OE the tangential eomponents had
small 01' negligible amplitudes. This indieates a rather radially symmetrie subsoil reaetion in the area
between tiltmeters and weIl. However, the tangential eomponents at positions Tll OE and TIO OE show
a response with nearly the same strength as the radial eomponents. Here, the subsoil, i. e. radially
symmetrie response, was disturbed, possibly by an infiuenee of the topsoil layer that dies out in the
region around these two positions. 01', besides of further unknown reasons, the signifieant response in the
tangential eomponents might be attributed to the infiuenee of the loading of the fresh water reservoir.
(4) Reversals of tilt have repeatedly been observed in the radial eomponents of T8 OE and T9 OE. The
initial strike direetion at T8R OE and T9R OE in response to pumping had an opposite sign with respect
to the initial strike already seen at position Tl OE in Fig.3.7. As these faint reversals are not easily seen,
in Fig.3.17, the reversals marked by the arrows in Fig.3.17(e),(d), are printed with a four times en1arged
amplitude sealing in Fig.3.18(a),(b), respeetively. Although smaIl, the signals in question are clearly
reprodueed and resolved. These tilt reversals are eharaeterized by a transient strike of the tiltmeters
top with respeet to its bottom end in radial direction away from the active produetion weIl (temporarily
growing amplitudes), followed by a strike in opposite direction, i. e. towards the weIl (deereasing amplitudes). Sueh type of reversals were previously predicted ±'rom ealculations by vVang & Kümpel (2003) in
a homogeneous poroelastie half-spaee. Transient tilt reversals mayaIso oeeur in the radial eomponent of
Tll OE, but are not signifieant due to the somewhat noisy signal.
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Figure 3.18: Positive tilt reversals caused by pumping from B10E (and B3 OE)' Four times vertically enlarged view of
the radial components from tilt positions T80E and T90E of Fig.3.17(c),(d), respectively. The transient tilt reversals in
the dashed circles and marked by the arrows have an opposite sign of initial strike than the previously described negative
reversals, see Fig.3.7. Sampling rate of tilt data was 10 sec.

Beeause of the first response direction of the reversals in Fig.3.18, and to make a distinction from the
reversals seen in Fig.3.7 (first pump test), the reversals in Fig.3.18 will be ealled 'positive reversals',
whereas the type of reversals seen in Fig.3.7 will be ealled 'negative reversals'.
Fig.3.19 shows data of five prunp eycles in B2 OE with the eorresponding tilt responses. Tilt signals
eaused by simultaneous prunping from BI OE and B2 OE are depieted, too. Sealing is like in Fig.3.17.
The tilt signals are from positions Tll OE, T6 OE (both on1y in (e),(d)), T9 OE, Tl OE, T7 OE and T8 OE,
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Figure 3.19: Tilt response during four pump cycles of B20E (and B30E)' The data is depicted in a t-r system, where
TnROE is oriented towards the weil and TnT OE perpendicular to TnR OE (right hand side). At the right side of the plots
the radial distances to B2 OE are printed. The asterisks mark onset of pumping from both wells BI OE and B2 OE (without
B30E),(b),(d). The arrows mark positive tUt reversals like in Fig.3.17,(c),(d).

alllisted according to the decreasing distallCe from the active well. Wellievel in BI OE (and its distance
to B2oE) is also printed in Fig.3.19. The four aspects ofFig.3.17, outlined previously, are also valid in
Fig.3.19, even if some deviations occur:
(1) The tiltmeters respond to pumping in a coherent manner.
(2) Largest tilt responses in the radial tilt components occur at radial distances to B2 OE that are between
24.5 m and 56.1 m, i. e. between the distance of T7 OE and T9 0 E. However, it is difficult to specify a more
accurate value. At Tl OE, in a distance of 32.1 m, the amplitudes were smaller than at T7 OE and T9 OE,
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even if at T10E the ma.XimlUll tilt in steady state should occur for a homogeneous half-space. Reasons
might be the larger installation depth of Tl OE, layering in subsoil, the different type of installation (in
a cemented casing at Tl OE and without a casing at T7 OE and T9 OE), and the fact that steady state
was not achieved.
(3) Tangential components show small 01' negligible response signals at positions Tl OE and T7 OE. At the
other tiltmeter locations, significant tangential tilt was recorded. The amplitudes at the latter positions
were in the range of the corresponding signals in the radial components. At position T9 OE, where in the
previous case the tangential response nearly vanished, a large response was observed. The reason is not
yet clear, but again may be attributed to some heterogeneities in the subsoil between both wells. Some
possible inhomogeneities were already indicated by the smface deformation images.
(4) Positive tilt reversals are seen in Fig.3.19, in the radial components of T7 OE and T9 OE.
Another aspect here add the transient signal parts in Fig.3.19(b) which show overlying processes acting
in an opposite manner. There was a plUllp cycle with simultaneous extraction from BI OE and B2 OE:
ArolUld 6:20 of March 14th, 2002, plUllpS in B10E (and B3 OE) were started. The tiltmeters at the
positions T9 OE, T10E and T8 OE, situated between BI OE and B2 OE, responded with a strike directed
towards BI OE. Due to the orientation of the data in a t-r system with respect to B2 OE, tilt response
at these three positions was temporarily positive in the radial component. ArolUld 6:40 the plUllp in
B2 OE was switched on (and B3 OE off) to elllm'ge the total production rate of the waterworks. The
three tiltmeters shortly responded in their radial component with a strike in direction towards B2 OE,
i. e. with negative amplitudes. Later, around 7:50, the temporarily negative response towards B2 OE
in the radial components was mostly compensated by the stronger subsoil deformation effect caused by
ongoing plUllping in B1oE. Responses in the tangential components of the tiltmeters remains nearly
constant.

3.2

Bürvenich, BV

The pump test experiments at BV were aimed at the recording of special transient plUllp induced signals.
These were the hydrological 'NoordberglUll effect' and its cOlUlterparts in grolUld movements resulting
from strong poroelastic coupling (Fabian & Kümpel, 2003). Additionally, ellipticaHy shaped hodographs
in tilt were observed. Former investigations of the NoordberglUn effect showed that it preferably occms
in a two-aquifer system when both aquifers are confined and hydraulicaHy separated (Verruijt, 1969,
Rodriguez, 1983, Langguth & Treskatis, 1987, 1989, Maruyama, 1994, Kim & Parizek, 1997). Ground
water is extracted from one of them and the weH head, i. e. pore pressme, shows a transient reverse
response in the other aquifer. After an inspection of the geological setting at the site BV, the hydrological
condition for an observation of the NoordberglUll effect seemed promising. At site BV experiments were
conducted in 1999. The plUllp tests were much smaHer in yield and spatial extension of observation points
was minor than at OE, compare section3.1. Two borehole tiltmeters at shaHow depth as weH as pore
preSSlU'e transducers were brought in contemporaneously.
Site BV was about 10 km south west of site OE, in the Lower Rhine Embayment, Fig.3.2. It was located
at the triangle road jlUlction of the secondary roads connecting the smaH villages Bürvenich, Schwerfen
and Sinzenich. The area is flat except for a shallow ditch of 0.7 m depth and some vegetation, i. e. bushes
and a tree, Fig.3.20. Earth's smface is slightly dipping in east north east direction (LVermA-NW, 1995) .
On the grass verge at site BV, tlu'ee weHs, BI BV, B2 BV, B3 BV, tapping aquifers at different depths
were accessible. The site was used since 1996 with one tiltmeter, Tl BV, for long term monitoring of
geodetic point stability (Kiimpel et al., 2001, CampbeH et al., 2002) . Measmements at tiltmeter position
T2 BV were started in 1998, for long term monitoring and for the experiments here.
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Geology is of similar structure to site OE, but total thickness of qua- l- - - - - - ternary sediments is only about 90 17o. The deeper sequence of strata is
known from drilling ofthe three observation wells (Erftverband, 1995),
see Fig.3.21. The topsoil layer was partially replaced down to 0.3170
from road construction many years ago, and thus is highly compacted.
A comparison between the recent map, LVermA-NvV (1995) and the
100 year older one, Landes-Aufn. (1895) showed that formerly, a road
crossed the grass verge where the tiltmeter positions and wells were
located. The upper compacted layer of a mixture of elay and gravel
confined the upper aquifer, GvV1 BV' The deeper aquifers, G\iV2 BV
and G\i'l3 BV were confined, too.

~~~~~~

v'lell BI BV was 11 170 deep and in contact with aquifer GW1 BV at
depths 5170 to 6170 and 8170 to 9 17O. vVell B2 BV was 29m deep and
in contact with GvV2 BV through its open sections from 24m to 25m
and from 26m to 27 17o. Open sections are highlighted by the black
parts of the boreholes drawn in Fig.3.21. At the surface, all wells were
less than 1 170 apart from each other. The mean hydraulic head of
Gv'l1 BV was at 1.6170 below surface, that of GW2 BV was at 2.1 m
depth. GW3 BV had its level at 6.5 m. The levels confirm a confinement of the aquifers and shows that they were not hydraulically
cOlmected. The hydrological Krvalues in 170/8, were 1 ... 2.10- 4
(GW1 OE), < 10- 5 (GW2 OE), < 10- 4 (GW3 OE) (Rheinbraun, 1997,
Lehmann, 2001, Hoffmann, 2002). The borehole tiltmeters were installed at 13.1 m (Tl BV) and at 6.1 m radial distance (T2 BV) from
the wells. PVC-casings were erected in boreholes. The casings were
coupled to the grOl.llld by filling the space between casing and borehole with cement. The tiltmeters were installed in the PVC-casings.
Bottom ends of instruments were at depths 2.65170 and 3.1170, respectively. Both tiltmeters resided within aquifer GW1 BV. Tab.A.2 in the
appendix has an overview of the configuration data. Meteorological
data, precipitation and air pressure were logged roughly 800 170 apart
from the site BV in western direction. Soil temperature was recorded
in 0.5 m depth elose to position Tl BV, and at sill'face, i. e. below the
cover of the electronics box that accommodated the data logger. The
electronic box was placed elose to Tl BV.
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3.2 Bürvenich, BV

The pwnp tests were conducted in the upper two aquifers through wells BI BF and B2 BF. A rate of
2.5 rn 3 / h lasting over 2 homs in each test could be achieved by a submersible pump of type Grundfos IvIP-l
(Grundfos, 2002). Fig.3.22 shows a photo from site BV
taken dming the pump tests. Another pump test was
carried out in B3 BF, but resulted in no significant response in any of the observables. The extracted watel' was pWllped off through a 50 m long tube in north
east direction, away from the experimental site into the
nearby ditch. This was to avoid artificially loading of
the growld and to prevent a hydrological short-circuit.
No regular pWllping was done from the wells prior 01' after the experiments. There was no precipitation dW'ing
the tests, and atmospheric pressw'e was mostly stable.
The change of the smface temperatme dming the single
pWllp cyeles was minor. Over a whole day the temperatme signal was cyclic. To minimize aliasing in the data,
sampling of tilt and weIl heads was done every 2 seconds
and the low-pass filter of the tiltmeters was applied. All
raw data was digitally smoothed by a moving window
average with a width of 40 seconds, i. e. 20 data points.
Some data sets in the following show a slightly noisy Figure 3.22: View at site BV in western direction over
signal dming pWllping. This was caused by the power the grass verge. In foreground is the control box of the
pump and the generator. In background is the outlet
generator u'3ed for the pwnp.
tube for extracted ground water.

3.2.1

Pump Test from GW1 EF

-

Elliptical Hodographs

Fig.3.23 shows fom examples of near smface tilt and induced pore pressme changes recorded dming
the pWllp tests from BI BF. The data is from both tiltmeters and from weIl BI BF. The tilt data was
nWllerically rotated from the original x-y system of the tilt sensors in a t-r system with a radial component
in direction towards the respective weH, compare section A.2. Each subfigme of Fig.3.23 shows from top
to bottom: radial tUt, TnR BF , tangential tUt, TnT BF, ('n' holds for the position nWllber) and GVnBI BF, the weIl head in BI BF. Decreasing tUt values in TnRBF accowlt for a strike of the tUtmeter
towards the weIl, decreasing values in TnT BF for a strike prependicular to TnR BF in direction to the
left hand side, i. e. towards north west.
The tUt signals from Tl BF and T2 BF were elearly correlated to the pwnp event and its recovery phase.
Response in the radial direction towards the weIl was of equal amplitude as in the tangential direction.
This indicates an anisotropy in the subsoil's structure. After cessation of pWllping, the radial components
did not fully return to their initial values. A similar behaviom has been observed in the weIl head of
GWI BF. The tangential components, especially at Tl BF, look like they merged in a somewhat longer
lasting recovery drift. Total response at Tl BF, which is the more rustant position, was significantly
l1igher than at T2 BF. Moreover, the radial signal of Tl BF responded with a rapid drop at the begim1ing
of the pwnping, in opposite rurection to that of T2 BF, what is somewhat smprising. The sharp rise in
the amplitude T2R BF, immeruately after onset of the pWllping, points to a fast transfer of the induced
signal from the weIl screen through the subsoil to the tiltmeter. Such a sharp response can (most likely)
only occm due to (pOl'O)elastic deformation rather than through pme diffusion.
With the asswllption of a homogeneous half-space, the steady state maximwn at the smface for radial tUt
response to pwnping from BI BF should occm at a radial rustal1Ce of 4.95 m. In trus assumption the weIl
screens and tiltmeters are described as mathematical points and the center depth of the weIl screen is at
7 rn. From the geometrical configuration at the smface it looks like T2 BF was eloser to that maximwll
position than Tl BF. The larger signal excmsions should have been at T2 BF, but the reverse was the
case. The reason is probably the installation depth of T2 BF: Observations were made at a depth of the
same order as the well's open section.
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Figure 3.23: Four examples of tilt and pore pressure changes induced by pumping from GVIl BF through BI BF' Tilt
response in the radial components TnR BF was in different directions between both tiltmeters and ampiitudes were larger
at the more distant position Tl BF.

For an estimation, the geometry of site BV can be scaled to the half-space solution plot in Fig.2.9(a).
The scaling factar is 100m/(wellscreencenter depth) , Le. 14.29. T2BV'S installation depth of 3.1m
bottom end of instnllnent below surface and its radial distance of 6.1 m from the well corresponds in
Fig.2.9(a) with a radial distance r = 87.1 m and a depth of z = 38.3m. In Fig.2.9(a) tiltmeter T2 BV
would be in the zone of negative tilt and elose to the zero-line, i. e. where tilting is of minor strength
and strikes with the instruments top end towards the weIl. This strike direction is in contradiction to the
observation. Position ofT1BV, ifscaled to Fig.2.9(a), is at r = 187m and z = 32m, where amplitudes
were indeed larger than at the equivalent of position T2 BV, and with a radial strike like observed.
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vVith respect to the above scaling to Fig.2.9(a), the different sign of tilt response between TIR BV and
T2R BV can be explained by a more spatially extended zero-line of tilt than depicted in Fig.2.9(a). Then,
T2 BV was not installed 'near-surface', but in the zone of positive tilt, compare also Fig.2.8. In the case
of a homogeneous half-space, the comse of the zero-line (i. e. the geometry of the solution field) depends
on1y on the parameter v, the drained Poisson ratio, see Eq.2.l9. A value of v 2: 0.35 Ivould be necessary
to calculate a zero-line of tilt that crosses the position of the center depth of T2 BV, 01' passing it at a
more shallow depth to describe (positive) radial tilt as observed at T2 BV . Typical values of v for a more
sandy subsoillike at site BV are smaller, see Tab.2.l .
It is obvious from the lithology log in Fig.3.2l that subsoil at site BV is not a homogeneous half-space.
The subsoil can hardly be described by a single set of poroelastic parameters. It is more a stack of
sedimentm'y layers with different properties each. The properties change more 01' less rapidly at the layer
boundaries. Installation of T2 BV was in the sandy layer of G\iVl BV, immediately below the shallow,
strongly compacted mixed layer of clay and gravel. The installation was in a casing that ,vas build in
cement and thus had a good coupling even to this shallow, compacted stratum. Hence, tilt response
at T2 BV may be described by a value of v that is about the value of this high1y compacted layer. As
a result, to understand the radial part of the observed signal at T2 BV layering should be taken into
account.

Tl BV is more distant from the well than T2 BV. The signals at Tl BV may be described somewhat
effortlessly through a model of a homogeneous half-space. Such a model might be seen as an integral
description of the subsoil. At Tl BV the longer spatial signal wave lengths, in a range of about several
meters, may dominate. This might be a reason why influences of small scale structures in subsoil, with
a spatial extension of a few meters, would be minor for the signals at Tl BV. The uppermost layering at
site BV changes in vertical direction within a few meters. At Tl BV this layering might not have been
influenced tilt response significantly. Lemnann (2001) discussed earlier pump tests from this site with tilt
observations at the position of Tl BV on1y and a pump test in BI BV. He estimated a Poisson ratio of
about 0.1 varying in the rmlge between 0.08 and 0.12. His analyses based on steady state solutions for a
homogeneous poroelastic half-space and his value of v accounts for a mainly sandy subsoil, in mean. His
v-value may reflect the subsoil properties of the tapped first aquifer at site BV, which takes up most of
the soil volume between the well screen of BI BV and Tl BV'
Moreover, the strong tangential parts in the tilt responses point to an inhomogeneous subsoil. Hence,only
a 3-D description will fit the complete observation. This becomes more apparent from the hodographs
in Fig.3.24, plotted from the data in Fig.3.23. In the first moment after onset of the pumping, the
overall strike of both tiltmeters was aligned roughly parallel, but with an opposite sign, i. e. Tl BV struck
towards north east and T2 BV towards south west. Thus, strike orientation was in a line numing from
south west to north east, grossly in the direction from the tiltmeters towards the well. The time series in
Fig.3.23 also showed a somewhat stronger initial response in the radial components. A few moments later
the courses of the individual hodographs tmned in different directions: the comse of Tl BV towards north
north east, that of T2 BV to north west. Only in Fig.3.24(c) the course of T2 BV is somewhat different
caused most likely by a disturbance in the initial signal part. Generally, in a poroelastic description, tilt,
e. g. presented by hodographs, is aligned with the strain and parallel to the pore pressme gradient. The
latter points in the direction of fluid flow. Therefore, the hodographs seem to suggest the direction of
growld water CWTent. From Fig.3.24, it could be asswned that in overall, growld water streamed more
in northern direction than straight towards the weIl. SimilaI' tilt observations were reported by Kfunpel
(1989) from a site in northern Germany. From a DC ground-resistivity study he fOWld evidence for a
channellike fluid flow to the punlped well. However, the truth is not yet known.
Furthermore, the hodographs in Fig.3.24 show that the tilt response to the punlping and the recovery
phase followed some elliptical path. Irrespective of the orientation of the ellipse, such a comse of the
signal is not expected from a homogeneous poroelastic mediunl. The hodographs may be the result
of at least two processes following each other and causing tilt in different spatial directions. Fig.3.25
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Figure 3.24: Hodographs drawn from the data of Fig.3.23. Starting point is the point of intersection of the straight dashed
lines. The dashed arrows depict the overall excursion and the asterisks cessation time of pumping.

presents a sketch. The first process could be a fast (pOl'O)elastic response to the rapid
withdrawal of ground water right after onset of the pumping. The second process
is induced tilt by a slowly changing pore pressme gradient. The latter process is a
result of the fluid diffusion due to ongoing withdrawal. If the pump stops, again a
fast (poro)elastic response occurs first, but in its opposite manner. Thereafter, a slow
diffusion process, also opposite, occms due to the regeneration of the pore pressure
distmbance. A similaI' observation of elliptic like hodographs have reported Weise
et al. (1999).

3.2.2

Pump Test from GW2 BV
N oordbergum Effect

-

~pump

><

~/~)

off

\/~)

.pump on

tilt Y

Figure
3.25:
Sketch: processes
(1),
(2)
cause
tilt
in
different
directions.

Negative TUt Reversals and

Fig.3.26 shows data from fom one-cyde pmnp tests conducted in B2 BV. The tilt data was transformed
into a t-r system like in the foregoing case. The rate ofwithdrawal and the dmation were the same as with
the test in BI BV. Here, the weIl level distmbance caused through the pmnping was about 19m in aquifer
GW2 BV. Dming the previous test in BI BV it was only 0.35 m in GWI BV' Both tiltmeters responded
to the pumping with nearly equal strength. The ratio between the radial and the tangential response
was more in favom of the radial ones. The strong weIl level reduction (pore pressure distmbance) may
explain why the tilt response was larger than in the previous case. Particularly for T2 BV, response was
stronger, although the locations of the open sections of B2 BV are considerably deeper than in BI BV'
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The overall tilt amplitudes are clearly smaller in Fig.3.26(a),(b) than in (c),(d) for equal withdrawal fram
B2 BV' This possibly indicates some (non-linear) alterations in the subsoil from cycle to cycle, caused by
the large pore pressme distmbance.
Like in the previous case, the geometry ofthe pump test can be translated to the general Fig.2.9(a), with
the assumption of a homogeneous half-space in steady state. The scaling factor for the distances is 3.92,
100mj(wellscreencenterdepth). Scaled to Fig.2.9(a), T1 Bv would be at r = 51Am and z = 8.74m
and T2 BV at r = 23.9 m and z = 10.5 m. Hence, from this point of view, tiltmeters were actually
installed 'near smface'. This is due to the much deeper weIl screen of B2 BV. Both tiltmeter positions
were above the zero-line of tilt. In fact, both instruments recorded negative tilt in response to pwnping.
However, in a homogeneous half-space like in Fig.2.9(a), the steady state amplitude in T1RBV should
be by two thirds larger than in T2R BV' This was not the case. Possibly, steady state was not achieved
in Fig.3.26, or the special amplitude ratio between T1R BV and T2R BF was caused by an influence of
the layering.
In the amplitudes of both components of both tiltmeters was a jrunp at the start and the stop of the
prullping. This is somewhat similar to the response of the tiltmeter at T2 BF in the foregoing prunp test.
Here at Tl BV, the signals rapidly approached about 40 % to 80 % of their final value. Then they grew
slowly rultil the prunp stopped. Dming the recovery phase the signals took a similar comse with opposite
sign.
Furthermore, the radial component of the signal T2R BV attained a maximrun excru'sion towards the
weH (a minimrull value) shortly after initiation of prullping. Thereafter, areversal in its comse appeared.
This is in Figs.3.26(a), (b), (c). This type of signal, a negative tilt reversal, was already reported from
site OE, even without such a rapid response at the beginning of the prunping like here. There, the signal
type was repeatedly observed several tÜlles at the position Tl OE, see Fig.3.7.
In all sub-figures of Fig.3.26 the recovery process can be seen after the cessation of the pump. The
signal of T2R BF did not retmn on the direct route to its neutral position (like the signal of Tl BF)' It
almost jrullped to its maximum excmsion away from the weIl, in opposite direction, from where it slowly
approached the initial tilt value.
Simultaneously to the tilt jrullPS and reversals in Figs.3.26(b), (c), (d) a faint, but clearly significant
reaction to the strong and rapid level distru'bance in GW2 BF is seen in the recordings of the hydraulic
head of GvV1 BF. For these measmements, a pressru'e transducer with a level resolution of bettel' than
0.1 mm was used (Fabian, 1998). The observations show an initial rise of the hydraulic head in GW1 BF
in response to prunping in B2 BV before the level starts falling. The reverse effect, a drop in the hydraulic
head followed by a rise occms after the pump stopped. In hydrogeology, this reverse weIl level phenomenon
is usually called 'Noordbergrull effect'. The effect was first reported from a site close to the small town
Noordbergrun in the Netherlands (Verruijt, 1969). It has repeatedly been reported as an initial rise of
pore pressme in an aquifer that is different from the one that is being pumped (Rodriguez, 1983, Langguth
& ll'eskatis, 1989, Maruyama, 1994, Karasaki et al. , 2000, vVang, 2000, Vasco et al., 2001). Adopting
linear poroelasticity, Gambolati (1974), Maruyama (1994), Kim & Parizek (1997) and Wang & Kümpel
(2003) have presented computational schemes to simulate this phenomenon. In Fig.3.26(a), (b) a similar
signal excmsion like the Noordbergrull effect is in GW2 BF at the end of the prunping. This is an artifact
that occmred by chance (caused by some backwater in the vertical part of the outlet tube of the pump).
The j1UllPS and reversals of the tilt signals in response to prunping in B2 BV look like a matrix reaction that
is the corulterpart to the Noordberg1Ull effect in pore pressme. This view is suppOl'ted by the observation
of the reverse weIl level change in aquifer GW1 BF. Except in Fig.3.26(a) where the Noordbergrun effect
did not appeal', even if the jumps and reversals in tilt occm. However, the Noordbergrun effect in the
weH level in BI BF is ass1Ulled to be related to a transient volrulletric compaction in the aquifer GvV1 BF·
This compaction was caused by the rapid withdrawal from the deeper aquifer GW2 BF through B2 BF.
Rapid OllSet of prunping led, due to strong poroelastic coupling, to a matrix deformation dose to the open
section of weIl B2 BF. This induced matrix deformation signal propagated rapidly, with a velocity in the
speed range of elastic waves. It spread out much faster than the likewise generated signal of diffusion
tImt is related to the fluid deficit and flow. Because of different velocities of deformation and diffusion
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Figure 3.26: Foul' examples of tilt and pore pressure changes induced by pumping from GW2 BV through B2 BV. Especially
the radial components T2R BV show jumps and transient negative tilt reversals in their course. The Noordbergum effect
occured in GWI-Bl Bv,(b),(c),(d) contemporaneously to the tilt jumps and reversals.

signals, together with the poroelastic coupling of both, travel-time-effects and thereafter a balancing in
fluid-matrix interaction appeared. At some distance from the weil screen, especiaily elose to the smface,
after OllSet of pumping the pore fluid was still not streaming while the matrix started to move. This
deformation led to a subsidence at smface, too. Somewhat deeper it caused a compaction of the subsoil,
as reflected in the jumps of the tilt signals in Fig.3.26 .
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Appearance of the Noordbergum effect depends at least on two factors: first on the strength and the speed
of the transient volwlletric compaction and second on the perviousness of subsoil. If the perviousness is
too high and the compaction too small, the local diffusion rapidly equals pore pressme differences. A
significant rise in pore pressw'e can not appear. However, even a somewhat weaker volumetric compaction
should be observable as a matrix movement without OCCWTence of areverse well level response. The
tiltmeters are able to detect growld matrix displacements in the sub-micrometer range. Therefore, it is
asswlled that they can measw'e a tilt component of the transient volumetric compaction movement. In
Fig.3.26 this tilt component caused the sharp jWllP in the tilt signals towards the well. These jumps
appeared in all tilt components, whereas in Fig.3.26(a) the Noordbergwll effect did not occm. In this
sub-figme, tilt response and the jWllP was at least two times weaker than in the other sub-figmes. It might
be speculated, why the response was so small. As stated above, it can be the reason of some remanent
changes in aquifer G\V2 B"V caused by the large pore pressme distmbance. The fact that the tilt responses
grow from cycle to cycle also points to this asswllption. The pump tests depicted in Fig.3.26(a), (b) and
(c), (d) follow each other at two consecutive days. If the signals would be pasted together one after
another, a mean negative tilt response extending over all diagrams with growing strength results. This
averaged behaviom looks somewhat similar to a single longer lasting PWllP test. However, in the pillllp
cycle of Fig.3.26(a), the transient volilllletric compaction seemed to be not sufficient to significantly
generate the Noordbergwll effect. The effect was possibly canceled out by diffusion.
At T2 B\I the initial volilllletric compaction of GWI B\I, indicated by the tilt jillllp, partly (in Fig.3.26(a)
completely) recedes after the negative reversal, i. e. dming ongoing withdrawal. This receding at T2 B\I
could correspond to a volumetric extension of G\VI BV' At Tl B"V, indicated by the not reverting tilt
signal, processes might have been different, because the compaction seems to go on after the initial
jWllp. However, tilt consists of two parts, shearing and rotation. Therefore, the equivalence between
tilt and volume strain is not exact even at observation points slightly apart the smface. Only if tilt is
measmed immediately at sill'face, a subsidence observed as a tilt response can be related to a volwlletric
compaction. Nevertheless, the observed signal behaviom at T2 BV can point to a volwlletric extension
of G\\TI B"V that followed the Noordbergum effect.
The positive tilt reversals recorded at site OE, remember e. g. the observations at position T8 OE and
T9 OE in Fig.3.18, can be compared with the negative ones observed here. The positive reversals show
first a faint and fast transient excmsion to the opposite direction than the negative ones. Then, the
typical smooth strike towards the well follows. The positive reversals may suggest a slight uplift of the
smface, which precedes the COlllmOn response, 01', as tiltmeters are not exactly at the sill'face, a transient
exchanging process between shearing and rotation movement. More generally, again, a balancing process
between local deformation and local diffusion close to the smface can be responsible, too. A local induced
rise in pore pressure in somewhat less shallow parts below sill'face could lead to a feedback reaction, i. e.
to a volwlletric expansion in response to the Noordbergum effect. However, at site OE the upper part of
the subsoil was not satmated. An induced pore pressme rise with a succeeding feedback of the soil matrix
seems hardly possible illlder this condition. The detailed physical motion process of the matrix remaillS
indistinct, but some of the assumptions here will be suppOl'ted by the model calculations in chapter 4 .
The tilt hodographs of the data sets from Fig.3.26 were plotted in Fig.3.27. The ones of tiltmeter T2 B"V
confirm that these signals have an inversion point. The signals of Tl B"V did not show that behaviom.
As mentioned before, the amplitudes in the first two PWllP cycles were smaller than in the other. Despite
these differences between the hodographs, they also show similar featmes, espec.ially in Fig.3.27(c),(d).
Again, elliptical patterns were observed.
A comparison with the hodograpllS from the first pump test in Fig.3.24 shows that here, overall response
in both tiltmeters was bettel' aligned in one direction, to north east, but likewise not directly towards the
well. Again, the mostly parallel strike in tilt suggests a preferred orientation of induced pore pressme
gradients and therefore of fluid flow in the second aquifer.
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Figure 3.27: Hodographs drawn from the data of Fig.3.26. Starting point is the point of intersection of the straight dashed
!ines. The dashed arrows depict the overall excursion and the asterisks cessation of pumping.

3.3

Wulsdorf, WD

Site WD was in a district of the city of Bremerhaven, north of Bremen in northern Germany, see Fig.3.1.
The experiments were conducted in spring 1999. They were different from the previous ones. At this
site the subsoil is not layered. It is highly heterogeneous on a larger spatial scale of some tens of meters.
The subsoil structme is dominated by a bmied quaternary chaIUlel embedded in tertiary sediments. The
chalU1el crosses the site and is more than 150 m deep. Like in the foregoing cases the area is flat. Fig.3.28
presents an overview of the site with the locations of tiltmeters Tl WD, T2 WD, production wells BI WD
and B2 WD, deep observation wells P1D WD, P2D WD and shallow observation well P2S WD. The dasheddotted contom lines in Fig.3.28 mark the depth to the basement of the buried quaternary channel. At
the western border of the site passes a freeway built on an embankment straight in south north direction.
The observation points were dose to the boundary of a deciduous forest growing at the site. The forest
covers the central part of the location. In Fig.3.29 is a photo with a view in western direction along the
asphalt track of Fig.3.28. The site is bordered by grass land with single bushes and is situated in marsh
land. Shallow ditches drain the area. The produced water from the pump test was guided through an
outlet tube in the creek at the southern part of the site.
The geological profile extending from A to B is depicted in Fig.3.30. At a depth grossly between 10 m to
30 m is a 101'1 permeable layer of Lauenburger silt with a thickness of up to 20 m. The Lauenbmger silt
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dies out in north north west and south south east direction. A layer of day with a thickness of roughly 8 m
partly overlays this stratwn. Both the layers separate the sandy fill of the charmel bed in two aquifers,
G\iV1 vVD and G\iV21VD.
Both borehole tiltmeters T11V D and T2 H7 D were installed on a profile extending radially with respect to
BI WD, at distances 70m and 140m from this weIl. The
bottom ends of the instruments were 2 m below surface.
The water table ofthe upper, free aquifer, GW1 WD, was
at roughly 1 m depth and the mean hydraulic head of
G\iV2 IV D was at 1.3 m below surface. Pressw'e transducers were installed in the two deep observation wells
with contact to GV12 W D, P1D IV D and P2D W D; likewise in the shallow observation weIl, probably in contact
to G\iV1 WD, P2S vVD. Depths of the open sections of
these three wells were 34m to 39m for P1DwD, 48.6m
to 50.6m for P2D WD, and 22.6m to 24.6m for P2S lVD.
The two production wells, BI WD and B2 WD, were used
simultaneously. The depths of the wells' open sections
were 81.5 m to 107.5 m for BI W D and 92.5 m to 106.5 m
for B2wD. Both weHs were in contact with the lower
aquifer, G\iV2WD. Growld water was pumped off at
rates of 200 m 3 /11, in BI WD and 150m3 /11, in B2 WD. The
pwnp test was conducted in a single rWl with a duration
of 6 days. The weIl level was recorded in BI WD, too, but
it dropped out of the range of the pressure transducer
during the first day. The maximwn decrease in the weIl
head of BI W D has been estimated to be roughly 8 m.

Figure 3.28: IvIap of test site WD with observation
points, course of the quaternary channel and geological
profile line.

Figure 3.29: Photo from site WD with a view in western direction along the asphalt track.
At the left is the outlet tube of the pump in BI W D. Tl W D is right beside the car that was
later used for a loading test. In background is a bridge of the freeway.
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Except for one hour of
pwnping in the week
before the experiment,
no pump activity was
in the two preceding
nor in the three successive weeks of the main
pwnp test.
Tab.A.3
in the appendix swnmarizes the geometrical
configuration and production rates of the
main pump test. The
car shown in Fig.3.29
(weight 2.7 tons) was
used for a loading test
prior to the main test.
It was slowly driven
along the asphalt track
next to Tl W D and produced a distinct tilt
anomaly at this tiltmeter position.
The
test confirmed coupling
of Tl W D to the growld.
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by the six-figured numbers and not shown in Fig.3.28 were used. P2D and P2S are at dose positions, so that they are
depicted by the same log line. Vertical exaggeration is fourfold. Numbers beside the borehole lines indicate known depths
of layer boundaries in m. The logs were kindly offered by Fritz (1998, 2001).

Data from both tiltmeters, their temperatmes, soil temperatmes at the position of tiltmeter T2 W D,
weH level data from the observation weHs and changes in atmospheric pressme are plotted in Fig.3.31.
From top to bottom Fig.3.3l shows: Tilt data from the X- and Y-components of tiltmeters T2 W D and
Tl VVD, respectively, instrwnent temperatmes T-TlIVD, T-T2 WD, soil temperatmes ST05 WD at 0.5 m
depth and SUT Hf D at smface, and weH level changes in the upper part of the subsoil (G'NI W D) from
shaHow observation weH P2S W D, the changes in the hydraulic head of aquifer GW2 W D in the deep weHs
PlDIVD, P2D wD and Bl wD , and the variation in local atmospheric pressure, APwD. There was no
rainfall dming the pmnp test and only minor precipitation in the succeeding weeks.
The strong tilt excmsion of Tl W D correlating with the weH level drop that was caused by pumping
in BI WD (and B2IVD) is the most obvious featme in the data. After termination of withdrawal, the
hydraulic heads in the aquifers G\Vl W D and GW2 W D recovered, but the tilt signal did not retmn to
its original value. Hs recovery was about 40 % of its pwnp induced total tilt response. A response of
tiltmeter T2 VI' D to the pwnp test is not evident from the data. Other tilt fiuctuations were dimnal
variations measmed by both instrwnents Tl WD and T2 WD. These fiuctuations correlated with sm'face
temperatme SUT W D and could be caused by thermo-elastic deformation from smface heating dm'ing
day time (Berger, 1975), or may result from indireet effects such as gromld deformation caused by waterconswnption of nearby trees (Rebscher, 1996).
The hodographs in Fig.3.32 offer a bettel' overview of the general direction of strike. Integrated in Fig.3.32
is a map of the locations of the tiltmeter positions, of weH BI W D, direction to weH B2 W D and three
contom lines that indicate bottom depth of the bmied quaternary channel. The open circles mark initial
positions of tilt sensors as weH as geometrical positions of Tl W D and T2 W D. The dashed arrows indicate
the overaH comse of the hodographs. The end of the pumping is noted by asterisks. The spatial scale is
depicted at lower right.
From Fig.3.32 is obvious that the pwnp induced tilt of Tl W D stroke mostly in parallel orientation to the
comse of the chalmel. Smprisingly, the strike was with the top of the tiltmeter away from the locations
of the weHs. At T2 WD, the main direetion of the tilt signal appears to be slightly perpendicular to
the comse of the channel. Here, the signal reverses dming the pmnping and some doubts remain of its
significance with respect to the pwnp test. More likely T2 W D was not infiuenced by the pumping.
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Figure 3.31: Time series from the one-cyde pump test at site \VD. The pump test started
at 4:15 a.m. on IvIay 4th 1999, in wells BI IVD and B2 IVD and lasted till 4:10 a.m. on IVIay Thv D was right above
10th 1999. The drop in hydraulic head during pumping in weil GW2-B1 IV D was probably the channels steep north
around 8 m and exceeded the range of the pressure transducer. The arrows above signals west flank and therefore
T1X IV D and TlY IV D mark the time of a loading test through a car next to the tiltmeter.
should response strongly
The load resulted in deal' tilt steps in both components. The tilt steps in Tl IV D that
occurred on JVIay 17th, 1999, could be from a similar loading of agricultural trafik. Diurnal to the pUlllping. Somefluctuations in the tilt signals probably reflect surface temperature changes.
what beside the chmmels
bOUlldaries, near T2 w D,
fluid flow could be assumed to be minor. Thus, pore pressme gradients near T2w D might have been weak
and not caused any significant movements of subsoil here, explaining the lack of a deal' pUlllp induced
tilt signal at T2w D. The sign of strike, especially at Tl W D, is hard to explain. It might be due to local
heterogeneities (Fabian et al. , 2000). 01' it is due to stronger shear components in tilt than rotational
ones, possibly caused by the more shallow heterogeneous fill of the channel.
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3 Experiments

The catchl11ent volwne for growld water
extraction, i. e. the effective reservoir volUlne tapped by the weHs, is asswned to
be constrained by the charmel's geol11etrical extension. In contrast to a homogeneous and even a layered half-space, the
available volume in the subsoil that can
be used for production, is limited to one
spatial dimension. vVith the same production rate, compared to a homogeneous 01'
layered half space, the loss in fluid per unit
volume is much higher. This 'channeling'
should lead to larger pore pressme gradients. Therefore, stranger pump induced
tilt amplitudes may occm in the channel
01' elose to its bowldary.
If the tilt response at site OE is compared with the one
here, tilt signals induced at OE are about
hUlldred times smalleI' than those at \VD,
although the total yield rates are comparable. The catchl11ent volwne of the production weHs at OE may be much more
widespread than at \VD. Moreover, the
short dmations of the pwnp cycles of one
01' a few hours at OE are in contrast to the
nearly 144 homs of pwnping at vVD. The
induced pore pressme gradients thus could
be stranger at site WD and the produced
fluid volume much larger. Absence of the
full recovery of the pwnp induced tilt in
Tl W D could indicate that pwnping has
caused some persistent consolidation of the
matrix. Therefore, the net-deformation in
the ümer part of the chalmelmay be much
larger, i. e. non-linear, than the mean deformation nearby the wells at OE. At the
latter site, the pwnp induced tilt signals
seem to fully recover after cessation of each
of the pwnps.
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Figure 3.32: Tilt hodographs, pump test vVD.
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Chapter 4

Poroelastic Forward Modelling
This chapter deals with I-D poroelastic forward modelling in multi-layered half-spaces. It provides the
interpretation bases for the most important featmes of the observed (radial) tilt and pore pressme signals.
The signal featmes, which are addressed by the modelling are: absolute range of tilt and pore pressure
changes in response to pumping, the strike direction of tilt, towards or away from the production well,
the transient signal part, and dependency from the radial and vertical distance from the well screen, i. e.
the shape of the isoline pattern.
The solutions for tilt and pore pressme changes were calculated for a vertical cross section that is axially
symmetric with respect to the production well. Thus, the models account for the radial part of vertical tilt
and pore pressme changes that are induced by pumping. The subsoil is described by a stack of sedimentary
layers with individual values of poroelastic parameters for each stratum. The model calculations were
carried out with the semi-analytic program POEL for the steady state situation and for the evolution
over time.
In reality, most parts of a subsoil are lmknown. Variation of poroelastic parameters can be quite large.
Depth, thickness and number of layers are only grossly known, if at all. This leads to a nearly incalculable
amOUl1t of possible model scenarios. The broad range of model variations was reduced to simplified
geological subsoil models that were constructed on the basis of the lithology of the production and
observation wells. Selected examples of models will be presented. The choice of the models was tried
to be representative especially for a sedimental'y subsoil like at the two experimental sites, OE and
BV. However, since depths and layer thickl1esses are quite different betweel1 both sites, a quantitative
scaling of the models could not be achieved. Direct applicability to observations remains qualitative
and is concentrated on the description of the type of observations. The models will usually not fit
the measmements. They serve as a first approach to a more detailed lmderstanding of the lmderlying
processes.
At first the preconditions of modelling are discussed. In the following, different steady state cases are
taken into aCCOUl1t. These models deal with three, fom, five alld six layers of sediments. It is tried to give
an insight into stational'Y tilt and pore pressme distribution, if the munber of layers grows. An analogy
to the channeling effect in spatially restricted aquifers, see geology of site WD in Fig.3.30, will be shown.
For the 6-layer case, different poroelastic parameter combinatiol1s, i. e. sets of different types of sediment
layers, are considered. Fmther dynamic models deal with the time developmel1t of tilt and pore preSSill'e.
These investigations treat transient signals, i. e. signals occmring in a time span from shortly after onset
of pillnping illltil the steady state. The tral1siel1t signals showing reversals al'e attributed to here called
'balancing processes' in subsoil occmring due to coupled diffusion and deformation in the poroelastic
medium. Dynamic modelling will be done far the homogeneous half-space, a tlu'ee-, a fOill'- and an
adjusted 6-layer model. Tilt reversals and their occmrences in homogeneous and layered half-spaces will
be addressed as well as the Noordbergmn effect.
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4.1

Preconditions of Modelling

It is asswned that the subsoil can be described by a multi-Iayered fully satmated half-space with strata
of wlconsolidated sediments. The sediments are charaeterized by their name, whieh corresponds direetly
to a set of poroelastic parameters after Tab.2.3. Additionally, a short name for each layer material that
will be obvious from the context, is used to describe the strata. Bowldary conditions are a stress free
sW'face, where pore pressw'e vanishes, a central a,.-..;:is at the position of the weIl (rotational symmetry),
and infinitely extended bowldaries in radial direetion and downwards. The input 01' somce signal at the
weIl screen is described by a Heaviside fWlction that accowlts for aetivit:y (on, off) of the pwnp, Eq.2.17.
The well's screen is described by a line sink For all models the weIl's screen is assumed to extend
vertically from depth z = 90 m to z = 110 m below smface and has a radius of 0.2 m. The extraction
rate is 100 m 3 / h. The spatial dimensions of all models are given in meters. vVith these conditions the
program POEL computes the steady state and time dependent response/output signal (the time series).
Fig.4.1 shows the positions at which POEL calculated the poroelastic response. The output signal of
radial vertical tilt 6,1' corresponds directly to the radial component of observed tilt values 6"/, the output
signal of pore pressw'e, p, corresponds to the observable 6p, compare Fig.2.1. Tab.4.1 has the coordinates
and geometry of the grid of calculation points, of the layers and the weIl screen. For a comparison of the
solutions from POEL and the analytical solutions in a homogeneous half-space see section A.6.1 in the
appendix.
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The data from modelling are
arranged in a matrix representing a collection of time series, one time series at each
of the calculation points of
Fig.4.1. The results at a special time contemporaneously
at all calculation points, are
presented in a contow' dia-'
gram that is a time slice of the
build-up of the tilt and pore
pressme distribution. Additionally, the complete time series of tilt and pore pressme calculated at any special
position is zoomed out from
the contom diagram to directly compare it with measmed data.

The gridding process that
is necessary to obtain contom plots will be taken into
o 50 100
200
300
500
Distance r
somewhat doser consideraFigure 4.1: Grid of the ealculation points for poroelastie response determined with tion.
Gridding interpolates
POEL. Sinee the signal distribution of tilt strongly varies near surfaee, and that of between the known values, calpore pressure near the weil, grid density is enhaneed there. Also, grid density at layer
boundaries (if present) is somewhat higher. At eaeh grid point, POEL ealculates a culates contom lines (isolines)
eomplete time series for tilt L:,,''r and pore pressure response p with its beginning at and provides a grey scale value
onset of the pump. qa is a eonstant extraction rate with which the weil is operated for every point. The interpolasinee time ta. By alTanging all values for aselected time during build-up of the tion was done with 2-D splines.
response signal a snapshot of the field development ean be obtained. It is also possible,
These splines were attenuated
to direetly ealculate steady state values for infinite pumping. Distanees are in m.
by a factor depending on their
own, direction dependent correlation length over adjacent data points (Press et al., 1988, Microcal Software, Inc., 1999). In principle, the problem is the same as for printing a time series, where the single
data points are interconnected by straight lines 01' by distinct cmves. A smooth cow'se and controlled
1.....~-1~~1~~~~-1~~-~-1~~-~-----------'1-200
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behaviour of the signal between lmown values is suggested, but is not necessarily real. The type of
interpolation determines the signal character between data points. It is possible that, e. g. in a cubic
interpolation, a local maximum occurs, where actually no data was measured and no maximwn is present.
In contour plots, such an interpolation can lead to small loops, bends and fluctuations of the contom
pattern with a spatial wavelength in the range of the displacement of data points. Such artificial data
will appeal' frequently in the following sections. Due to a limited density of calculation points and limited
settings in the drawing software Origin (Microcal Software, Inc., 1999), a complete reduction of these
effects was not possible. If the data shows strong gradients between adjacent calculation points, the errors of that contom gridding are smaller and are determined mostly by the distance between data points.
This \vill be the case for the steady state diagrams for tilt. However, if gradients in data are small, the
gridding procedme experiences more problems and errors are larger. Amplitudes ranging in some region
in the diagram over several orders also cause inaccmate contom lines in other regions of the plot, where
amplitudes get small and renlain small. This will occw' in the steady state pore pressw'e contow' plots in
the region dose to sw·face. Fw·thermore, these problems will occur preferably in the very first time-slice
plots showing solutions straight after onset of pumping while signal build-up is still small. To solve this
plotting problem the complete time series will be extracted, 'zoomed-out', for selected calculation points,
if necessary.
distance,
radial profile
(42pts.)
profile depth,
40( to 49) steps
less-pervious
lavers
extensions
weIl geometry
v

,

0, 1, 2, 1, 5, Q, ß., 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 115, 120, 130, 135, 140, 150,
155, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 325,
350, 375, 400, 425, 450, 475, 500
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 22.5, 25,
30,35,40,45,50,55, 57.5,60, 62.5,65,70,75, 77.5,
80, 82.5, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 117.5, 120,
125, 130, 135, 140, 145, 150, 155, 160, 170, 180, 190
layerlayer-1: 10... 20,
layer-2: 60 ... 80,
3: 120... 00, layer-4(not in Fig.(4.1)): 120... 140
start depth: 90,

end depth: 110,

diameter: 0.4

Table 4.1: Grid of ealculation points, layer extensions and weIl geometry. All values in m. !talie values for the radial
distanees indicate different positions that were used in the dynamic 6-layer model. These replaee the underlined values,
whieh are used in all other models. !talie values for the profile depth are only induded, if dose to these depths a layer is
present in the model.

In all contour diagrams of the tilt distributions presented in the following sections, the contour lines
indicate steps of 0.5 f-lrad in tilt amplitude. Hence, the field gradient is indicated by the contour line
density in the plots. If the lines are not too dose to each other, the amplitude value is also printed. In
pore pressw'e contow' diagrams, it was tried to print the amplitude values for all contow' lines. Here,
amplitude separation between the lines is not equal in a single plot, but equal between different plots.
Poroelastic parameter values of deeper layers will generally depend somewhat on the loading of the
overlying strata. At a depths below z = 80m, similarly to Wang & Kümpel (2003), 0.1 GPa was added
to the shear modulus to accowlt for loading and compaction. If calculation is done for much larger
depths, like for super deep boreholes (Schulze, 2002), twling of the shear modulus and possibly of other
parameters may be more important than here. At a depth of 100m, confuling pressure caused by loading
of the overlying (sedimentary) subsoil (density of 2000 kg/m 3 ) is nearly 2 M Pa. At depths between 1 km
and 10 km this value would be dose to 01' in the range of the used shear modules. However, at larger
depths the layer material will be different, too, i. e. not (wl)consolidated sediments. A study dealing
with the depth dependent change of porosity, although not in sediments, is the one of Goulty (1998).

4.2

Steady State Models

Tllis section presents steady state solutions for tilt and pore pressure. The solutions were calculated for
multi-Iayered half-spaces and models with a successively growing nillllber of layers.
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4.2.1

3(5)-Layer Model, One and Two Buried Slabs

The first model illustrates the influence of one buried horizontal slab which is less pervious than its
surrounding. It is placed at a depth between the well screen and the surface and consists of a mixture of
loam with parts of silt. Parameters and geometry are listed in Tab.4.2. Fig.4.2 shows the steady state
solutions for tilt and pore pressure.
depth
0
... 60
60
... 80
80
... 00

sediment
midgrained
sand
mix of
loam, silt
small grained
sand

G

v

B

Vv.

D

0:

Kf

0.20 0.15 0.40 0.85 18.2

0.90 5.10- 4

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416

0.95 5.10- 7

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10- 4

Table 4.2: Parameters and geometry for the 3-layer model, 'midsand-loammix-smallsand'. [G] = GPa, [D] = m2 /s,
[Kfl = m/s. Geometry in m. The values are as in Tab.2.3 and not adjusted to match any specific situation.

There are several changes in the tilt and pore pressure pattern with respect to the analytical solution for
the homogeneous half-space in Fig.2.9:
(1) In Fig.4.2 the slab constricts the course of the zero-line of tilt. At the depth of 65 m the line is
completely cut at all radial distances. At the top surface of the slab, tilt shows in general a similaI'
behaviour as at the free surface of the whole half-space. Tilt is negative due to the changed course of the
zero-line. The slab causes a sharp pore pressure gradient. At depths below 100 m, the tilt distribution
looks more similaI' to the homogeneous half-space and the full-space case. Here, pore pressure is somewhat
increased.
(2) Tilt at and near the surface has slightly bigger amplitudes, with the same sign, i. e. strike direction,
as in the homogeneous case. The parameters in the bottom layer, where the well screen is located, are
the same as in Fig.2.9 except an increased shear modulus G due to loading. In the homogeneous case,
an increased shear modulus would lead (due to a higher rigidity) to overall smalleI' tilt amplitudes, also
at the surface. The different parameters in the top layer with respect to the homogeneous half-space
case show a larger hydraulic diffusivity D that would also lead to a smalleI' tilt response at the surface.
(Compare Eqs.2.15 and 2.19 for the dependency of tilt from G and D.) Thus, the larger amplitudes are
due to the influence of the additionallayer (the slab).
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(b) Pore pressure p [kPa]; gray level coding on right.

(a) Tilt L::.'r [J.wad]; gray level coding on right.

Figure 4.2: Steady state POEL solution, 3-layer model, 'midsand-loammix-smallsand'. Parameters and geometry are
listed in Tab.4.2. Tilt maximum at surface is in a radial distance of nearly 92 m and has an amplitude of -2.9 j.L7'ad.

(3) For the homogeneous half-space, the position of the maximum of tilt at the surface is independent
from the parameter values and occurs at a radial distance of (1/ V2) . depth of welt screen's center, i. e.
at 70 m, see section 2.7. Here, maximwll surface tilt is at nearly 92 m. If the slab would be in the depth
range from 120 m to 140 m with the same parameters as in Tab.4.2, i. e. with the well screen in the
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more pervious midgrained sandy top-layer, the maximum at the surface would be at a radial distallCe
of nearly 70 m (not depieted), like in a homogeneous half-space. Tabo4.3 shows the radial distance of
the tilt maximum and its strength at surface for a day and a sandstone slab, which are embedded in
different depths above and below the well screen in a half-space consisting exdusively of small grained
sand. Tabo4.3 has also the values for the slab of Figo4.2 and the homogeneous half-space situation from
Fig.2.9.
depth z of
slab [mJ
o ... 20
60 ... 80
120 ... 140
o ... 20
60 ... 80
120 ... 140
60 ... 80
120 ... 140
Table 4.3:
a Ruhr
sand with
r C>-"'M AX
01'

material of the slab buried in
small grained sand
day
day
day
Ruhr sandstone
Ruhr sandstone
Ruhr sandstone
loammix-slab of Fig·4·2
loammix-slab of Fig.4.2
homogeneous of Fig.2.9

7'6q"MAX

.6.'YTMAX

[mJ
89
92
70
120
110
70
92
70
70

-3.8
-2.9
-3.7
-2.2
-204
-4.0
-2.9
-0.7
-2.6

[j.Lrad]

Radial distance r C>'YrM AX of the tilt maximum .6.~(7'M AX at surface in a 3-layer model with an embedded clay
sandstone slab above 01' below the well's screen. The layers above and below the slab are both of small grained
parameters as in Tab.4.2; the parameters for Ruhr sandstone are assumed to be like in Tab.2.3. The distance
is as accurate as the grid in Fig.4.1 allows identification of its position from the series of radial calculation points.

Tabo4.3 reveals that a less pervious and more rigid slab between the well screen and the surface leads to a
larger radial distance of the tilt maximum at surface than in the homogeneous case. If the slab is deeper
than the well screen, it looks like it has no in:fluence of the maximums' position. In that case, only the
amplitude of the maximum tilt is increased. An increase of the maximmns' amplitude is also caused if the
slab is more shallow than the well screen, except for the sandstone slab. If the situation with the buried
day layer in Tabo4.3 is compared with the 3-layer case of Figo4.2, where the upper layer is more pervious
than the lower one, no difference between position and amplitude of the ma.'dmmn is seen for a depth of
the slab between 60 m and 80 m. A larger difference in amplitude occurs, if the slab is between 120 m
and 140 m. This may be explained by a reduced reservoir volume (a smalleI' catchment volume) that is
tapped by the well. At the same extraction rate, in mean, :fluid loss per mut vohune is larger, i. e. the
pore pressure gradient gets stranger. Thus, tilt response to pumping is generally increased. This is also
valid for the shallow and the deep salldstone slab in the 3-layer case. However, the shallow sandstone slab
prevents tilt to be large since the slab is more rigid, i. e. less deformable. If the sandstone slab is deep,
the high pervious upper mid grained sand layer is tapped, and, caused by the large hydraulie diffusivity,
see Tabo4.2, tilt response is minor.
It would be interesting to know whether a second deep zero-line builds-up downwal'ds, below the wells
screen's depth, and is constricted in the case when an additional slab is placed between depths of 120 m
to 140 m. The parameters for a layered half-space with two buried slabs, one above and one below the
well screen, are shown in Tabo404. Steady state solutions for tilt and pore pressure are in Fig.4.3.
At the surface, and also in the lluddle part (depths between 50m and 150m) in the diagram of Fig.4.3,
tilt amplitudes are further increased with respect to the 3-layer case. The tilt maximum at the surface is
still nearly at a radial distance of 92 m. The lal'gest difference to the previous case occurs in the shape
of the patterns of tilt and pore pressure distribution.
Again, strike of tilt is negative at the upper surface of the more shallow slab, i. e. sign is as at the free
surface at zero depth. The zero-line of tilt is intersected by that slab. At the deeper slab, no additional
zero-line appears as one may expect from symmetry. However, that situation is not vertically symmetrie
as the model region extends to infinity below and terminates at the free surface at its top. At the deeper
slab, isolines of tilt are intersected by the slab without any change in strike direction. The patterns of
the deeper tilt signal distribution, and also of the pore pressure field, are significantly in:fluenced by the
additional slab. Due to the low hydraulic diffusivity of the slabs, strong pore pressure gradients occur
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depth sediment
0
midgrained
... 60
sand
60
mix of
... 80
loam, silt
smaIl grained
80
... 120 sand
120
mix of
... 140 loam, silt
midgrained
140
... 00
sand

G

l/

B

l/u

D

Kj

Q

0.20 0.15 0.40 0.85 18.2

0.90 5.10- 4

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416

0.95 5.10- 7

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10- 4

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416

0.95 5.10- 7

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 18.2

0.90 5.10- 4

Table 4.4: Poroelastic parameters and geometry for two symmetrically placed impervious layers, 5 layers, called 'mid sandloammix-small sand-loammix-mid sand'. [CJ = CPa, [DJ = rn 2 /s, [I<f] = rn/so Geometry in rn. The values are as in
Tab.2.3 and not adjusted to match any specific situation.
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Figure 4.3: Steady state POEL solution, two symmetrically buried impervious slabs, 'mid sand-loam mix-small sandloam mix-mid sand'. Parameters and geometry are listed in Tab.4.4. Tilt maximum at sm'face is in a radial distance
of nearly 92 rn and has an amplitude of -4.9 p,rad.

along the boundaries of both slabs and induce tilt. The deeper tilt field below about 120 m is stretched
in direction of the slabs extension. Spatial extension of the zero-line is also altered. It is more laterally
extended above the shallow slab, whereas its vertical extension is nunor than with one slab. Between the
slabs, both, lateral and vertical extension of the zero-line is reduced.
The pore pressure field in Fig.4.3(b) shows a restriction of fluid flow. The stream of ground water is
perpendicular to the contour lines of pore pressure by definition, and therefore concentrated in the 2-D
horizontallayer between the slabs. It seems obvious that this restrietion leads to enhanced tilt amplitudes.
Here too, the catclmlent volume, i. e. the effective volume of the reservoir that is tapped by the weIl, is
reduced and a much lugher pore pressure change is induced. Pore pressure change in the homogeneous
half-space, Fig.2.9(b), was found to be around -5 kPa elose to the weIl (r::::o 40m, z::::o 100m). With one
slab this value is nearly doubled, Fig.4.2(b), and increases up to -30kPa with two slabs.
It is possible that tlus geometrical 'chalmeling', i. e. the restriction of fluid flow to the layer between the
slabs, was a reason for the strong total tilt amplitude measured at position Tl W D, see section 3.3. It
can be asswlled that in the model, total tilt response near surface will further increase, if an additional
vertical slab is placed somewhat eloser to the weIl between the two slabs in Fig.4.3. In that case the
catchment volwne for pwnping is drastically reduced to a narrow 1-D channel. However, to simulate a
1-D channel, 2-D modelling is necessary, which can not be carried out with POEL and is thus onutted.
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4.2.2

4-Layer Model

Considering the geological sections of site OE, see Figs.3.5, 3.6, A.13 and the lithology log of site BV,
Fig.3.21, the previous half-space models seem not to be really applicable. The geologicalmodels show a
stack of alternating aquifers and aquidudes. At both sites, OE and BV, below the upper two aquifers,
a massive section of less pervious layers resides. A 4-layer model was constructed to simulate such a
situation. It describes a two--aquifer system with a free and a confined aquifer. Both are situated over a
thicker, mostly impervious subsoil. Tab.4.5 lists the geometry and parameters.
depth
0
... 60
60
... 80
80
... 120
120
... 00

sediment
mid grained
sand
mix of
loam, silt
small grained
sand

G

v

B

vu

0.20 0.15 0.40 0.85

Kf

D

0:

18.2

0.90 5.10- 4

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416

0.95 5.10- 7

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10-4

0.60 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.00042 0.95 5.10- 9

day

Table 4.5: Poroelastic parameters and geometry of a 4-layer model, called 'midsand-Ioammix-smallsand-clay'. [Gl = GPa,
[D] = m 2 / s, [I<f] m/ s. Geometry in m. The values are as in Tab.2.3 and not further adjusted.

The steady state POEL solution for the 4-layer model for tilt and pore pressme is shown in Fig.4.4. The
pattern of the tilt distribution in the upper 100 m is somewhat similaI' to the previous case with two bmied
slabs. However, amplitudes are enhanced, vertical extension of the upper part of the zero-line is only up
to a depth of 30 m, laterally it extends to a distance of 130 m. Spatial extension of the zero-line below the
intermediate layer of loammix is minor. The tilt maximum at the Slll'face has an amplitude of -7.7 f-i7'ad
occmring at a radial distance of 110 m. Different to the previous case are the tilt and pore pressme
patterns at depths below 100 m. The overall tilt amplitudes are similaI', but the strongest gradients are
doser to the weIl and moderate at somewhat larger depth. For instance, at a depth of 150 m and radial
distance of 50 m, tilt has an amplitude of -3.0 f-i7'ad but does not show a stronger spatial variation around
that position. At the same place, induced pore pressme has an amplitude of about -30 kPa. In steady
state, pumping lasted for an infinite time. The induced pore pressme distribution is build up completely
and does no longer change in all parts of the model, even if the hydraulic diffusivity is rather low in the
deeper model sections.
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Figure 4.4: Steady state POEL solution for the 4-layer model, 'midsand-Ioammix-smallsand-clay'. Parameters and
geometry are listed in Tab.4.5. Tilt maximum at surface is in a radial distance of nearly 110m and has an amplitude of
-7.7 f,lmd.

Below the deeper of the two slabs in Fig.4.3, at the same position, z = 150 m, 7' = 50 m, tilt amplitude
is -3.5 f-i7'ad and the gradient is stronger. Amplitude of pore pressme in this previous model is only
-0.45 kPa. These differences are due to the infinitely extended day layer here at bottom, in contrast
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to the slab of Fig.4.3. In the previous case, strong pore pressure gradients occur at both bOlmdaries of
the deeper slab whereas here, the bottom layer has only one boundary at its top, where gradients of
pore pressure are strong. Since tilt depends on the pore pressure gradient this will explain the general
appearance of the tilt distribution. However, it is questionable if the here depicted values of tilt and pore
pressure will be nearly achieved in a real pump test. The very 101'1 value of the hydraulic diffusivity in
the bottom clay layer will lead to a corresponding long dw'ation for pWllping (i. e. the transient time
span) until the steady state. This aspect will be clarified in the time dependent, dynamic models.

4.2.3

6-Layer Model

A comparison between the previous model and the geological subsoil interpretations of sites OE and BV
shows that the topsoillayer is still not respected by the 4-layer model. A topsoillayer would lead to a
5-layer model with an extra stratwll near the surface. Now, the topsoil is taken into accowlt by a slightly
deeper, less pervious layer. For this purpose, a 6-layer subsoil model with two confined and one upper
free aquifer was constructed. The question, whether a zero-line of tilt will build up above the additional
shallow layer in the free upmost aquifer will be answered. Furthermore, the layer material in that more
complex situation will be varied. The resulting variations of tilt and pore pressure distributions will be
discussed. The first of the following models is based on the previous 4-layer situation with an additional
shallow less pervious layer. The further 6-layer models will result from changing the material parameters
of the strata for the same geometry. Tab.4.6 lists the geometry and parameters of the first 6-layer model.
depth
0
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0.95 5.10- 7

0.20 0.15 0.40 0.85

0.90 5.10- 4

18.2

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416

0.95 5.10- 7

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10- 4

0.60 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.00042 0.95 5.10- 9

Table 4.6: Poroelastic parameters and geometry for the first 6-layer model, called 'mid sand-Ioam mix-mid sand-Ioam mixsmallsand-clay'. [Gl = GPa, [DJ = m 2 /s, [KfJ = m/s. Geometry in m. The values are as in Tab.2.3 and not further
adjusted.

The corresponding results from the POEL calculation are depicted in Fig.4.5. With respect to the 4-layer
model the largest alterations of the solutions are in the depth range between 0 m and 60 m, especially
where the new layer has been introduced. At the surface, the tilt maximWll is shifted to a larger radial
distance, and tilt response at distances beyond the surface maximum is stronger. A steep pore pressure
gradient and therefore a changed tilt distribution is established at the bowldaries of the top layer between
10 m and 20 m depth. The zero-line of tilt vertically extends up to the additionallayer, its lateral extension
is larger, too. The layer of 'loammix' between 60m and 80m depth is the same in both models (4-layer
and 6-layer). The zero-line is still completely cut at a depth arowld 65 m. The pore pressure gradient at
the top bowldary of this deep loammix layer is not as strong as in the 4-layer model and tilt response
in this depth range is somewhat smaller (e. g. compare the tilt contour line of -3.0 IJrad in Figs.4.5 and
4.4). In the deeper part of the models differences are minor.
It is obvious from Fig.4.5 that in a subsoil with shallow layers tilt response near the surface can sensitively
depend on the installation point ofthe tiltmeter. This willmostly be valid for positions within the distance
of the maximum at surface and at depths elose to layer bowldaries. If the contrasts between the layers'
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Figure 4.5: Steady state POEL solutions for the first 6-layer model, 'mid sand-loam mix-mid sand-loam mix-small sandclay'. Parameters and geometry are listed in Tab.4.6. Tilt maximum at surface is at radial distance of about 116 m and
has an amplitude of -7.6 f.1Tad. The course of the zero-line of tilt is 'pulIed up' by the additional layer with respect to the
4-layer model.

parameters are not so strong like here, the gradients and therefore spatial variance in the solution fields
will be minor. At larger distances, the gradients of the tilt field are generally minor, also at boundaries
of strata.
In the next step modelling will deal with parameter variations in the strata. Instead of the 'loammix'
layers 'silt sand' layers are used. IvIoreover, the material of the productive aquifer, small grained sand,
will be replaced with a more pervious stratum, mid grained sand. This will lead to four extra models, i
- iv. Tab.4.7 lists the parameters of these variations together with the layer geometry for the two less
pervious layers and the main aquifer. The other layers are kept lmchanged.
The first variation, i in Tab.4.7, is characterized by two less pervious layers of silty sand. Fig.4.6(a),
(b) present the POEL solutions. The hydraulic diffusivity D (and the Krvalue) in these layers is one
order of magnitude less than in the main aquifer (between 80m and 120m) and one and a half order of
magnitude smaller than in the other aquifers. D mostly accounts for the perviousness of the material.
Hence, pore pressure gradients at the boundaries of these two layers are minor than in the first 6-layer
model. IvIoreover, due to the increased overall perviousness of the whole model, the effective reservoir
volume for groundwater extraction is (in mean) larger than before. This might explain the overall smaller
tilt response. On the other hand rigidity, characterized mostly by the shear modulus C, is halved for
the intermediate layers. The material is more deformable. Thus, larger tilt amplitudes could also be
explained. The fact that overall tilt is smaller than in the first 6-layer model points to a stronger
influence of the applied changes in D than in C.
Fig.4.6 (c), (d) show POEL solutions for variation ii. In this model only the deeper, less pervious
'loam mix' layer is replaced by 'silt sand'. As the very low pervious loam mix layer is dose to surface,
here too, the effective reservoir volume is larger than in the first 6-layer model. Overall tilt amplitudes
are smaller. In the depth range between 0 m and 30 m tilt is increased with respect to case i. Th..is latter
effect is due to the stronger pore pressure gradients at the upper loam mix layer.
In both model variations i and ii the course of the zero-line of tilt is influenced by the deeper silt sand
layer, but is not completely cut. In i, the zero-line does not vertically extend up to the upper intermediate
layer, but it does so in ii, similarly to the first 6-layer model. However, the line in ii is steeper in the
depth range between 20 m and 60 m than in the first 6-layer case. At larger depths and distances tilt
distributions of both variation i and ii look similar, but in ii the field has overall stronger amplitudes.
This is also confirmed by the pore pressure contour, where larger gradients appeal' in ii. Another aspect
is that the steady state response of tilt and pore pressure in the underlying day stratum is significantly
influenced by the properties of the overlying sediment stack. Tilt maximum at the surface is located
at a radial distance of 82 m for case i and 87 m for ii. The amplitudes are -5.1 fJ7'ad and -5.3 fJ7'ad,
respectively.
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no. depth
10
i
... 20
60
... 80
80
... 120
10
ii
... 20
60
... 80
80
... 120
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... 20
60
... 80
80
... 120
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iv
... 20
60
... 80
80
... 120

B

D

Kf

sediment

G

silty sand

0.25 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.416 0.95 1.10- 5

silty sand

0.25 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.416 0.95 1· 10- 5

small grained
sand
mix of loam,
silt

l/

l/'U

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

Cl

0.90 1.10- 4

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416 0.95 5.10- 7

silty sand

0.25 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.416

0.95 1.10- 5

small grained
sand

0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10- 4

silty sand

0.25 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.416 0.95 1.10- 5

mix of loam,
silt
small grained
sand

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416 0.95 5.10- 7
0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 3.64

0.90 1.10- 4

silty sand

0.25 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.416 0.95 1.10- 5

mix of loam,
silt
midgrained
sand

0.50 0.20 0.40 0.75 0.0416 0.95 5.10- 7
0.30 0.15 0.40 0.85 18.2

0.90 5. 10- 4

Table 4.7: Parameters of the variations of the first 6-1ayer model of Tab.4.6 for the two separating less pervious intermediate
strata and the main aquifer that hosts the weil screen. Changes are emphasized. Other values from Tab.4.6 remain unaltered.
[C] = CPa, [D] = rn 2 /s, [J{j] = rn/so Geometry in rn. The values are due to Tab.2.3 and not further adjusted.

The following two model variations, iii and iv, see Tab.4.7, are characterized by the upper intermediate
layer composed of silty sand and replacing the layer of the mix of loam and silt. In the latter of these
variations the material of the main aquifer is replaced by much more pervious mid grained sand. The
hydraulic diffusivity D of mid grained sand is five times larger than for small grained sand. D directly
infiuences the amplitude of overall tilt response, e. g. the surface maximum might be assumed to be
roughly five tünes smaller in iv than in iii. Fig.4.7 shows the solution fields for the model variations iii
and iv. For model iii the tilt maximum at smface is at 113 m and for model iv at 137 m radial distance
from the well's axis. The amplitudes are -7.7 J.-irad, case iii, and -1.4 J.-irad, case iv. This confinns a
factor of grossly five (indeed a factor of 5.5) between the maximlUll amplitudes. vVith respect to model
iii in model iv tilt amplitudes are drastically decreased. Also, a different pattern of the tilt and pore
preSSlU'e solutions appears between model variation iii and iv. The comse of the zero-line is changed, i. e.
the line is laterally less extended and gradients in tilt and pore preSSlU'e are comparatively small.
The solutions for variation iii, Figs.4.7(a), (b) look similaI' to the first 6-layer model in Figs.4.5(a), (b).
This is due to the strong infiuence of the deep intermediate loam mix layer that dominates the pattern
of the fields. The most important deviations between the first 6-layer model and the variation model iii
are the comse of the zero-line between the less pervious layers (depth 20 m to 60 m) and the tilt gradient
at the upper intermediate layer. In the first 6-layer model the zero-line runs through the lower part
of the upper layer and the gradient in tilt amplitudes is large. Accordingly, the zero--line in model iii
has vertically collapsed and is laterally less extended. The pore pressme gradient at the deeper layer is
stronger in model iii. There, nearly the complete signal amplitude drops down. In the first 6-layer model,
Fig.4.5, the drop in pore pressme amplitude at the upper less pervious layer is larger, i. e. bya factor of
ten, but decrease at the lower loam mix layer is not so strong than in iii.
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Figure 4.6: 6-layers, variations of the model in Fig.4.5 after Tab.4.7, i, (a), (h) and ii, (e), (d).

For the adjustments of a poraelastic model, when fitting measured data, the hydraulic diffusivity D
turned out to be the first 'tuning button'. It looks like D influences the poroelastic response strangest.
Moreover, the contrast in D between adjacent layers seems to be important. At a boundary, where strata
with a large difference in D are in contact, a strang pore pressure gradient and thereafter astrang tilt
response is induced. In the case of the homogeneous half-space, except for the next vicinity of the weIl
screen, the largest tilt amplitudes occur at the free surface. There, the contrast in D (and also in the other
parameters) is large. G turned out to be the second parameter that can be used for model refinements.
Generally, if G is high, the tilt amplitude is decreased due to l1.igher rigidity of the material.
The last parameter that will be varied is the Poisson ratio v. From Eq.2.19 follows that v is the only
parameter which influences the pattern of the tilt distribution and the course of the zero-line in the
homogeneous half-space. To look for a similar influence in the multi-layer case, two further steady state
models were calculated. One model where v is increased by the same amount for all layers is named
model variation v. In a second model, named vi, v is decreased by the same amount in each of the
model strata. The variation of v was done with reference to the model iii. The range of variation for v
is restricted by the parameter 0:, which can only diverge in its physical boundaries through Eqs.2.1l and
2.12. The other corresponding parameters of the modellayers, V u and B, were not changed. Thus, the
largest possible increase for v is +0.15 (model v) and the largest decrease is -0.03 (model vi).
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Figure 4.7: 6-layers, variations ofthe model in Fig.4.5 after Tab.4.7, iii, (a), (b) and iv, (e), (d).

Fig.4.8(a), (b) show the solutions for model variation v, and Fig.4.8(c), (d) for model variation vi. The
diagrams can be directly compared with the solutions depicted in Fig.4. 7(a), (b). The increased Poisson
ratio in Fig.4.8(a), (b) leads to overall reduced tilt amplitudes. The gradients in tilt are also decreased.
The position of the tilt maximum at the surface is at a radial distance of 105 m with an amplitude of
-2.6/.1/rad. If compared with model iii, the maximmn is eloser to the weIl. Moreover, the course of the
zero-line is altered. It is laterally more extended. The line runs tlu'ough the deeper, less perViOlL'3 layer
(between 60 m and 80 m) and meets the weil axis at a depth around 65 m. Likewise, the comse of the
zero-line is different to model iii if v is decreased, Fig.4.8(c), (d). The zero-line is completely cut by
the less pervious layer between 60 m and 80 m and lateraily more contracted. For a decreased v with
respect to model iii, the overall tilt response is increased and tilt gradients are stronger. At the smface
the maximmn is slightly more distant from the well (115m) and has a larger amplitude (-8.7 fJrad).
The pattern of the pore pressme solution is not significantly biased by a change in the Poisson ratio.
Differences between Fig.4.7(b), Fig.4.8(b) and Fig.4.8(d) are minor. Obviously, the comse ofthe zero-line
of tilt, of the contom lines and the tilt amplitudes can be manipulated with the aid of v, without changing
the pore pressme response. Together with a tmling of the hydraulic diffusivity and shear modulus in
adjacent layers, a comparatively good control over the course of isolines for tilt can be achieved. This
might be helpful if the tilt amplitude at a certain position (radial distance and depth) has to be calculated.
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Figure 4.8: 6-layer models, v, (a), (b) and vi, (c), (d) from variation of /.I for all strata of the model iii; compare with Tab.4.7
and Fig.4.7. The model is called 'mid sand-silt sand-mid sand-Ioam mix-small sand-clay'.

Variations of the llildrained Poisson ratio 7/v. and the Skempton coefficient B will not be shown in further
models. Both bias the tilt response, but influence on the steady state solutions seemed to be not as
strong as influence of the previous three parameters. Variation of 7/v. is assumed to be not very large in
practice, see the definition and values in section 2.6. 7/v. influences the tilt solution through the formula
of D, Eq.2.16. B is a factor in the solution for tilt and is related to D by apower of two, see Eqs.2.19
and 2.16, respectively. Generally this would indicate a strong influence, but the real range of values of
B is resü'icted by physical properties of the sediment material. Therefore, the tuning of B with values
in a realistic range for fully saturated sediments has a reduced influence on the solution. A much larger
variation of B, especially to smalleI' values like here, can be applied in the formulas. B gets smalleI' in
partly saturated 01' Ul1Saturated media. Here, such a situation is not cOl1Sidered. However, an estimation
of the influence of 7/v. and B might be outlined in a further investigation.

4.3

Dynamic Models

Like in the previous section, models of poroelastic multi-layered half-spaces with a growing nUlllber of
strata will be taken into cOl1Sideration. The aim is, to show subsoiljmodel conditions that will lead to
the types of observed traJ.1Sient tilt and pore pressure response to pUlllping. Tilt reversals of both signs
and the NoordbergUlll effect will be assessed with respect to the observations at the sites OE and BV. A
long-term calculation of tral1Sient signals occurring after several hours to days of withdrawal will be done.
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It was intended to see the possible furt her evolution of signals after the early transient phase of pumping.
The dependence of modeHed tilt reversals from layering as weH as the sensitivity of the calculated signal
to parameter variations in a layer at a larger depth are considered.
Inspection of the modeHed time development of the tilt and pore pressure distribution will be done in a
sector of the half-space section wh.ich is close to the weH (7' = 0 m to 200 m and z = 0 m to 150 m). In this
section the transient processes are strongest and tilt reversals as weH as the Noordbergum effect OCCUT.
In the contour diagrams, only the zero-line of tUt will be plotted as an isoline. The line is depicted for
different times that are indicated by the line signature. Some computed time series of tilt, pore pressure
and also matrix displacement are plotted as 'zoom-outs' from selected calculation points (compare also
Figo4.l and Tabo4.l for the model geometry). A smaH coHection oftime-slices showing the field evolution
of tUt and pore pressure at selected time steps in the first hour after onset of pumping is in sectionA.7,
in the appendix.

4.3.1

Homogeneous Half-Space

The first scenario is the homogeneolLs half-space of smaH grained sand as it is frequently referenced.
Tab.4.8 slllmllarizes parameter values and geometry.
depth
0
... 00

D
sediment
G
l/
B
l/u
smaH grained
0.20 0.15 0040 0.85 3.64
sand

Q

Kf

0.90 1· 10- 4

Table 4.8: Parameters and geometry for the homogeneous half-space model of 'smalIsand'.
[Kj] = m/s. Geometry in m.

[C]

CPa, [D] = m 2 /s,

Figo4.9 shows the signal evolution in the homogeneous half-space. The contour plot of the tilt zero-line
is drawn in the center for seven different tiIlles in the first hour after onset of plllllping (see the legend at
the right side of the figure) and for the steady state (th.ickest line). The steady state line is the asymptote
for the other lines. During the build-up of the tUt field, the zero-line (and the whole pattern) changes
its position, i. e. 'moves'. The overall motion of the zero-line is indicated by the two thin black arrows.
The line first clasps a larger area and then contracts dlll'ing flll'ther withdrawal. The somewhat strange
excursion of the zero-line around position z = 110 m, 7' = 90 m is an artifact of the gridding process, see
also section4.1. It vanishes as soon as amplitudes and gradients get stronger. Outside the area which is
clasped by the zero-line, tilt is negative, whereas it is positive inside. At pIaces which are crossed by the
zero-line, dlll'ing the build-up of the field, a change in sign of tilt response occurs, i. e. areversal of tilt.
It is obvious that at adjacent places a transient tilt reversal can also occur, but without a change in sign.
Here, other isolines representing positive 01' negative tilt amplitudes fiuctuate across.
The first zoom-out in Fig.4.9 from the point at z = 22.5 m, 7' = 30 m shows from top to bottom tilt
response .6."'y" , induced pore pressure p, and the matrix displacements in vertical direction with negative
sign downwards, u z , and radiaHy with negative sign towards the weH, Ur, each for one hOlll' of plllllp
activity, and with the grey hatched backgt'olllld for one hour after the plllllping. The central contour
plot only shows the data for pump activity, not for relaxation. A significant and comparatively strong
and long lasting positive tilt reversal of type measured at site OE, see Fig.3.18, and as already modeHed
by \A,Tang & Kümpel (2003) appears. Tilt first strikes to positive values, i. e. the observation position is
inside the zero-line, takes the zero value after 12 min and thereafter takes negative amplitudes, i. e. the
position is now outside the zero-line. After cessation of the plllllp the process seems to be reversed, but
after one hour the tilt signal did not reacll its initial value, i. e. zero position. An effective difference, for
instance called A, remains. For an illustration of such an effective difference, a calculation with POEL
can be done e. g. at the position z = 4 m, 7' = 180 m where trus difference is larger. Figo4.10 shows the
results. The straight curve (1) depicts the tilt response, if monotonous plllllping would last for 2 h. The
dashed line (2) shows relaxation, if the pump would be switched off after 1 h (as in the time series of
Fig.4.9). The difference between the value after one hour of plllllping and the value after two hOlll'S equals
the remaining offset A like depicted in Figo4.I0. However, besides other, wl.known non-linear processes,
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appearance of such a difference might explain apart of the offset in tUt Tl,\! D after pumping at site vVD.
Furthermore, if pump cycles (pumping and free relaxation) are conducted in succession the differences
at the end of each cycle sum up.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of zero--line of tilt in half-space model for selected time steps and zoom-outs of time series from
selected points.

The zoom-out of the pore pressure time series p(t) from point
z = 22.5 m, r = 30 m shows a similar type of curve as tilt. Shortly
0.0+---------------"
after onset of pumping pore pressure rises (Noordbergum effect)
and then drops. If the pmnp is stopped, a nearly reversed signal
i~··················
appears, and one hour later did not reach zero-level. The verti'[-0.5
cal
displacement component uz(t) shows a monotonous lowering
..=.
1/
(1)
~/
during
pmnping. No reversal can be recognized in this signal.
~8"""I'<te-l/
*fb,,0
-1.0
Moreover,
no reversal can be fomld in the radial displacement
~ ~~~ &//
TO;:-O~::::::------'"
component
ur(t). The latter signal shows a monotonous move~~~
2.0
ment
towards
the weIl's axis. This behaviour of the displacement
0.5
0.0
1.5
components is also valid for all points at the surface and for all
other points at surface in the further diagrams and models. DisFigure 4.10: Tilt response and relaxation, placement components do not show any reversals, here. Thus,
homogeneous half-space, small grained sand.
there is no (transient) uplift of the free surface, if a positive tUt
reversal occurs close to surface, like speculated in section3.2.2 for the signals observed at OE, Fig.3.18.
The positive reversal in tUt rather is consequence of a balancing process involving shearing and rotation
as weIl as diffusion.
z=4, r= 180

Iil ..
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The tilt signal in the zoom-out at the upper right side in Fig.4.9 from position z = 4 m, T' = 180 m was
already shown in Fig.4.10. No reversal is in the tilt response. The signal drops in the first hom of pumping,
but did not achieve steady state. More surprisingly is the slight fluctuation in the pore pressme response
here, at the beginning of the pwnp cyde. Fig.4.11 provides an
enlarged view on this signal. First, pore pressure drops a bit,
then rises above zero and thereafter drops monotonously wltil
the pwnp stops. The physical process determining this behaviom
of pore pressure is not yet clear. Again, it might be a balanc- 'ii 0+--------7"'--------".;;,--------ing process due to strong poroelastic coupling. The amplitude e:.
of the signal after 0.05 h is about -0.5 Pa, wh.ich corresponds to c.
a change in height of water colwnn of -0.05 mm - hardly de-1
tectable.

\

0.3 ,
0.1
0.4
0.0
0.2
At the bottom of Fig.4.9, left side, the zoom-out shows the tilt
time [h]
and pore pressme signals that are calculated at position z = 85 m,
T' = 40 rn. A sharp rise in tilt can be seen. Steady state seems to
Figure 4.11: Double reversal of the pore
be reached early. At later tünes, when pwnping is stopped, the pressure signal, z = 4 m, r = 180 m in hosignal recovers completely (in the scaling of the diagram). Tilt mogeneous half-space, smallgrained sand.
response is positive since the calculation point is inside the zero-line. The rapid rise is due to the dose
position to the well screen (and the comparatively high value of hydraulic diffusivity, D). The pore
pressure signal directly drops monotonously but did not achieve steady state.

The last inset at the right side, at the bottom in Fig.4.9, depicts the time series computed for position
z = 85 m, T' = 105.5 m. Arowld this point, the movement pattern of the zero-line is comparable to the
motions of the line at position z = 22.5 m, T' = 30 m. The complete line contracts monotonously. The
Noordbergwn effect, even smaller, also occw·s. In the homogeneous half-space model a negative tilt
reversal, like the signals observed at site OE, Fig.3.7 and site BV, Fig.3.26 could not be recognized at
any of the calculation points. Even if this is only a nwnerical proof for one set of parameters, it is a clue
to the assumption that negative tilt reversals only occur in heterogeneous half-spaces.
Fig.4.12 shows that in the homogeneous half-space of small grained sand the steady state in pore pressure
at position z = 22.5 m, T' = 135 m is mostly reached after 24 h to 36 h. A corresponding experiment to
achieve steady state has to rWl for that time-span without any
'ii 0.05 ,
D.
I
z=22.5,r=135
interruption. If steady state needs not to be reached more exactly,
~ 0.00+--------'----c.
a shorter duration of pwnping is sufficient. In Fig.4.12 about 6 h
-0.05
seem to be appropriate. At positions doser to the well, steady
-0.10
state is achieved earlier and for farther positions later. The time,
-0.15
when steady state has established, mostly depends on the hydraulic
diffusivity D. In a subsoil with less pervious layers of e. g. loam,
-0.20 I - - - - - - - - - I
the steady state would be generally reached much later. For such
time Eh] 0
24
48
72
96
a situation Hsieh (1995) ca1culated tünes of up to two weeks with Figure 4.12:
Long-term pore presa comparable model configmation as here. This aspect will also be sure signal in homogeneous half-space of
small grained sand.
assessed in the further models, too.

4.3.2

3-Layer Model

The dynamic 3-layer model with parameters and geometry as in Tab.4.2 is discussed. The influence of a
single layer that constrains the zero-line of tilt is proofed.
Fig.4.13 shows the contom plots of the zero-line for different time-steps during a one hom pump interval.
Signature of the lines is as before, but an additional line, 30 min, thick dots, is added. The zoom-outs
from selected positions of the model show the signals during pump time and during the first hour of
relaxation. Again, the black arrows indicate the general movements of the tilt zero-line. At the top
of the zero-line the movement is similaI' to the homogeneous half-space situation, but at its lateral flank
motion tW'ns back. The latter type of movement appears above and below the less pervious loam mix
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layer. The contom line for 30min is more laterally extended than the earlier one for 12min and the
later ones for 1 hand the steady state. In the loam mix layer the motion pattern is not so obvious from
Fig.4.13, but a contraction of the zero-line dming the time between 12min and steady state can be
identified.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of zero-line of tilt in 3-layer model for selected time steps and zoom-outs of time series fram selected
points. Parameters and geometry as given in Tab.4.2.

The first zoom-out from position z = 22.5 m, 7' = 30 m confirms the zero-lines movement at its top. A
positive tilt reversal is computed, which is accompanied by the Noordbergwn effect. \Vith respect to the
homogeneous half-space, strength of tilt response to positive direction is halved, whereas dmation of the
reversal is longer, about 1 h. Also, the pore pressw'e response is different. These signal alterations are
most likely a consequence of the increased hydraulic diffusivity D in the top layer and a reduced value of
that parameter in the less pervious loam mix layer. The increased D in the top layer leads to a smalleI'
response in tilt, whereas diffusion to the well is delayed by the loam mix layer and leads to a longer lasting
tilt reversal and Noordbergwn effect.
More interesting are the signals drawn in the zoom-outs at the right side of Fig.4.13. Both show tilt and
pore pressme. The upper zoom-out is from three different radial positions, 7' = 140 m, 155 m, 170 m, at a
depth z = 55 m, elose to the upper bowldary of the loam mix layer. The lower one is from the same three
radial distances, but at a depth of z = 90 m, near to the layer's lower bowldary. Negative tilt reversals
occm. At depth z = 55 m the comse of the tilt signals strongly varies with radial distance. Tilt response
at distance 7' = 170 m is somewhat similaI' to the negative tilt reversals observed at site OE, Fig.3.7. The
signal cmve from 7' = 155 m is more similar to the reversals from site BV, Fig.3.26, even if the negative
reversal in the calculated signal here is followed by a positive one. Amplitudes and rise times of signal
flanks do not fit the observations. At 7' = 140 m a negative reversal appears only in the first minutes
after OllSet of pwnping and is followed by a stronger respOllSe with positive tilt angles. Of similaI' style
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as these three tilt signals from z = 55 mare the ones from the deeper positions at z
latter, maxima and minima are more distinctive.

= 90 m,

but in the

Pore pressure signals from the latter both depths are quite different. At the positions above the slab
(z = 55 m) a double reversal, i. e. a slight drop foHowed by the Noordbergum effect that seems to end
up in a monotonous lowering occurs at r = 155 m and 170 m, whereas the Noordbergwn effect without
a preceding head drop emerges at r = 140 m. The amplitudes are rather small. At the deeper positions
(z = 90m) the response in pore pressure is somewhat delayed, without any signal fluctuation, and then
shuws a level drop. However, with the asswllption of a pure diffusion process and despite the lligher
hydraulic diffusivity in the upper layer, pore pressure response should appeal' firstly at the larger depth,
the eloser position with respect to the weH screen, i. e. at the position below the less pervious layer. The
fact that a response first occurs at the more shaIlow, i. e. the farther position, denlOnstrates again the
influence of fluid-matrix coupling.

4.3.3

4-Layer Model

The first more realistic subsoil model may be the 4-layer scenario. Geometry and parameters are as
in Tab.4.5. Fig.4.14 shows the time dependent contour lines of the tilt zero-line tagether with selected
zoom-outs plotted after the same concept as in the previous sections. The zero--line at 108 s is left out.
The time series of the pore pressme signal from z = 15 m, r = 10 m, shows the Noordbergum effect
with a duration of nearly 40 min and a maximWll amplitude of 25 Pa. Tllis is about a rise in level
of 2.5 mm, Eq.2.4, four times smalleI' than the effect recorded at site BV, Fig.3.26. The diagram here
below, z = 85 m, r = 10 m shows a pW11p induced draw down of about 43 kPa in weIl head. The range
of the signal amplitude, it equals a lowering of about 4.3 m, is like observed in the active wells at site
OE. However, extraction rate at OE is 2.5 times larger than in the calculation here. Tilt response from
z = 4 m, r = 120 m, upper right side, also shows a signal vvith a strength similaI' to the tilt observations,
e. g. at position Tl OE at site OE in response to pumping from BI OE, see Fig.3.17 ~ even if the response
in the observed data is more rapid. The latter fact could be due to a signal delay from the larger
geometrical distances in the model than at site OE. The calculated tilt signal achieves only about half
the amplitude of the steady state solution. The latter is denoted in the plot by the line beside 'IVIAX'.
A more rapid tilt response with a subsequent negative reversal was calculated at points z = 55 m and
r = 135 m, 140 m, 155 m, drawn in the mid of the right side in Fig.4.14. The three tilt signals are similar
to the ones already seen at the same depth in the previous 3-layer model. However, amplitudes are about
two times stronger. The negative tilt reversals measured at site OE and BV can not be matched to these
curves here. For tllis purpose, the calculated signals should appeal' much eloser to the sW'face, i. e. the
zero--line (and the whole field) should show its transient fluctuations at more shallow depths. Tllis can be
caused by an additional less pervious layer elose to the surface. In the first 6-layer steady state model,
Fig.4.5, the zero--line was 'pulled-up' by adding an additionalloammix layer at depths 10m to 20m with
respect to the steady state 4-layer model, Fig.4.4. Moreover, the tiltmeters, wllich recorded negative tilt
reversals at sites OE an BV, were installed below a less pervious layer, the topsoil. The next model will
consider an adjusted 6-layer scenario to produce negative tilt reversals with amplitudes in the range of
the measmements at site OE and at shallow depth below a less pervious layer.
However, an additional aspect of the 4-layer model is in the upper part of the elay layer at the bottom
of the model section. A stronger and long lasting NoordbergW11 effect appears. This is shown in the
zoom-out at the bottom of the left side in Fig.4.4. The pore pressure signal is calculated at position
z = 140 m, r = 30 m for a 10 h pW11p test with 10 h of regeneration. The Noordbergwll effect has a
maximum amplitude of about 0.3 kPa here, i. e. a corresponding rise in weH head of about 3 cm, and
lasts over 2.8 h. When withdrawal of ground water is stopped, the fluid level does not start rising
immediately. Lowering goes on. This is due to the very low hydraulic diffusivity of the elay layer.
Processes are drasticaHy de1ayed. Compared with the steady state for infiJlite pWllping in Fig.4.4, after
10 h of pW11ping, the amplitude has reached only about one tenth of its fulal value.
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of zero-line of tilt in 4-layer model for selected time steps and zoom-outs of time series fram selected
points. Parameters and geometry as in Tab.4.5.

Another, new type of tilt response occurs around position z = 95 m, T = 50 m. The movement of the
zero-line first shows a contraction followed by an expansion. The zero-line after 30 min is inside the
steady state line, but outside the line that appears after 1 h. That motion is reflected in the tilt signal
plotted in the zoom-out at the bottom of the right side of Fig.4.4. The signal is depicted for a 10 h
pump cyde. On this time scale, a rapid positive tilt reversal is followed by a gradual negative one which
ends up in a slow drift back towards positive tilt. A likewise calculation of a longer p1Ul1p cyde of 50 h
confirms that the tilt signal crosses zero from negative to positive response after about 25 h. The general
behaviom of this tilt signal, despite its rise times of signal flanks and exact amplitudes, looks in principle
like the horizontal mirror inverse of the signals drawn in the zoom-out above, from z = 55 m. Such type
of behaviom was not seen in the 3-1ayer model and thus appears to be a consequence of the bottom layer
of day here.

4.3.4

Adjusted 6-Layer Model

The adjusted 6-1ayer subsoil model was used to describe (qualitatively) the negative tilt reversals measmed
at Tl OE and also at T2 BV where at the same time the Noordbergum effect was observed. The geology
of the experimental sites is in principle, but not true to scale, translated to the model here. The topsoil
layer is taken into acco1Ult by a less pervious layer at a depth between 10 m and 20 m. The model is
more general than a model where the topsoil is placed immediately at smface. It respects a free upper
aquifer, too. A subsoil of such a type is often reported from the Lower Rhine Embayment (GLA-N\V,
1988, Hemugsen & Katz1Ulg, 1998, Verbandswasserwerk, 1998).
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For a bettel' comparison to the former calculations, the model geometry of the steady state 6-layer model
in section4.2.3 was used. The poroelastic properties of the 6-layer model were adjusted in iterative steps
wltil the calculation grossly fits the general courses of tilt and pore pressme observations. This led to
new parameter sets for the single layers. The parameters tImt were finally adapted are listed in TabA.9.
Due to these new values other names for the layers were applied.
depth
0
... 10
10
... 20
20
... 60
60
... 80
80
... 12C
120
... 00

stratwn
l.aquifer,
GW1

B

D

G

1/

0.14

0.12 0043 0.86 11.9

1/1.1

Q

Kj

0.995 5. 10- 4

l.aquicludE 0.39

0.16 0.36 0.65 0.0227 0.998 5. 10- 7

2.aquifer,
GW2

0.08 0045 0.95 20.2

0.08

0.959 1.3· 10- 3

2.aquicludE 00410

0.19 0.37 0.65 0.0445 0.978 804· 10- 7

3.aquifer ,
G\V3

0.125

0.08 0.44 0.92 1.09

basement

0.50

0.25 0.40 0.75 0.0104 0.857 1· 10- 7

0.970 4.8· 10- 5

Table 4.9: Poroelastic parameters and geometry for a 6-layer model that is adjusted to match negative tilt reversals at
shallow depth. [C] = CPa, [D] = m 2 / s, [Kf ] = m/ s. All digits are significant. Geometry in m.

Adjustment of the model was achieved as follows: With respect to the first 6-layer model, TabA.6,
hydraulic diffusivity D was increased in the second aquifer and in the second aquielude. The D-value
was decreased in the third aquifer GW 3 that is tapped by the production weIl. In GW 3, in principle,
a large value of D causes tilt of minor strength with a rapid rise of the signal flank, whereas low values
of D cause a delay in tilt response, but a larger amplitude. \Vang & Kümpel (2003) already showed this
influence of the hydraulic diffusivity. Additionally, the shear modulus G was decreased in all layers, so
that the whole half-space is less rigid and allows larger, but slower deformation response to pwnping.
These modifications lead to (1) a larger tilt amplitude in the region of the third aquifer, (2) a faster
propagation of that tilt response through the second aquifer (with a high D) and (3) a larger deformation
in the second aquifer (as G is smalleI' there). In a homogeneous half-space, amplitude and rise time of
the tilt signal behave opposite to each other if parameters D 01' Gare varied. In a layered half-space the
parameters can be adjusted for each stratwn separately. With respect to the whole (layered) half-space,
this allows to overcome the opposite influence of both these parameters.
Moreover, with respect to the values in TabA.6, the contrasts of the values of the shear modulus between
layers was increased for the second and third aquifer and their adjacent aquieludes. It turned out that a
(aquielude) layer with a large value of G placed in the top region of an aquifer with a low value of G 'pulls
up' and spatially extends the tilt zero-line, if previously the zero-line was in that aquifer; compare the
steady state models in section 4.2. Fmthermore (except in the basement of the model), the Poisson ratio
1/ was reduced, strongest in the aquifers. This leads in steady state to a somewhat contracted zero-line,
compare FigsA.8(a), (c). The latter adjustment works in opposition to the pull-up and extension caused
by the high contrast in shear modulus. Both modifications, reduced 1/ and high contrast in G cause the
flank of the zero-line to become steeper.
The other parameters, wldrained Poisson ratio, 1/1.1 and Skempton coefficient, B were adjusted only to
take care for the different porosities of aquifers and aquicludes, to keep the condition for Q, see Eqs.2.11,
2.14. B is increased in the aquifers and decreased in aquieludes, in both cases by about 0.1. Q gets
high values elose to 1.00. The Q-values for the aquifers are now (slightly) smaller than the values for the
aquieludes (compare also the start values in TabA.6). Only the value in the first aquifer is somewhat
larger, which is due to a smaller value of B with respect to the other aquifers here. This, and also the
slightly larger values of G and 1/ in this upper stratwn accowlts for a possible compaction of GvV 1. The
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basement has the lowest value of 0: that is caused by the smaller difference between
lligher value of B vvith respect to the aquicludes.

lJ

and

lJu ,

and a

FigA.15 shows the zero-line of tilt for different time-steps during 1 hof pumping and for the steady state
together with selected zoom-outs like in the previous sections.
In the second aquifer, GW 2, the zero-line clasps a wide area. Time variation of its course in that part
of the model is largest at the flank, i. e. arolUld a radial distance between r = 120 m at its upper part
and r = 170 m at its lower part. The movement of the line is indicated by the arrows. Negative reversals
of tilt occur in the upper part, whereas in the lower part movement of the zero-line is monotonol.Lsly.
Monotonously is also the movement of the line in the third aquifer, in contrast to the 4-layer and the
3-layer models. Some erroneous loops of the zero-line ülitially appeal' in the model region of the tllird
aquifer.
The first zoom-out, upper left side of FigA.15, from position z = 15m and r = 5m in the upper
aquiclude shows, from top to bottom, tilt response f:::,rr and vertical and horizontal displacements, U z
and Ur' All signals are strictly monotonously indicating tilt towards the weIl, subsidence and displacement
in direction to the weIl axis, respectively. At radial distance r = 100 m, the zoom-out at the upper right
side of FigA.15, subsidence, indicated by u z , is not so strong as at the previous position, but horizontal
displacement seen in U,- has a larger amplitude.
Negative tUt reversals occur below the upper aquiclude, at point z = 22.5 m, T = 135 m shown in the
zoom-out in the middle part ofthe right side of FigA.15. This is the new type of signal measured at Tl OE
in response to pumping from B2 OE, Fig.3.7, and observed at T2 BV when ground water was pumped
through B2 BV, Fig.3.26. The drop of the modelled signal down to an amplitude of nearly -004 fJrad,
until the negative reversal, takes around 12 min, longer than in the measurements. Also, the absolute
maximmll amplitude, when the signalreverses, is minor, especially with respect to site BV. At tllis site,
the amplitude was about -4 fJTad, ten tÜlles stronger than here, and with an extraction rate of onIy
2.5 m 3 /h, 40 times smaller than in the model. 'Vith respect to the situation at site OE the amplitude
matches somewhat bettel'. In this experiment extraction rate was 250 m 3 / h, 2.5 times larger than in the
model, and tilt response, when the signalreverses, was measm'ed to be -1.0 fJrad to -1.2 fJTad. Even if
the model only grossly matches the overall subsoil structure at the sites, the modelled and observed signals
show qualitatively the same behaviour. However, the fact that the accompanying positive tilt reversals,
see Figs.3.19, T9R oE , T7RoE, did not appeal' in tllis model suggests the need of further refinements.
The zoom-out at the bottom of the left side of FigA.15 from point z = 70 m, r = 5 m depicts tilt response
as weIl as displacement components U z and Ur' The tilt signal shows a positive tilt reversal in the
center depth of the second aquiclude. After OllSet of pmllping the signal grows rapidly to positive values
and then, more slowly, decreases to smaller amplitudes. The amplitudes of displacement U z in the lower
aquiclude at z = 70m, r = 5m have a strength of -3.18mm after one hour of pumping. Subsidence is
stronger than at the shallow position z = 15 m and r = 5 m, in the center depth of the upper aquiclude,
where U z has a strength of -2.39mm after the same time span. The radial displacement Ur is stronger
at the deeper position, too. vVith the assumption that these displacement components reflect the local
motion of the whole aquicludes near the weIl axis, the deeper aquiclude shows a stronger subsidence than
the upper one.
f:::,rr

The displacement U z from position z = 15 m, r = 100 m has an amplitude of -1.52 mm, wllich is of nearly
the same strength as ll z from the deep aquiclude at position z = 70 m, r = 100 m, where an amplitude
of -1.49 mm is induced after one hour of withdrawal. Also, the difference in Ur between both the latter
positions is small. At position z = 15m, r = 200m (time series are not depicted), U z has an amplitude
of -0.64mm and at z = 70m, r = 200m of -0.56mm. Here Ur is also smaller at the deeper position.
A slight (transient) uplift of the clay layer at the bottom of the model is indicated by the displacement
component U z from point z = 125 m, r = 15 m denoted by the grey dot in the contom' plot and drawn in
the zoom-out at the lower right corner of Fig.4.15.
FigA.16 qualitatively summarizes, like suggested by the calculated time series, the possible vertical motions ofthe modellayers and tilt in sketches ofthree time steps. In FigA.16(a) the pump is not active, the
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of zero-Iine of tilt in adjusted 6-layer model for selected time steps and zoom-outs of time series
from selected points. Parameters and geometry as in Tab.4.9. Pore pressure data is plotted in Fig.4.17.

layers are horizontally and the tiltmeter vertically aligned. '\Vhen the pwnp is switehed on, Fig.4.16(b),
an initial negative tilt response oeems, the layers above the weIl show a subsidenee, the bottom layer,
AC-3 an uplift. Dming ongoing pumping, Fig.4.16(e), subsidenee of the lower aquidude AC-2 is stronger
than that of AC-I, uplift of AC-3 fonns back.
The modelled pwnp induced pore pressme is presented in Fig.4.17. Unfortwlately, the contom plot of
the pore pressw'e zero-line, which dasps areas where the Noordbergwn effect occw's is not very aecmate.
This is caused by the gridding proeess used for contom line plotting. To overcome that disadvantage
several zoom-outs are drawn in Fig.4.17.
The first zoom-out is taken from point z = 4 m, T' = 40 m, upper left side. A faint but long lasting
Noordbergwn effect appears. This is due to the two less pervious aquidudes that cause a long signal
delay and therefore prevent pore pressme to drop stronger dose to the smface. The zoom-out here below,
from position z = 40 m, T' = 10 m, shows that the Noordbergum effect also occms in the section of GW 2
dose to the weIl, even if it is not indicated by the comse of the zero-line of pore pressme. Here, the effect
has a maximwn amplitude of 0.03 kPa eorresponding to a rise in weIl head of 3 mm and a dmation wltil
20 min after the onset of the pwnp. The amplitude of the Noordbergum effect measmed at site BV is
thTee tünes larger, Fig.3.26. Its dmation was about 10 min to 15 min and initiated by a sharp rise in
pore pressme. In the model, the effect is preceded by an initial drop in the signal, i. e. a double reversal
ocew's.
At a somewhat larger radial distance, z = 40 m, T' = 50 m the Noordbergum effect is smalleI', the maximum
amplitude is 0.01 kPa with a dmation of nearly 10 min and is associated with a smalleI' preceding drop
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Figure 4.16: Sketch of possible vertical layer motions and tilt like suggested by the adjusted 6-layer model. Evolution of
tilt L:::,.'r until the present time is sketched by the thick line in the diagrams, its further path by the thin dashed, curved
line. The present strike of the tiltmeter is made clearly noticeable by the straight line attached at the tiltmeter's top, the
foregoing position by the grey line. (a) pump is off, layers and tiltmeter are in rest. (b) pump has just been turned on,
layers above the weil show initial subsidence, the tiltmeter strikes towards the weil. (c) Ongoing pumping, subsidence of
AC-2 gets stranger and stronger with respect to subsidence of AC-I, tilt turns back. Not true to scale.

in pore pressure. The Noordbergwll effect also appears in the second aquidude. At position z = 70 m,
'r = 10 m, it has a strength of 1 kPa and a dmation of 6 min. A double reversal is not observed here.
Somewhat more horizontally apart, position z = 70m, 'r = 40m, pore pressure rise is 0.1 kPa. Some very
faint double reversals in pore pressme are depicted in the zoom-outs placed at the right side of Fig.4.17.
In the upper free aquifer, positions z = 4 m, 'r = 135 m and z = 4 m, 'r = 180 m, somewhat strange
examples of this type of pore pressme responses occur, see also Fig.4.11.
The position where the negative tilt reversals occur, z = 22.5 m, 'r = 135 m, is dose to the boundary of the
section in which the Noordbergum effect occurs. Here, the pore pressw-e effect is present, but extremely
small with an amplitude of 0.005 kPa and a dmation of 2.4 min. Somewhat deeper and horizontally
apart, z = 40 m, 'r = 170 m, the pore pressw-e response is strictly monotonously and the signal drop
continues in the selected time window, even if the PWllP is stopped. The next zoom-out below shows
the pore pressure signal calculated at position z = 55 m, 'r = 30 m close to the upper boundary of the
deep aquidude. The Noordbergwll effect appears with an amplitude of 0.01 kPa, a duration until 15 min
after onset of pwuping and a preceding drop, i. e. again a double reversal. The last two zoom-outs at
the bottom of the right side of Fig.4.17 show the pore pressure signal from position z = 90 m, r = 170 m
and from position z = 110m, r = 60m. The former diagram shows that also in the productive aquifer,
the drop in pore pressure goes on after cessation of the pllillp. Again, this is mostly determined by the
hydraulic diffusivity of tImt aquifer.
Another aspect of most of the modelled time dependent signals is that the steady state is not nearly
achieved. In the adjusted 6-layer model, no signal seems to end in steady state. Except for the tilt
signal with the negative reversals from position z = 22.5m, r = 135m, Fig.4.15, where indeed the signal
temporarily rests at a plateau. If only such a signal is observed until the plateau is achieved, it could be
deceptively assumed that the signal will no longer change. Many of the observed radial pump induced
tilt responses, except at site WD, may suggest that the steady state is achieved after some hours, 01' at
the latest, after a day of pWllping. To obtain a gross theoretical estimation about the time when steady
state is achieved, long-term time series for tilt, pore pressure and displacement response were calculated
at selected points of the adjusted 6-layer model and are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.17: Evolution of zero-line of pore pressure in adjusted 6-layer model for selected time steps and zoom-outs of time
series from selected points. Parameters and geometry as in Tab.4.9.

4.3.5

Long-Term Signal Evolution, Adjusted 6-Layer Model

Fig.4.18 shows the long-term calculation for tilt and displacement as zoom-outs from the steady state
contom plot of the adjusted 6-layer model. The first two are from position z = 4 m, r = 300 m at the top
of the figme. Both insets show radial tilt response ~"(r (black line), vertical displacement U z (dash-dotted
line) , and radial displacement Ur (dotted line). The left diagram illustrates the time series for pumping
over 100 days with an extraction rate of 100 m 3 /h. The right one accounts for a dmation of withdrawal
of 600 days at a rate of 350 m 3 / h (and therefore does not correspond to the amplitudes in the contom
plot). Amplitude ratio between both diagrams (of all signals) is a factor of about 3.5. Tilt response in
both insets achieves steady state after 80 days to 100 days with an amplitude of -8.5 J-Lrad in the left
inset. Radial displacement U)' seems to reach steady state with a value of nearly -5.5 mm after a time
span of about 500days (right). Subsidence indicated by the ongoing drop in U z did not stop, even after
600 days of pump activity in the right inset.
The zoom-outs at the left side of Fig.4.18 show the tilt response from tln-ee radial distances, r = 120 m,
135m, 170m at two depths. The first is from z = 15m in the center of the upper aquidude, and the
second from z = 22.5 m around the position where the negative tilt reversals OCCll1', see Fig.4.15. The
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time series are now calculated for 12 hof withdrawal eaeh. Tilt signals from z = 15 m show a monotonous
response that is stronger at the positions doser to the weH. At the depicted time sealing the emves are
not stationary at the end of pumping. Sinee the typical time span of pump tests in this study is of about
2 h (shaded in grey) steady state, as previously stated, may not have been aehieved in the experiments.
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Figure 4.18: Steady state solution and long-term signal evolution of tilt for the adjusted 6-layer model, Tab.4.9. Zoom-outs
show signal evolution at selected positions. Steady state tilt maximum at surface i8 in a radial distance of about 98 m with
an amplitude of -21 j-Lrad. Geometry in m.

More different in their comse and their radial dependenee are the tilt signals from the deeper position at
z = 22.5 m in the upper part of the seeond aquifer. At 7' = 120 m, a negative tilt reversal oeems foHowed
by a positive exemsion with an additional negative response hereafter. This is a double reversal. Due to
eontOllr plotting in differently sized cross seetiOllS of the model in Fig.4.18 and Fig.4.15, this tilt signal
behaviom did not exactly eorrespond to the spatial fiuctuation of the tilt zero-line in Fig.4.15. The time
series at 7' = 135 m eorresponds bettel' and shows the negative reversal as already seen from that position
in Fig.4.15. ActuaHy, after the tilt signal has passed its negative reversal, it lasts at a eertain level for
about 1 h before it gets unstable and a fmther ongoing respOllSe to negative values starts.
Long-term pore pressure signals of the adjusted 6-layer model together with the steady state eontom
plot are shown in Fig.4.19. The upper right zoom-out, from point z = 4 m, 7' = 300 m in the first free
aquifer shows a temporary plateau in the pore pressme signal. After about 70 min, pore pressme starts
falling again. Pumping lasts over 3 h. Double reversals, like previously seen at smaHer radial distances,
Fig.4.17, do not occm here.
Pore pressme signals &om depth z = 22.5 m and radial distances r = 120 m, 170 mare drawn in the
upper zoom-out at the 1eft side of Fig.4.19. At both positiOllS steady state is not aehieved after 12 h of
pump activity. The cmves cross each other because at the position doser to the weH, the Noordbergum
effect and final drop in weH head is stronger than at the more distant place.
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Figure 4.19: Steady state and long-term evolution of pore pressure data for the adjusted 6-layer model, Tab.4.9. Geometry
in m. Close to the surface, the contour plot depicts wrong values due to the plotting routine.

At two deeper positions, z = 62.5 m, r = 30 m, 50 m, in the upper
part of the deep aquiclude, the signals show a stronger Noordbergum effect and final drop in pore pressme. Again, steady state is
not achieved after 12 h of withdrawal. A stable pore pressme signal
is also not reached after 12 h at position z = 82.5 m, r = 300 m in
the productive aquifer, as shown in the last zoom-out at the bottom
of the left side in Fig.4.19. At this point, pore pressure was also
computed for a longer time span. Fig.4.20 shows the result. Steady
state is nearly reached after about 100 h of pumping.

4.3.6

·6 L~"-::-:::::::;:::::::;
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Figure 4.20: Long-term pore pressure signal calculated at position z = 82.5 m,
r = 300 m in the productive aquifer of
the adjusted 6-layer model.

Sensitivity of Transient Signals to Variations of Parameters
and Layering

Dming computation of the adjusted 6-layer model it tmned out that especially the transient signal part
showing reversals at more shallow depths, is sensitive to variations of poroelastic parameters even in
deeper layers. To numerically test the general sensitivity, the parameters of the deeper, less pervious
layer from z = 60 m to 80 m of the first 6-layer model were altered. Original geometry and parameter
values are in Tab.4.6. The response signals of tilt and pore pressure were recalculated. In every step of
recalculation, each of the five poroelastic parameters was changed independently from the others, first to
a lower and second to a higher value than in Tab.4.6.
Fig.4.21 shows the alterations of the pmnp induced tilt and pore pressure responses from position z =
22.5 m, r = 90 m. Fig.4.21(a) displays the transient tilt signals for a 1 h pmnp test with 1 h ofrelaxation
and Fig.4.21(b) the corresponding pore pressme responses. From top to bottom the parameters C, v, v u ,
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Band D were tuned. The solid lines in (a), (b) show the signal response without a parameter variation.
This signal is repeatedly shown in each panel, all five tÜlles. The dashed lines mark the response signal
if the corresponding parameter is decreased, the dotted lines indicate an increased value.
z = 22.5, r = 90
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Figure 4.21: Parameter sensitivity of transient tilt, (a) and pore pressure signals, (b), calculated for position z = 22.5m,
r = 90 m of the first 6-layer model as in Tab.4.6. Single parameter values of the layer at depth z = 60 to 80 m were changed
as denoted in the corresponding plots. The adjusted parameters from top to bottom are C, 1-', 1-'1./, Band D.

If the shear modulus C is increased, absolute tilt amplitudes become smaller and zero-crossing is earlier
than in the unchanged case. The same behaviour, but less strang, occurs for a decreased shear modull1'3.
The latter fact appears to be unexpected for a homogeneous half-space, but might be a consequence of
layering. In pore pressure response, for an increased C, the Noordbergum effect is slightly enhanced,
whereas the remaining signal gets smaller. If C is decreased, the Noordbergum effect is also decreased in
its amplitude and the ongoing signal shows larger absolute values.

Changes of tilt and pore pressure response to variations of the other parameters can be inspected in
Fig.4.21 in a similar malmel'. Variation of Poisson ratio v, in the applied range, shifts almost the complete
time series of tilt and pore pressure. Only the first absolute maximillll in tilt is mostly unchanged. The
curves depicting pore pressure response spread in the plot vertically from a variation of the Skempton
coefficient Band hydraulic diffusivity D, whereas an alteration of the parameters also caused a different
type of signal, e. g. ongoing rise 01' drop, after cessation of the pillllp. The remaining signals cross
each other during prunping 01' relaxation, if parameters are changed. Many additional systematical
investigations of these dependencies from parameter val"iations in single layers 01' more complex situations
may be possible. The important fact is that altered parameters in a comparatively deep layer can cause
a small, but detectable change in transient tilt and pore preSSill"e response to punlping.
Precision measurements of these transient signals could open up a new technique for a comparatively
aCCill"ate determination of poroelastic parameters. Compal"ed with the range of natill'al parameter variations, see also Tab.2.3, the sensitivity of short term tilt observations like e. g. over one hour, seems to be
best for changes in shear modulus C, illldrained Poisson ratio v u , Skempton coefficient B, and hydraulic
diffusivity D. For longer observation times tilt measurements also become more sensitive to changes in
the Poisson ratio v. For a short observation time, pore preSSill'e measurements seem bettel' suited to
recognize changes in the parameters. However, in contrast to the tilt response, the overall amplitude of
the pore pressure signal rapidly decreases at each additional, less pervious layel'. The signal may become
illldetectable under certain subsoil conditions. That problem also occurs in the determination of layer
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b01.llldaries of aquifers from pore pressure observations drn'ing COl11mon pump tests. Singh (2001) investigated this problem. Even with enhanced analyses, the accuracy of bOlmdary determination from level
observations strongly depends on the duration of pWllping, i. e. how strong the signal gets beyond a less
pervious layer. Amplitudes of tilt signals seem to decrease not so strong at layer bOlmdaries. Thus, tilt
measurements seem bettel' suited here. They may be able to support the type of hydrological analyses
outlined in Singh (2001).
Here, only the parameter dependency of transient signals with reversals is estimated. The signals were
ca1culated for positions in a depth range of some 'In and are not very elose to surface. It seems also possible
to use recordings TI'Ol11 more sha110w positions and without signal reversals for reservoir controlling. In
that case determination of parameters may be not so accrn'ate as here. No zero crossing of the signal
appears and adaption of calculation to data becomes more difficult. This is a general disadvantage of
observations at a larger distance, apart TI'om the zero-line. The problem could possibly be reduced if more
tiltmeters at sha110w depth were used and a11 signals were fitted simultaneously. The reservoir parameters
may be derived from the course of the signals, the change of parameters during exploitation TI'om the
change of the signals' course from pW11p-cyele to PWllp-cyele. A study of the determination of hydraulic
parameters from the transient we11level response to pW11ping, also from OCCWTence of the Noordbergw11
effect, is presented by Broslm & Barnette (1999). Again, additional tilt observations could support the
approach and may reduce the nW11ber of degrees of freedom in measw'ements and interpretations.
However, only the sensitivity of synthetic signals were tested. For an experimental test of the sensitivity
of the transient signals to a variation of subsoil parameters, measw'ements have to be conducted at
different sites with known geological settings, or at a site where the settings change in a known mamler.
An experimental test in contro11able analogue models in the laboratory seems bettel' suited.
Another aspect emerged during dynaIllC modelling was the type of movements of the tilt zero-line in
dependency of the selected layering. Tab.4.l0 has an overview of the layering in the used model subsoil
and the corresponding types of calculated transient tilt signals. Even if the dependency listed in Tab.4.10
accowlts only for the models here, the fact that there seems to be a connection between special types
of zero-line movements and layering might be used for furt her interpretations. Again, the dependency
may be investigated in sma11 scale analogue models in the laboratory, where the layer structw'e can be
arranged in a contro11ed manner.
Fig.
4.9

layering
homogeneous
half-space

4.13

3-layers

4.14

4-layers

4.15

6-layers,

adjusted

type of transient tilt response
• monotonously contracting zero-line,
• positive reversals only
• positive reversals in the upper part of the zero-line,
• double reversal, first negative then positive at the flank of
zero-line above and below the intermediate layer
• positive reversals in the upper part of the zero-line,
• double reversal, first negative then positive at the flank of
zero-line above and below the intermediate layer,
• double reversal, first positive then negative at the bottom of
the zero-line below the intermediate layer
• no reversals in the upper part of the zero-line,
• double reversal, first negative then positive at the flank below
the first intermediate layer,
• positive reversal in the second intermediate layer
• monotonous movement at the flank and the bottom of the
zero-line, above and below the second intermediate layer

Table 4.10: Overview of the transient tilt signal features and related layer structure of the used models.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
Some aspects of surface deformation imaging, of tiltmeter operation and of the modelling approach will
be discussed in the following.

5.1

Surface Deformation Imaging

Observations with tiltmeter clusters installed at shallow depth are one method among others to measure
(pump induced) soil movements. Hence, the method applied here denlOnstrates only one way to obtain
sUl"face deformation images. Other techniques used for observations of e. g. tectonic processes 01' landslides can be applied, too. Such methods are, for instance, levelling, GPS (Global .Eositioning Svstem)
(Campbell et al. , 2002, Mora et al. , 2003), scattering techniques (e. g. laser scanning) (Colesanti et al. ,
2003, Haugerud et al. , 2003, Rowlands et al. , 2003) 01' satellite based altimetry techniques like InSAR
(Interferometric furnthetic APerture Radar) (Vasco et al. , 2002b). Especially the latter both aIlow, in
principle, a dense coverage of the experimental site with observation points. Still, a more extended array
of tiltmeters and a langer observation time at single tiltmeter positions is advantageous. However, the
advantage of tilt measurements is high precision in quasi continuous observation mode at moderate costs.
Generally, the number of instrUlllents that is finally required depends on the local variability of the geological structures in subsoil and on the strived spatial resolution. The here obtained surface deformation
images confirm a comparatively good practicability of the new method using tiltmeters.
It would be useful to install a tiltmeter array at some site that has a known distinctive structure in subsoil,
e. g. with a buried quaternary channellike at site vVD. This will be a further and possibly bettel' test for
the method than the 'flat' situation at OE. The data from site OE confirms with a high significance the
mostly horizontally layered stack of subsoil strata that has already been known from former geological
interpretations. However, to assess a more heterogeneous situation by poroelastic modelling, additional
investigations into 2-D and 3-D (interpretation) techniques need to be done.
The surface deformation images shown here were drawn from averaged tilt values. Moreover, due to the
calculation of these mean values from a small number of selected tilt amplitudes in response to single
pUlllp cycles of variable length and with residual disturbances, errors were somewhat large. Accordingly,
the surface deformation images neither accoUllt for the tilt field established after a certain time of pumping
nur for the field in steady state. Surface deformation imaging should be carried out with time resolution
and with a larger data basis. The images could be drawn from the data obtained exactly after certain
tÜlles during pUlllping and relaxation. The pUlllp cycles itself should preferably be of equallength.
The superposition principle was used for early interpretations of the surface deformation images drawn
from the averaged total tilt amplitudes and the strike direction of tilt. This demonstrated possible
analysis teclmiques for further investigations. The use of the superposition principle seems weIl suited for
analysing the data from an area with two 01' more wells. Furthermore, adding and subtracting induced
tilt fields can be useful, if pUlllping is applied with variable rates of fluid extraction from a single weIl. For
instance, in a single weIl, the extraction rate could be enlarged in distinctive steps. If the superposition
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principle is valid, i. e. the subsoil responds linearly, the values of the induced tilt field with a certain rate
should be equal to two times the values of a tilt field that is induced with half that extraction rate.

5.2

Tiltmeter Operation

Tiltmeters were operated in three different installation schemes: Borehole tiltmeters installed in a casing,
borehole tiltmeters installed without a casing and platform tiltmeters in hollows.
In the first scheme, borehole tiltmeters were installed in tampered sand in a sealed PVC-casing. The
casing itself was cemented in a 3 m to 4 m deep borehole. This type of installation is mostly applicable
for long term monitoring. It is recommended by the tiltmeter manufacturer and used in several studies
(AGI, 1999a, Bonaccorso et al. , 1999, Sleeman et al., 2000, Kümpel et al., 2001, Lehmann, 2001, Mentes
& Fabian, 2001a, IVlentes, 2002). The tiltmeter is protected against the strongest influences from surface.
These are precipitation and short term temperatlU'e variations. Also, the borehole can not collapse.
However, if a large number of instrlUnents has to be installed tImt type of installation is lavish.
For the set-up of instrWl1ents in a shorter time the borehole tiltmeters were direetly tampered in sand
inside freshly drilled shallow boreholes without a casing. The borehole depth was between 1.5 m and
2.8 m. For this, a drilling Gar was used. This type of installation was at least twenty times faster than
the previous one. The meaSlU'ements obtained useful data. However, data was distw'bed by near sW'face
influences and settling of the instrwllent. A lugher effort of data correction was necessary. Longer
observation times to record a larger nlUnber of tilt signals would enhance the data basis and could
milumize tlus problem.
The use of platform tiltmeters in hollows seemed to be the easiest way to observe tilt. However, due to
stronger meteorological distw'bances, the necessary data correction was more difficult. The observation
interval with respect to the previous types of installation must be further extended to get useful tilt
signals. Nevertheless, plUnp induced tilt could be observed with that set-up, too. The data did not
look so weIl suited for a quantitative analysis. Platfonn tiltmeters seem to be applicable if overall pwnp
induced tilt is strong, for instance, five to ten times the overall total tilt amplitudes recorded at site OE.
For a bettel' comparison of the data from different observation points, the installation depth of the
tiltmeters should be nearly equal. If shallow layers with high contrasts in the poroe1astic parameters are
present, tilt response, like reported from modelling, can vary strongly with installation depth. Tlus might
be most important for surface deformation imaging and for the determination of the radial distance of the
tilt maximum at surface. lVloreover, if a shallow layer is known at a site, one instrwnents can be installed
directly below and another one above that layer. Possibly, transient tilt reversals can be observed.
The largest difference between the measurements with tiltmeters in aborehole with and without a casing
should be in the coupling to the soil, and thus in the effective base length - disturbances not considered.
The effective base length deternlines the resolution of the spatial signal wave length. Here, it is assumed
that the effective base length of all types of installation is small with respect to the wave length of the
observed signal. However, exact values can not be stated. The lower bowldary of the base length, if a
good coupling to the grolUld can be adueved, may be weIl defined as the body length of the borehole
tiltmeter. The upper bowldary is more speculative and could be the length of the more 01' less rigid
casing, if used. The effective base length by using platform instrwnents installed on a concrete plate in
hollows mayaiso be weIl defined from the lengths of the concrete plates edges, if the plate has a good
contact to the subsoil. The wllmown value of the effeetive base length mayaiso lead to some problems
if tiltmeters are installed dose to a layer bOlUldary in subsoil. The signal can change significantly witlun
a distance smalleI' than the base length. Moreover, since the base length and coupling to the ground is
hard to define, a conversion of vertical tilt data, e. g. recorded by the borehole tiltmeters, to horizontal
tilt, e. g. measured by platform instrwnents, is also problematic.
A faster installation of tiltmeters can be acmeved by some refinements of the sensor system. To simplify
the installation of the tiltmeters, the instrwnent should be able to adjust its sensors itself. Tampering of
the sand should become completely wnlecessary 01' easier. Time conslUning adjustment should no longer
be necessary. Some types of tiltmeters have build-in components to readjust the sensors (AGI, 2001),
but these instrwnents are too expensive to be used in clusters of several instrwnents.
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The set-up of the electronics used for the tiltmeter operation can be simplified, too. All necessary
equipment, i. e. batteries, data logger, switches and read out interfaces, can be moved from the massive
shelter box used here to a smalleI', sealed casing that fits in the upper part of the borehole. A \;VLAN
CWireless 10cal Area ;tietwork) (Brandt, 2002, Clark et al., 2002, Leung et al., 2002) can simplify the
data retrieval and the commwlication between the data logger and the readout computer. After the
installation, operation could be controlled from a central position (Letz et al., 2003).

5.3

Modelling Approach

The study could provide convincing explanations for many of the observed signals. It may be smprisingly
that the analyses are on the basis of comparatively very simple time dependent poroelastic half-space
models. Tllis fact supports the asswllption that poroelasticity is a weIl suited rheology for a description
of pump induced near surface tilt and pore pressme changes. Ivioreover, the program POEL is useful
to asses the type of the observed physical processes. However, an accurate adaption of observation
and calculation could not be acllieved. A scaling between the here used models and the situations at
the experimental sites seems hardly possible. In fmther approaches, the defillite subsoU geometry with
accmately adjusted parameters for the sites OE and BV should be taken into consideration. Generally,
the models may contain ambiguities. The measmements may be described by the modelling, but the
used model does not need to accowlt for the subsoil structw·e.
The adjusted 6-layer model was asswlled to qualitatively accowlt for the general subsoil conditions at
the sites OE and BV and, since it seemed to be a more realistical model, was used to calculate the tUt
response signals far longer dw'ations of withdrawal. These long term calculations support the asswllption
that in the experiments steady state in tUt and pore pressw'e response is most often not achieved. A
stronger tUt response over a comparatively long time span of up to several days, mont1l and even years can
follow. Since in principle, for the observation of transient signals, a shorter recording time is sufficient, a
PWllP test is recommended to be done with a sequence of several short-term pump cycles. Tllis part of the
PWllP test could be followed by a longer lasting withdrawal. Then, it could be seen whether the precise
comse of tilt and pore pressme signals changes stronger in later times of the pumping like suggested by
the here used model.
The program POEL works fast and with a lligh reproducibility, even if large parameter contrasts at layer
bowldaries are introduced. At such bowldaries common Fülite-Element algorithms can produce erratical
results. A deeper reason for such problems can be the digitalization error, wllich occms in computational
nWllber processing (Bathe, 1990). Grid refinements can not remove tllis intrinsic error. They are also
limited with respect to an appropriate computation time and memory usage. However, in its recent state,
the modelling procedw'e for an accurate adaption to measw'ements is work intensive. The algoritlull of
POEL could be implemented in a grapllical front end that directly allows parameter mallipulation and
modelling rW1S. Plotting of distinct time series fi'Olll different points in the region could be automated,
too. A direct comparison with the observations would become easier. An inversion algoritlull (Vasco
et al., 2001) seems to be a solution for the time consuming parameter manipulation in forward modelling.
However, the problem of ambiguity seems to be more seriously as there is in tendency a minor control of
the poroelastic parameters and subsoil geometry.
The models here mostly accowlt for pump induced tilt and pore pressme. \Vith POEL, investigations of
other signals, i. e. volume strain, shear angle, rotation angle and Darcy velocity, for an easier and bettel'
interpretation of the physical point motions can be done. The motions dming the here called balancing
processes as weIl as the double reversals should be assessed. Depth dependent parameters may also be
taken into account. The limitation of the models to one dimension seems not very strong with respect
to the simplified local geology at sites OE and BV. Since the tangential signal part may bear additional
valuable information, it should be strived for dynalIDC 3-D modelling. A 2-D-modelling could deal with
a fault, a channel and with smface displacements and topography. If such scenarios can be modelled, a
ca1culated surface deformation image can be subtracted from the one obtained from the measw'ements.
This would allow investigations of the residual part between model alld observation.
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Chapter 6

Summary
Pump test experiments were successfully conducted at three different sites in Germany. The new method
of surface deformation imaging was applied with the data from the site OE. Different transient pump
induced signals in tilt and pore pressure were observed. Tilt reversals were discovered and the NoordbergWll effect was recorded. vVith the program POEL, in a comprehensive modelling approach on the basis
of poroelasticity, many of the observations could be explained qualitatively.
The new method of surface deformation imaging on the basis of PWllP induced tilt response was demonstrated and proofed to be useful for further investigations of the subsoil. The surface deformation images
were drawn from pWllp induced near surface tilt signals that were caused by the production wells of the
waterworks at the site OE. Therefore, useful tilt signals were recorded with 10 borehole tiltmeters at 16
different positions at shallow depth, and on the surface with two platform instruments at positions next
to three places of borehole tiltmeters. An advantage of the method is the possibility of early interpretations with the 11'3e of symmetry rules (and superposition principle). If the symmetry rules are applied
to surface deformation images, subsoil inhomogeneities may be identified directly as asymmetries in the
images. For site OE, the images suggest that the subsoil can be seen as mostly horizontally layered. A
large and distinctive heterogeneity is most likely not present. However, some minor and shallow distw'bances could be identified. It is likely that these disturbances result from the loading of the waterworks
fresh water tank, some of them could also reflect influence from a topsoillayer that partly covers the area
and from the tapped main aquifer that might become thinner 01' gets a lower hydraulic diffusivity nearby
one of the production wells.
Limitations of the method were discovered, too. The nW11ber of tiltmeters used is still to small for a
more comprehensive investigation of the subsoil properties. The spatial resolution and data basis should
be enhanced in furt her investigations. For the experiment at site OE, a nWllber of about 25 tiltmeter
positions was suggested for a significantly bettel' spatial resolution. Due to the installation of some of the
instrwllents in boreholes without a casing, the corresponding raw data was disturbed by meteorological
influences. The data of the platform instrwllents was disturbed strongly and was not used for surface
deformation imaging. Platform tiltmeters turned out to be useful when the signal to noise ratio is bettel'
than here. Settling of the instruments also disturbed the signals. Tiltmeters should not be installed
immediately before the pWllp test. The recordings at every tiltmeter position should cover several tens of
short-term pump cyeles, each with a nearly equal dw'ation of a few hours. Since modelling showed that
pump induced response of tiltmeters at shallow depth and elose to layer bow1daries can generally change
strongly with the depth of installation, it is recommendable to install the instruments at equal depths.
The installation of a single observation point and the data retrieval are the most time consuming parts of
the field work. A solution for this problem are self adjusting tilt sensors and operation of the tiltmeters
through a WLAN (Wireless Local Area tletwork). Fmthermore, software tools for faster data imaging,
also for the model generated data, should be developed.
The time dependency of the surface deformation images becomes obvious from the transient phase of
single time series of the pWllp test data. NWllerous highly significant and strongly changing signals
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were observed. Elliptical signatmes in the hodographs of tilt data from site BV also reflect the time
dependency of the near smface tilt field. Smface deformation images should be drawn for different time
steps.
The most prominent signals recorded at site OE were the newly discovered transient positive and negative
reversals of tilt in response to pumping. Negative reversals were also observed in parallel to the NoordbergUlll effect at site BV. The occmrence of these signals of a non-monotonous response to monotonous
pumping can only be explained by a strongly coupled transient interaction between pore fluid and soil
matrix. The transient interaction was called a balancing process between diffusion and deformation.
Very strong tilt was recorded at site vVD. Probably, the presence of a quaternary channel is the reason.
It provides a restricted, effective reservoir volUllle. The induced pore pressme gradient per unit V01Ullle
becomes strong and tilt response will be large.
Actually, steady state models showed that a reduction of the reservoir volUlne aroUlld a well by low
pervious strata can lead to a laI'ger tilt response at the smface. Also, the distance of the tilt maximum at
the sUl'face with respect to the well is influenced by the layering in subsoil, e. g. the distance can increase
with respect to the homogeneous half-space.
Geological subsoil interpretations for the sites OE and BV were used to construct simplified I-D multilayered poroelastic half-space models. The models described a stack of vertically alternating aquifers and
aquicludes. Steady state as weH as time dependent models were calculated to get insights into the pUlllp
induced tilt and pore pressme distributions and to explain the kind of observed phenomena. With an
adjusted 6-layer model, taking more realistic subsoil conditions into accoUllt, negative tilt reversals of the
observed type could be computed. The computation of long term response to ongoing withdrawal over
days, months and years with this model showed that the steady state in tilt and pore pressure change is
not achieved even after a langer time of pumping. This is true for observation positions at shallow depth
with respect to the weH screen's depth, and also for deeper places somewhat more apart from the well
screen inside the tapped aquifer.
Modelling of the transient signals, especiaHy if signal reversals OCCUl', revealed a high sensitivity of the
pUlllp induced tilt and pore pressme changes to comparatively small adjustments of poroelastic parameters even in deeper layers of the model. This may open up a useful and fast method for the derivation of
subsoil parameters. "VVith the use of transient signals for subsoil interpretations, the conclusions would be
drawn from short term pUlllp tests in which the steady state is not achieved. The tests have to last only
Ulltil the build-up of the amplitudes at the different observation points is strong enough to be detectable.
Ivloreover, modelling oftilt points to a link between the type ofthe transient reversal and the arrangement
of the layers in the subsoil.
In conclusion, the study showed several new aspects of the method of smface deformation imaging. It
presented various insights in the near sUl'face tilt and pore preSSUl'e changes occmring dUl'ing pUlllp tests,
and their interpretation by poroelasticity. It outlined some next steps to a new type of geophysical
approach with the pmpose of controlling aIld prospecting subsoil and reservoir quality during ongoing
fluid withdrawal. With the techniques discussed here, the number of deep boreholes used in classical
hydrological methods could be reduced. A denseI' coverage with observation points should be achieved in
areas above reservoirs. Case studies that use the new technique are still rare. The nUlllber of tiltmeters
is mostly restricted and the involved phenomena are still not completely Ullderstood. 2-D and 3-D effects
like the influences of a bmied channel 01' a fault, 01' the cause for the here observed elliptic hodographs
require additional research. In any case, fUl'ther investigations to develop this new technique are very
promising.
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Chapter A

Appendix
A.l

Assembling of an Observation Position

The tiltmeter positions (with pressure transducers for well head logging) in this study were installed and
operated like outlined exemplary in the following.

A.l.l

Tiltmeters

After selecting the sites and tiltmeter positions, the boreholes for the borehole tiltmeters were drilled.
Boreholes:
Borehole drilling was done with three different tools.
The first tool, Eijkellmmp (1998), was operated
manually, the second, Stihl (2001), with a benzine
motor. As a third tool, a drilling car was used. All
tools turned out to be useful for boreholes with diameters between 0.2 'In to 0.5 'In and depths down to
4 'In. The deeper the borehole, the larger the diameter was chosen. This enabled an easier installation
of the casing in the borehole, and of the tiltmeter in
the casing hereafter if the borehole was not exactly
vertical. Drilling down a spiral drilllike depicted in
Fig.A.1, was done with a benzine motor that could
be plugged at the top of the drill. The most difficult part during drilling was pulling up the bore
tool when it was filled with excavation. In some
cases an excavator could be used for lifting up the
tool, see Fig.A.1. In the other cases the drill was
lifted manually, 01' by the drilling car if this tool was
used. Lifting the tool manually required at least
four forceful persons.

Casing:
If a casing was used, prior to its installation, it was
sealed against moisture by silicone glue. The glue
was put in the screw threads of the different casing
tubes. At its bottom end, the casing was closed by
a screw top. Fig.A.2(left) shows the casing, length
4 'In, used at position Tl OE, see Fig.3.3. This casing
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Figure A.1: Borehole drilling with a spiral drill (Stihl, 2001),
tiltmeter position T4oE, see Fig.3.3. The borehole is at the
right side of the photo in front of the excavator. The spiral
drill can also be operated by a drilling car.

A.l Assembling of an ObsenTation Position

was bu.ild in the borehole with
the use of cement. The vertical adjustment of the casing was
checked with a plump line. It
has been tried and tested that
at least one person can push
down the casing, another person controls the vertical adjustment and a third one slowly fills
up the ring space between casing and borehole with cement.
The casing was fixed against
buoyancy in the liqu.id cement.
Fig.A.2(right) shows the lowering of the casing into the borehole. After a day, the fixation
of the casing was removed. Before the protective cap of steel
was placed above the borehole a
mark of the north direction was
attached in the casing by the use
of a compass. If the protective
cap was installed first, the compass was infiuenced by the magnetization of the cap.

Borehole Tiltmeters:
The general installation of bore- Figure A.2: Installation of the casing, T1oE' In the front of the right photo the
hole tiltmeters is described in second, manually operated drilling tool (Eijkelkamp, 1998) is depicted.
AGI (1999a). However, some special tasks applied here will be named: Prior to the lowering of the
tiltmeter (a photo of an instrwllent is in Fig.A.3), a lOem thick layer of smallgrained quartz sand was
filled in the borehole and tampered. Thereafter, the tiltmeter was connected to the batteries and each of
its output components to a digital voltmeter. At the connection terminal of the tiltmeter, the gain of the
instrument was first set to the position 'low' and the low-pass filter turned 'off'. At its top, the borehole instruments have a frame that is oriented in the direction ofthe Y-axis ofthe tiltmeter. The frame was used
to mark the positive Y-direction. The orientation of the tiltmeter in the borehole could be controlled by
that frame and the use of a torch. After lowering ofthe tiltmeter, sand was filled in the ring space between
the instrwllent body and the casing/borehole, layer by layer. Each layer, not thicker than 10 em, was tampered, Fig.A.4. The vertical adjustment of the tiltmeter was controlled by the digital voltmeters. After
the ring space was filled by two thirds the tiltmeter got a good contact to the casing/borehole. The gain
of the tiltmeter and the resolution of the digital voltmeters was increased to resolve further adjustments.
When the ring space was filled completely and adjustment was fine, the low-pass filter was turned 'on'.
Platform Tiltmeters:
Fig.A.5 shows the installation of the platform tiltmeter PLT8 OE elose to T8 OE. In
a nearly 0.4 m deep hollow, a concrete plate was placed on a 10 em thick layer of
sand with grooves. The platform tiltmeter was installed on this plate and adjusted
by turning its support screws. A cover protected the hollow. A similar type of
installation was described by Tofani & Horath (1990).

Figure A.3:
Borehole Tiltmeter, AGI
722a, with connector
and connection terminal.

Electrical Connections and Data Logger:
Rechargeable batteries and the cOllilection terminal of the tiltmeter were placed
inside a shelter box in an additional box that was protected against rising watel'. Furthermore, a third, completely water protected box was placed in this
additional box.
The third box kept the data logger and protected it from
moisture.
200 9 of drying grains were placed in this box, too.
The cable
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guides in all boxes were water proofed. The data loggers used here are of type 'Grant Squirrel' with aresolution of 12 Bit 01' 16 Bit (Grant, 2003a,b). For the smface deformation imaging
at site OE, also self made data loggers with 16 Bit resolution were brought in (Grüneberg, 2002).

Maintenance and Data Retrieval:
Fig.A.6 shows maintenance tools at T2 OE, the boxes with data logger and batteries, a laptop, toolbox, a folder for protocol sheets, digital
voltmeter and a doormat to sit down 01' kneel in front of the shelter
box. The first maintenance task was retrieval of data from the logger
to a laptop. The recent nm of measurements was stopped, the data
downloaded and the clock in the logger readjusted. Vlhile the data
was downloading, all components and signals were checked manually
with a digital voltmeter. The components and signals were: voltages
of all batteries (changed if voltage was below 12.0 V) and the output
voltages of the tiltmeter from both tilt and the temperatme sensor; if
other sensors (pressme transducers, thermistors, rain gauge, ... ) are
installed, the corresponding output values were checked, too. The batteries were changed, only if necessary, because disconnecting the tiltmeter from the batteries caused erroneous signals for several hours after
reconnection. This was most likely due to atemperatme disturbance in
the instrument. Before a new run of the data logger was started, the
signal values at the loggers' display were checked for each sensor and Figure A.4: Installation of a borethe drying grains in the innermost box were changed. If the memory of hole tiltmeter by tampering, T4oE.
the data logger was filled, old and saved data in the logger were deleted, so that there was enough data
space for the new run. Finally, the new rWl of the logger could be started and all boxes were closed.
Generally, all values that were checked were written down in a single protocol sheet for every visit
of the station - i. e. the names of the data files,
dates, tünes, type and serial nwnbers of all sensors,
sampling interval and name of the observer and tImt
of the tiltmeter station. All tasks that were carried out (e. g. readjustment by tampering, installation/replacement of a new/other sensors, ... ), the
weather conditions dW'ing maintenance, and if something special has happened (e. g. trafik lanes close
to the station, damage of the shelter box, ... ) were
noted. The boxes, especially the ümer two, were
kept as clean as possible to avoid loose connections
and leakage cmrent and therefore data loss and damFigure A.5: Hollow for a platform tiltmeter at PLT8oE, age of the instrwnents. If the weather was rainy 01'
with B2 OE in background behind the bushes (Jeft), and even very swmy, a larger wnbrella to protect the
installed instrument, AGI 701-2 (right, arranged).
boxes, instrwnents and the laptop display was used
dW'ing maintenance. Inspection of the data was done with the laptop immediately at the station 01'
somewhat later, after the data was saved.

A.1.2

Pressure Transducers

Fig.A.7 shows a COlnmon pressme transducer, here of type In-Situ Inc. TROLL-4000 (In-Situ, 1995).
The depicted instrwnent has an integrated data logger. The data cable to COlmect the instrument
to a laptop is shown, too. Such type of instrument was used at site OE. Another type of pressme
transducers, In-Situ Inc. PXD-260/261 (In-Situ, 1989, Fabian, 1998), without a data logger, was used at
site BV. All used pressme transducers had a sensor membrane with integrated silicon strain gauges. A
constant cmrent flows through the straül gauges wmch have a calibrated resistivity characteristic. If the
membrane deforms, caused by a rise 01' fall of the fluid pressme acting on one side of the membrane, the
resistivity of the strain gauges changes due to the Piezo effect described e. g. by Sclll'üfer (1994). This
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change in resistivity leads to a change in current and can be
measured electronically, converted by an analogue to digital
converter and stored in a memory chip (TI:änkler & Obermeier,
1998, Niebuhr & Lindner, 2001). Sensor membrane and electron.ics are enclosed in a steel body. At its front side, the membrane has contact to the fluid, whereas free space at its back
side is connected to the outside air pressure at the top of the
weIl's casing through a small pipe. vVith that construction, the
air pressure acting on the water surface in the weIl and therefore
leading to an increased pressure at the water side of the sensor
membrane is mostly compensated. However, depending on the
diameter and the length of the small pipe, this compensation
mechanism depends on the frequency of air pressure changes.
The pressure transducers used here, are compensated best for
air pressure signal periods not shorter than 10 min to 20 min
(Fabian, 1998).

Figure A.6: Data retrieval and maintenance
tools, T2 OE.

A.2

Figure A.7:
Pressure
Transducer TROLL-4000,
used in BIoE, B2 OE,

Thansformations of Tilt Angles

B30E.

Total tilt .6.1', Eq.2.3, is independent of the spatial reference system, because the tilt measurements must
supply the same value in every coordinates. The individual tilt values .6.1'1' and .6.i't with respect to the individual axes will change, if another coordinate system is chosen, Fig.A.8. For an arbitrary coordinate system with axes x and y in the horizontal plane corresponding with the subsoil's surface, the tilt angles will
read as .6.l'x and .6.l'y, Thus
y
i, t
,
(A.1)
x

•

z=O

----weil

'~Y

/

tiltmeter position

-(j~.- - - - - - - -

ßY /
y

"'-ßy

-->

The transformation of the tilt values .6.1'1' and .6.l't from a t-r in a x-y
system, to the values of .6.l'x and .6.1'y as shO\vn in Fig.A.8, can be
calculated by:

r

x

Figure A.8:
Transformation between
two
coordinate
representations of tilt in the horizontal
x-y plane<;;; t-r plane. The new x-y
system is rotated right hand side
around the z-axis (the weil) by the
angle ,;.

COs(O
Sin(O) ( .6.l't )
(
,'-_-_s~_·n_(~_)..,-c_OS_(_~)_,
-.6.1'1' .

(A.2)

If the angle ~ is negative, i. e. a left handed revolution of the x-y
system, the transformation will be:

( cos(~)
sin(~)

-Sin(O) ( .6.l't )
cos(O
-.6.1'1"

(A.3)

''----vv---.;...-

The reverse transformation from an arbitrary x-y system into a t-r system would be more useful for
analysing tilt data. Generally, in an experiment, each tiltmeter is oriented with its sensor axes in a
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selected direction of the compass. This orientation defines the reference system of the tiltmeter itself.
It is the x-y coordinate system sketched for the borehole tiltmeter in Fig.2.2. In that case, the two tilt
sensors of each instrument measure the tilt angles 6 , 'x and 6'Yy. In a PWllP test experiment, the lines
between each tiltmeter position and the production weH define the radial axes of individual t-r systems,
one system for each of the single tiltmeters. To obtain the values 6'Yt and 6 , '1' at each tiltmeter position,
the data has to be transformed back\:vards with respect to the above transformations. An inversion of
the matrices T;+y-t,1' and T;y+-t,1' in Eqs.A.2 and A.3 results in the transformation of 6'Yx and D.'Yy to
D."t and D."?'o For each tiltmeter position, the transformation angle ~ has a special value.
1XT

1 T'
Xy+-t1'
Xy-t1'
, T'
,
~+
~-

vv it 1

1
Xy_t1'tr'-xy
= 1 , T'
,
= T ~'
,
~+

tion of the situation in Fig.A.8 is

Xy_t1'and T'
,
~-

cos(~)

(sin(~)
,

v

1

t1'-Xy
= T ~+
'
,

"'
the backward tranSlorma-

-Sin(O) (D.1'x)
cos(O , D."y

(A.4)

:=T;::"'-X,y
for left handed rotations of the angle

~

from the x-y system into the t-r system, and

=

cos(O
( -sin(~)

Sin(~)) (D.'Yx)
cos(~)

D."y

(A.5)

'----.,v,----'''
:=T;~'-X'y

for right handed rotations of the angle ~ from the x-y into the t-r coordinates. To rotate tilt data from
the measmements, 6'Yx and D."y in Eqs.A.4, A.5 could be identified with the calibrated output values of
the tiltmeter's sensors.
The strike orientation 01' direction of the total tilt 6'1, Eq.A.1, in a horizontal plane with respect to a coordinate system, e. g. the x-y system, is caHed herein r, see Fig.A.9. The value of r can be obtained from
liIlmeter

\
and is derived by
,

x

6 'x
r = arcsin( ~
)

l1y

J....:>.'Y

x

Figure A.9:
Tilt
6., and its orientation r of strike in a
x-y system.

(A.6)

from both components 6'Yx 01' 6 , 'y and the total tilt D. . In Eqs.A.6 the values of
are not wuque due to the defilutions of the inverse functions
arcsin and arccos. If
"
Eqs.A.6 are used for the data transformation, the defuution of the inverse function
(Bronstein & Semendjajew, 1987) has to be respected to get the correct value and the
sign.

r

A.3

Auxiliary Data to Site OE

A.3.1

Configuration Data of WeHs and Tiltmeters

-'next page
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WeHs:
weH

aquifer

BI
B2
B3
PI
..

GW2
GW2
GW4
GWI
GvV2
GW3
GW4
GWI
GW2

..

..
P2
..

l[m] q [m 3 /h]
17
250
250
17
21
85
7.5
13
15
19
6.5
15

Zl

[m]

Zz

[m]

Z3

[mJ

42.5
42.2
7.5
37.8
93.0
7.0
34.0

Z4 [17<]

d[mmJ

800
600
156.2 400
50
50
50
155.0 50
50
50

Table A.l: Configuration and hydrological data of wells, site OE. 1== mean hydraulic head below surface, q == yield, Zi ==
center depth of weil screen tapping the i-th aquifer below surface, d == diameter of casing. Continuously active: Bi since
1981, B2 since 1989, B3 since 1997.

Tiltllleters:
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Figure A.l0: Radial (horizontal) distances r BI between production well
Bi OE and tiltmeter positions at site OE.
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Figure A.ll: Radial (horizontal) distances r B2 between production well
B2 OE and tiltmeter positions at site OE.
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Figure A.12: Radial (horizontal) distances r E3 between production well B3 OE
and tiltmeter positions at site OE.

A.3.2

Second Regional Geological Cross Section, OE

ssw
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[jjj[] topsolll:':] grayel U sand G-5jsand/slitD silt

~ clay
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bedrock

Figure A.13: Second regional simplified geological cross section, OE, E---F in Fig.3.3. 4 times verticallY exaggerated.
The cross section extends over the borders of Fig.3.3. An additional weH, 40052, is sketched. Numbers beside the weHs
indicate depth in m of the boundaries between adjacent layers. Aquifers GVV10E to GVV40E are marked. Geological
interpretation was mostly done by IvIartau (2001) on the basis of GLA-NW (1988), WaHbraun (1992), Erftverband (1999),
Yerbandswasserwerk (1999), Rheinbraun (2000), Hoffmann (2002).

A.3.3

Correetion of Tilt Data

A correction was necessary for the data obtained from borehole tiltmeters which were installed without
a casing, and from platform instruments. The aim of correction was to remove (1) short period signals
from background noise, e. g. caused by civilization, (2) long period trends caused, e. g. by settling after
installation of the instr1Ullents, (3) single events, e. g. due to moistening after precipitation. The correction
should reduce disturbance not caused by pump activity. Therefore, it was tried to find an arbitrary time
dependent f1Ulction fitting best the annoying signal parts, but not signals caused by pumping. This
f1Ulction was subtracted from the measurements. Modelling of the 1Ulderlying physical processes of the
dist1U'bances was not made.
Fig.A.I4 shows two examples of data correction procedure. The first is from the data of T8 OE, sub
figures (a), (b), (c). In that case, correction works very well. It is the best correction of all data.
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Figure A.14: Correction of data from aborehole tiltmeter installed without easing, (a), (b), (e), left, and a platform
tiltmeter, (d), (e), (f), right. First, the data is smoothed. Then, a best fitting function is adapted to trends and events and
subtraeted from data. For PLT8X OE, (e) the fit had to be done at individual parts of the time series with different types
of funetions. After eorrection the signal of PLT8Y OE shows pump eycles, marked by the dashed arrows in (f).

One annoying signal part in both tilt components X, Y has a high frequency and is possibly caused
by industrial noise. Such type of disturbance was often observed in the Lower Rhine Embayment (von
Seht & Wohlenberg, 1996, Fabian, 1998, Kümpel et al. , 2001). The other part of noise is a long period
variation with a smoothly curved course. The latter may consist of two infiuencing factors: settling after
installation of the instnullent and a damped moistening effect after precipitation events. The rain fall
is shown in Fig.A.14(a). Since T80E is installed at a somewhat larger depth of 2.45m bottom end of
instrument below smface, distmbance of the tilt signals caused by rain fall may occur not instantaneously
but somewhat damped by the overlying subsoil.
Correction ofthe high frequency part, (1) was done by Savaizki-Golay filtering. The effect is a smoothing
of the data. Here, in a moving window that covers 9 data points, a polynomial regression of degree 3 is
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adapted to the data to determine the smoothed value of the center point of the window. This method
has the advantage over e. g. adjacent averaging, that it bettel' keeps edges in the comse of the signal
like they occm at start and cessation of pumping (Press et al., 1988, Vetterling et al., 1988, Microcal
Software, Inc., 1999). The smoothed cmves are plotted in Fig.A.14(b). The trace of the signal plots is
thinner as before. The noise has been reduced. In the next step (2) a best adapting flmction was fitted
to the smoothed cmves, Fig.A.14(b). A X2-fit (Leo, 1994) was carried out to minimize the difference
between signal and fit function. The used fit function is printed in Fig.A.14(b). Other data sets, not
shown here, were corrected mostly by other types of fit functions. The used functions were taken from
the fit flmction selection provided in the X2-fitting tool of Origin6.1 (Microcal Software, Inc., 1999). The
parameters of the functions, named a, Al, A2, b, BI, B2, c, r, pI, p2, p3 and the value of X 2 are not
presented. They contain no relevant information here. The variable in the fW1ctions is the time denoted
by t. Since the time series from T8 OE were not disturbed by single, outstanding events, the correction
could be finished by subtracting the fit functions of the X2-fit from the smoothed cmves. The corrected
tilt signals are in Fig.A.14(c).
The second example of tilt data correction is in Fig.A.14(d), (e), (f). This was the most complicated
correction process. Fig.A.14(d) illustrates the raw data from a platform tiltmeter installed at position
PLT8 OE next to T8 OE, Fig.A.5, and shows data ofprecipitation, RF. The original tilt signals do not show
evidence of any pwnp cyc1e and are dominated by a strong trend and huge distmbances immediately after
rain fall events (see the large tilt amplitudes with respect to the data of the borehole tiltmeter, T8oE)'
Correction steps were like in the foregoing case. However, the annoying signal parts of longer signal
periods changed their character with ongoing data sampling, see Fig.A.14(e). First, there is a somewhat
linear trend at the beginning of the data from both tilt components. It is followed by a strong non-linear
excmsion, PLT8Y OE. In this latter time span, the signal of the X-component, PLT8X OE, shows two
pulses. For a correction of these influences, the X2-fit was carried out only at parts of the time series.
The type of fit function had to be changed between the parts to get the best fit, Fig.A.14(e). The result
is shown in Fig.A.14(f). There, the corresponding wellievel record of production well B2 OE is plotted,
too. A comparison between the wellievel observation and PLT8Y OE shows indeed some significant pwnp
induced tilt signals, marked by arrows in (f). Due to the orientation of PLT8Y OE in direction to B2 OE
the pwnp induced signal in PLT8X OE is small and hard to see. Even in the parts of the corrected tilt
signal after the first rain fall event, julian days after 78.5, pwnp induced tilt can be recognized.
The correction of the tilt data with the here outlined procedme works fine. However, absence of annoying
signals with wavelengths in the range of the periods of the pwnp-cyc1es is a major precondition for a
correction that W1covers useful tilt signals for further quantitative conclusions. Another precondition is an
overall not too noisy signal without huge and frequent distmbances of several times larger amplitudes than
the utility signal. In the outlined examples, data from T8 OE can be used for quantitative interpretations,
but that from PLT8 OE seems to be somewhat problematically, especially for analyses of the early transient
signal flanks.
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A.3.4

Error Plots of Deformation Image Data, OE
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Figure A.15: Error plots of surface deformation image data, site OE. The diagrams show the arithmetic mean of the
selected maximum tilt amplitudes that were induced by pumping at the particular positions at site OE, with their standard
deviation, 10- confidence level. In the plots, the vertical axis, TxN OE scales the tilt angle !::>"(N with positive sign in northern
direction, and the horizontal axis, TxE OE, the tilt angle !::>"(E with positive sign in eastern direction. The 'x' indicates that
axis scaling is the same for the data form all positions. Compare Sec.3.1.2.
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A.4

Auxiliary Data to Site BV

Configuration data of tiltnwters and weHs:

tilt
pos./
weIl
Tl
T2
BI
B2
B3

l[m] q[m 3 /h] , [m] ([m] z[m] d[mm]

aquifer
in GvV1
inGW1
GW1
GW2
GW3

13.1
6.1
1.6
2.1
6.5

2.23
2.68

2.5
2.5
2.5

7.0
25.5
37.5

200
200
50
50
50

Table A.2: Configuration and hydrological data of wells and tiltmeters, site BV. 1== mean hydraulic head below surface,
q == yield, r == radial distance of tiltmeters to the wells, <; == center depth of the tiltmeter body below surface, z == center
depth of weil screen below sm'face, d == diameter of casing.

A.5

Auxiliary Data to Site WD

Configuration data of tiltmeters and weHs:

tilt
pos./
weIl
Tl
T2
BI
B2
P1D
P2D
P2S

aquifer
inGW1
inGW1
GW2
GW2
GW2
GW2
GW1(?)

l[m] q[m 3 /h]

7'1

[m]

70
140
200
150

'2

[m] ([m] z[m] d[mm]

470
525

1.58
1.58
94.5
99.5
36.5
49.6
23.6

1.3
1.3
1.0

200
200
?
?
50
50
50

Table A.3: Configuration and hydrological data of wells and tiltmeters, site VlD. 1== mean hydraulic head below surface,
q == yield, rl == radial distance of tiltmeters to the weil BI Hf D, r2 == radial distance of tiltmeters to the weil B2 Hf D, <; ==
center depth of the tiltmeter body below surface, z == center depth of weil screen below surface, d == diameter of casing.

A.6

POEL

The program POEL was developed by R. Wang from GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam. It was used here
to calculate the poroelastic diffusion-deformation processes in multi-Iayered half-spaces. A more detailed
description of the mathematical structure of POEL is given in vVang & Kümpel (2003). Recently, POEL
has become available in its second version where it ca1culates wave number spectra and time series in
mostly arbitrary time windows. The program is protected by a copyright/user agreement. The ca1culated
data accowlts for matrix displacement, strahl tensor components, radial vertical tilt, pore pressw'e change
and Darcy velocity. Ca1culated data, the spectra and the time series are stored by POEL in different files,
one for each corresponding observable. The program is written in Fortran77. POEL is a single console
program, poel. exe that is controIled by an input file *. dat. The input file describes the actual model
scenario.
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A.6 POEL

A Comparison with the Analytic Solution

A.6.1

Acheck of the f1.mctionality of POEL can be done with the analytic steady state solutions of the poroelastic
equations in a homogeneous half-space, Eqs.2.19 printed in Fig.2.9. POEL should calculate nearly the
same values for tilt and pore pressure like the analytic solution provides. Therefore, the values for tilt
and pore pressme obtained by the analytic solution, with the parameters like in Fig.2.9, were computed
on the calculation points of the grid in Fig.4.1. The corresponding POEL solution was subtracted from
these values. Fig.A.16 shows the differences between the analytic steady state and the POEL steady state
solution for tilt and pore pressme. The overall deviation between both solutions is less that 0.1 percent.
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Figure A.16: Difference between the steady state analytic and the POEL solutions for a homogeneous half-space of
small grained sand with a point source at depth 100 m. The amplitude scaling of the plots here is 10 3 times enhanced
for tilt and 104 times for pore pressure with respect to the previous common scaling. vVith the same scaling, lm'gest differences would be seen only in a radius of 20 m around the source. They are less than 0.1 fLrad for tilt and 0.1 kPa for pore
pressure.

Difference between Point- and Line-Sink

A.6.2

The difference effect between the here used line sink for the production well that extends vertically
between 90m and 110m, and a point sink at a depth of 100m is shown in Fig.A.17. Both data was
calculated with POEL on the grid in Fig.4.1. Except for the settings for the somce, all parameters in
the input files are the same. The values of the tilt and pore pressme fields caused by the line sink are
subtracted from the values that result form the calculation with a point sink Overall in the far field of
the source, the line sink causes negligibly larger tilt and smaller pore pressme changes.
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Figure A.17: Difference of the induced tilt and pore pressure distribution if pumping is done from a point and a line sink.
Due to the enhanced scaling of the amplitudes in both diagrams, 103 times enhanced for tilt and 104 times for pore pressure
with respect to the common scaling in the study, a difference distribution can be seen. The largest differences, even still
small, occur within a distance of 20 m around the line sink.
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A.7

Time Slices - Half-Space, 3, 4, 6 Layers

The time slices printed in the following illustrate the tilt and pore pressme development in different halfspaces during the first hom after onset of pumping, except for the homogeneous half-space, where steady
state is included. The data of the selected time steps is from the time dependent solutions calculated
with POEL on the grid of calculation points of Fig.4.1. The models of section4.3 were used.
The models are represented by different nwnbers of time slices. The mutation of the particular solution
fields of some models is not so strong between some successive time steps - see for installCe Fig.A.18(g)
which time slice is kept out. Caused by the gridding of the contom plots, the field distributions are not
completely accmate. This is in model regions where gradients and/o1' amplitudes are small with respect
to the strongest amplitudes and gradients that occm in the whole diagram. The adjusted 6-laye1' model
has rune different time steps. In the pore pressme contoms of this model, Figs.A.25, the area where the
Noordbergwn effect occms is not correctly depicted. Here, only the model sections where the effect has a
larger amplitude are delineated. The gridding was not able to accmately handle the model parts between
the two less pervious layers, depths z = 20 m to 60 m. The Noordbergum effect also occms in that part
of the model, see Fig.4.17.
The figmes on the fmther pages show:
• Fig.A.18, A.19: Homogeneous half space. Poroelastic parameters are in Tab.4.8. vVith steady state
included.
• Fig.A.20, A.21: 3-layer model with a bmied less pervious slab.
Tab.4.2.

Poroelastic parameters are in

• Fig.A.22, A.23: 4-layer model. Poroelastic parameters are in Tab.4.5.
• Fig.A.24, A.25: Adjusted 6-layer model. Poroelastic parameters are in Tab.4.9.
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Figure A.18: Time slices, tilt !:l,r [prad], homogeneous half-space, 'small sand'.
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Figure A.20: Time slices, tilt !:l,j' [I-'radl, 3-layer model, 'mid sand-loam mix-small sand'.
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Figure A.22: Time slices, tilt 6.,1' [f-trad], 4-layer model, 'mid sand-loam mix-small sand-day'.
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Figure A.23: Time slices, pore pressure p [kPaJ, 4-layer model, 'mid sand-loam mix-small sand-clay'.
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